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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF MODERN MACHINE DRIVE SYSTEMS FOR
MAXIMUM FAULT TOLERANT AND OPTIMAL OPERATION
by
Ali Sarikhani
Florida International University, 2012
Miami, Florida, USA
Professor Osama A. Mohammed, Major Professor
Modern electric machine drives, particularly three phase permanent magnet
machine drive systems represent an indispensable part of high power density
products. Such products include; hybrid electric vehicles, large propulsion systems,
and automation products. Reliability and cost of these products are directly related to
the reliability and cost of these systems. The compatibility of the electric machine and
its drive system for optimal cost and operation has been a large challenge in industrial
applications. The main objective of this dissertation is to find a design and control
scheme for the best compromise between the reliability and optimality of the electric
machine-drive system. The effort presented here is motivated by the need to find new
techniques to connect the design and control of electric machines and drive systems.
A highly accurate and computationally efficient modeling process was developed
to monitor the magnetic, thermal, and electrical aspects of the electric machine in its
operational environments. The modeling process was also utilized in the design
process in form finite element based optimization process. It was also used in
hardware in the loop finite element based optimization process. The modeling process
was later employed in the design of a very accurate and highly efficient physics-based
customized observers that are required for the fault diagnosis as well the sensorless
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rotor position estimation. Two test setups with different ratings and topologies were
numerically and experimentally tested to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
techniques.
The modeling process was also employed in the real-time demagnetization control
of the machine. Various real-time scenarios were successfully verified. It was shown
that this process gives the potential to optimally redefine the assumptions in sizing the
permanent magnets of the machine and DC bus voltage of the drive for the worst
operating conditions.
The mathematical development and stability criteria of the physics-based
modeling of the machine, design optimization, and the physics-based fault diagnosis
and the physics-based sensorless technique are described in detail.
To investigate the performance of the developed design test-bed, software and
hardware setups were constructed first. Several topologies of the permanent magnet
machine were optimized inside the optimization test-bed. To investigate the
performance of the developed sensorless control, a test-bed including a 0.25 (kW)
surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous machine example was created. The
verification of the proposed technique in a range from medium to very low speed,
effectively show the intelligent design capability of the proposed system.
Additionally, to investigate the performance of the developed fault diagnosis system,
a test-bed including a 0.8 (kW) surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous
machine example with trapezoidal back electromotive force was created. The results
verify the use of the proposed technique under dynamic eccentricity, DC bus voltage
variations, and harmonic loading condition make the system an ideal case for
propulsion systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM)
In the recent decades, the development of the vector control of PMSM for wide
speed range in addition to the continuous cost reduction of magnetic materials with
high energy density has made the AC drives based on PMSM more attractive and
competitive. In addition to these the fast dynamic response, high power density and
wide operating speed range has opened up new possibilities for large-scale application
of PMSM [1–3].
In general, PM synchronous machines can have either sinusoidal back
electromotive force (EMF) or non-sinusoidal EMF (normally trapezoidal). The EMF
waveform is related to the shape and the location of the magnetic poles, the
magnetization direction of the magnet (parallel, sinusoidal, radial, radial sine), the
number of slot/poles and the winding arrangement. The PMSM with approximately
sinusoidal back electromotive force (EMF) can be categorized either as interior
permanent magnet machines (IPM) or as the surface-mounted permanent magnet
machines (SPM) [4]. In IPM machines, magnets are buried inside the rotor.
Consequently, in most of the IPM topologies the magnetic reluctance of the direct and
quadrature magnet fluxes are not equal. This effect is called magnetic saliency,
although the IPM rotor face is physically smooth. The magnetic saliency is the source
of reluctance torque. This makes the IPM machines superior to the SPM machines in
many applications. In SPM machines the magnets are located on the face of the rotor.
Because the permeability of the magnets is close to one, the SPM machine can be
considered to have a large and uniform air gap. This property makes the magnetic
saliency almost negligible. As a result, the only source of the torque in SPM machine
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is magnetic torque[5]. It is created from the interaction of the magnet rotor flux and
the armature flux which are perpendicular to each other. Mechanically, the IPM has
more robust and solid structure than SPM since the magnets are physically buried
inside the rotor iron. In addition, due to their saliency, the IPM motors are more
suitable for the applications that require constant power at higher speeds than nominal
speed and require flux weakening control in sensitive critical applications [3, 6].
1.2 Reliability and optimality in PMSM
A continuous growth in the usage of PMSM drives will surely be witnessed in the
near future. Despite of all the positive advantages that a PMSM offers, the high power
density of permanent magnet compared to the armature winding power density beside
the demagnetization of permanent magnet due to reverse field and the overtemperature have made the reliability assessment, remedial action areas of the
necessary issues to prevent machine collapse during internal fault or unexpected overloading conditions[7]. The demagnetization of the magnets and the progressive interturn fault are of the main electrical treats that need careful consideration during the
design stage and the real time operation of the machine. The design stage takes
responsibility for the long term reliability of PMSM through reliability assessment
policies defined in terms of long term demagnetization, maximum flux weakening
capability, thermal constraints[8]. The real-time fault diagnosis, prognostics systems
and the real-time remedial strategies take responsibility for the short term reliability of
PMSM-drive system. The long term reliability ensures the users that the machine will
handle a worse condition for a certain periods of time. The short-term reliability tries
to apply the fault detection and remedial action in the defined time span. The
interaction of short term and long term reliability is obvious. Whenever the attention
to the long term reliability is increased, the short-term reliability needs less attention
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and vice-versa. The higher attention to the long term reliability increase the size/
(KW) will result in higher final cost ($) of the PMSM. Consequently, it is seen that
there is an interesting challenges between the optimality and the reliability of the
PMSM-drive through the short-time reliability assessments[3], [9–12].
1.2.1 Long term reliability in PMSM
The long term reliability policies is defined as all the design policies that lead to
more stable electrical machine against mechanical, electrical and thermal stress[13–
15]. The consideration of the permanent magnet stability either through the
conservative choice of the permanent magnet material or through the shaping and
sizing of the permanent magnet used in the PMSM are of the important issues in long
term demagnetization assessment[16]. In addition, the thermal analysis, the saliency
ratio, assigning the proper ratio between power density of the PM and the power
density of the windings are of the most important issues that reflect the designer
thought into the long term reliability of the PMSM [17].
1.2.1.1 Consideration of the permanent magnet stability
The permanent magnet stability is the capability of a permanent magnet to
maintain an external magnetic field resulted from small magnetic domains locked in
position by crystal anisotropy within the magnet material. The Factors that affects the
magnet stability include temperature, time, adverse fields, reluctance changes,
radiation, shock, stress, and vibration[9], [18–21].
The effect of time on demagnetization processis reviewd in [22]. In general, when
the operating condition of PM machine is normal, the influence of time on modern
permanent magnet materials is negligible. Life assessment investigations have shown
that permanent magnets will see changes immediately after magnetization. Long-term
time versus flux investigations have also shown that a newly magnetized magnet will
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lose a minor percentage of its flux density as a function of age. However, the life of a
permanent magnet depends on many factors. Physically occurring forces tends to
knock the little domains out of their normal alignment. But this is usually a very slow
process. Temperature is a main factor in this process. The higher the temperature, the
faster this process will happen. Heating up the magnet higher than the Curie point will
immediately randomize the domains. A sharp blow can also knock domains out of
their normal alignments, as can other nearby magnetic or electrical fields. Radiation
can also knock domains out of their normal alignment.
The effect of reluctance change on demagnetization process is reviewd in[1]. It is
recognized that, any permeance changes such as changes in air gap dimensions
throughout operation can diverge the magnets from their normal condition, such as
falling the magnet's operating point to below the knee of the curve, and causing partial
and/or irreversible losses. This behavior of magnets is known as reluctance change. In
this work this effect is not considered in the modeling, however for a comprehensive
study in the fault tolerance researches this effect should be added to the physics-based
model.
The thermal effect on demagnetization process is reviewd in [17]. To some extent,
demagnetizing a magnet by exposure to elevated temperatures in a controlled manner
stabilizes the magnet with respect to temperature. The slight reduction in flux density
also improves the magnets stability because domains with low commitment to
orientation are the first to lose their orientation. On the other hand, Thermal shock
when permanent magnets are exposed to high temperature gradients can lead to
internal fractures within the PM material and should be prevented. In general, for life
assessment studies the effect of temperature on magnets can be expressed in three
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category, Reversible losses, Irreversible but recoverable losses, and Irreversible and
unrecoverable losses.
The effect of reverse field on demagnetization process is reviewd in in [22]. The
external reverse magnetic field in repulsion mode lead to the permanent magnet
demagnetization if the operating point of the magnet drops below the knee point
1.2.1.2 Consideration of the design parameter in PMSM reliability
Ratio between the power density of the PM and the power density of the windings
is an important factor in reliability of a PMSM. The lower ratio of power density of
the PM to the power density of the winding can lead to the higher flux weakening
capability. The higher flux weakening capability, the more effective the fault remedial
action will be, and the higher demagnetization risk will be [1].
The thermal issues [23] are the main reason for electrical insulation deterioration,
electrical resistance changes, and magnet demagnetization. The current density of the
windings and the power density of the armature windings are the most important
factors that reflect the thermal aspect of the machine to the machine performance.
The saliency ratio[24] is defined as the ratio of the quadrature to the direct
inductance path. For SPM machines it is very close to one and for the IPM machines
it is normally lower than one. It can also be higher than one. The shape and
arrangement of the iron and magnets, the inter-pole angle, and the number of
permanent magnets per poles in the rotor side, and the slot opening in the stator side
affect the saliency ratio. The saliency ratio is of the factors that influence the flux
weakening control.
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1.2.2 Short-term reliability in PMSM
The short term reliability is defined as all the operational environment measures
that can help to rescue the machine by fast, effective, and optimal fault diagnosis and
prognostic systems, and remedial strategies [16–20].
The high power density ratio of rotor to armature and the usage of permanent
magnets in a PMSM make this machine quite sensitive to internal short–circuit faults
and less reliable than induction, switch reluctance, and somewhat the wound rotor
synchronous machines[29].
The internal faults of the machine are of the special issues that seriously treat the
reliability of machine-drive systems from the machine side. Therefore any prognostic,
prevention, or remedial action that can mitigate the influence internal fault of the
machine can improve the availability and maintainability of machine-drive
system[30]. Related to faults, it is recognized that the internal faults are a contagious
phenomena and can rapidly grow up or mutate from a small defect to an
uncompensated tragedy. So, fast and accurate detection, diagnosis, and remedy of
fault at its initial states can firstly give a clear indication of incipient failure modes
and secondly it greatly simplifies the fault detection, localization, and remedial
actions. In addition to this, improving the reliability of each of the machine and the
drive in design stage can enhance the reliability of machine-drive system as a whole.
In recent years, there has been a huge interest in developing of remedial actions
mostly in safety critical applications of machine drive systems. The investigations
mainly were focused on equipping or modification of the drive control algorithm with
additional fault state controls that could improves the reliability, safety, and security
margins of machine[16]. Nevertheless, based upon a survey on the current state of the
art in fault tolerant researches of machine-drive systems over the last 30 years in those
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investigations which have proved successful advantage, it is identified that areas of
research still require attention to advance the subject[7], [8], [16], [30–37]. Based
upon current literatures on fault tolerant area there are still three general open
problems: only on-line techniques for rotating machines are studied; specific
problems of variable speed drives are not effectively studied; emerging brushless,
reluctance and permanent magnet machines of unusual topology are all concentrated
upon one category as PM machines.
On the other hand, it is evident that diagnosis of any disease at its initial stages will
increase the patient chance to be cured. Therefore, the most effective remedial actions
are strongly dependent on a fast and accurate fault detection and diagnosis system and
also on the physical characteristics of the machine[38]. It is evident that, the physical
characteristics of the machine are specified in the design stage. No effective research
effort on the short term reliability joint with design of machines can be found in
literature. Machines not only require a reliable fault detection method, but also require
a proper remedial action that can maintain the machine-drive system or the connected
inverter to continue uninterrupted operation. The most desirable characteristic of a
remedial action is to maintain the drive’s uninterrupted operation without any
degradation in the performance characteristics of the machine in the presence of a
fault. The only way to achieve this is through increased redundancy at the design
stage, and maybe only redundancy-based approaches can solve this difficulty. In
sensitive industries, conservative designs and redundancy policies are commonly
applied in order to improve the fault tolerance of the devices[37]. The goal of
conservative design policies is to include mitigation measures in the physical design
that would reduce fault occurrences through over-sizing the system’s capacity or
include redundant measures. The concept of redundancy is that: if a part of the system
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fails, there is an extra or back-up solution that is able to operate in place of the failed
part to maintain uninterrupted operation. Although these two approaches are
important to increase the fault tolerance of an electric machine-drive system, they
greatly increase the cost and complexity of the system. Moreover, redundancy may
not be practical for an application that has a severe restriction on the installation
space, such as in the case of traction drives in electric or hybrid-electric vehicles. To
reduce these complexities and increase the efficiency of the whole system, the design
optimization of machine for a minimum redundancy and a maximum fault tolerance
maybe a proper solution[37]. However, the obtained solution may not be a unique
one. Moreover, fault diagnosis and fault tolerance strategies may be put in place
dynamically to detect certain failures from its point of inception so as to prevent it
from developing into a significant level. From this point of view, operational dynamic
HIL-physics-based optimization of machine, drive and diagnosis algorithm system
maybe a solution. It is mentioned that, fault tolerant strategies are based on the
concept that a faulty system can maintain its uninterrupted operation with the
assistance of a modified topology or control algorithm. To implement such
approaches as practical entities, the machine drives should be optimally designed to
perform the essential tasks of fault detection, fault isolation, remedial and emergency
actions in the best possible way.
All in all, there has been a huge interest for online and offline fault detection,
analysis, and diagnosis of electrical machine and devising remedial measures from
drive side[39]. However, there are still lots of questions that need to be revealed, such
as:
-

How we can get the maximum robustness in the design of machine-drive systems
with regard to internal faults in the machine?
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-

How do the control schema and topology of the drive affect the fault diagnosis
and remedial actions? Or how should the control recruit to facilitate the fault
diagnosis and remedial actions?

-

How are the physical characteristics of the machines and control algorithms of the
drives associated with the fault?

-

What are the benefits of the design of machine-drive systems in a single combined
design process concerning special issues like internal fault of machine?
Based on our literature review on fault diagnosis systems [25–28], [38–64], it is

clear that electrical techniques have proven to be powerful tools for fault diagnosis of
electrical machines, offering comprehensive condition monitoring signals. The
difficulties are broad signal bandwidth, complexity of the spectral analysis, the
interpretation of their content and the low signal-to-noise ratio of the resultant signal
when a fault is present. This situation is exacerbated on variable speed drives where
individual fault frequencies may need to be tracked with the drive speed. Moreover,
other global indicators of machine health, such as temperature or vibration give clear
signals which can be used as complementary methods alongside electrical signals to
improve detection. This type of fault diagnosis, multi-parameter fault diagnosis, gives
enormous confidence for remedial actions. Multi-parameter fault diagnosis can still be
considered a minimalist approach since the minimum effective number of signals
should be compared to achieve the necessary detection[35].
On the other hand, relative to the drive, variable speed drives are being applied in
increasing numbers to electrical machines. The key problems that may arise in fault
diagnosis of variable speed machines are:
-

If the speed of the drive remains constant for substantial periods of time, then
spectral analysis of flux, voltage, current, power or vibration can still be done
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provided the results are interpreted for the speed and base frequency when the
measurements are made.
-

If the speed varies significantly, then non-stationary techniques, such as short time
interval spectrograms, wavelets or Wigner-Ville techniques, dependent on the rate
of change of speed, need to be used.

-

If speed varies under control loop action, then the frequency content of the
monitoring signals will be affected by the controller bandwidth. In this case, it is
possible for the drive controller to suppress fault harmonics in the terminal
quantities. However, it may be possible to extract condition monitoring
information from signals derived within the controller.

-

When machine is supplied from a variable speed drive, all terminal quantities of
the electrical machine will be polluted by drive harmonics, and proper filtering
will be essential for obtaining a good signal-to-noise ratio.

1.3 Variable speed-drive control of PMSM[65]
In the recent decades, with the increase in the memory and speed of
microcontrollers (MPU) the vector control is becoming a common technique for
design of controllers. The vector control (or namely field-oriented control) of ac
machines was introduced in the late 1960s by Laschke, Hasse, and Leonhard [66].
This technique, allows the quick torque response of ac machines similar to that of dc
machines. The design of variable speed drive controller based vector control is
connected to the electrical parameter of the PMSM, output power of the PMSM, the
maximum EMF, the maximum speed, the inertia of the machine, and the limitation of
drive switches[65]. In addition to these technical parameters, environmental concerns,
electromagnetic interference (EMI) impose additional limitations to the design of the
variable speed drives. The electrical parameter of the machine is normally provided in
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rotor frame of reference. The electrical parameter of the machine affect of the
adjustment of PI controller embedded inside the drive. For example, the saliency
ratio, the EMF harmonics, armature inductance, the cogging torque, and dynamic core
loss from the PMSM are of the factors that affect the modulation technique, current
control PI controller, and speed PI controller in the drive, given a desired response
needed to be achieved. Therefore attention to compatibility of the PMSM and the
chosen drive is necessary to firstly be able to control the PMSM and afterward control
the PMSM-drive in the most efficient way[65], [67]. The existing ideas in the variable
speed drive control of PMSM are presented in chapter 3.
1.4 Sensorless control of PMSM
The vector control of PMSM requires the knowledge of the rotor position. Usually
the rotor position is measured by a shaft encoder, resolver, or Hall sensors [68]. The
usage of these sensors depends on the shape of the EMF and it defines the modulation
technique. The presence of such sensors increases the cost of the overall drive system.
It may also reduce the reliability of PMSM-drive system. In addition to these, the
unwanted orientation of such sensors, the limited assembly space and rigid working
environment with severe vibration and/or high temperature has made the usage of
these sensors under serious limitations. Therefore, a robust and responsive sensorless
control schemes plays an essential role in the overall cost and reliability of the system.
Due to these facts, there have been huge investigations for the estimation of rotor
position and speed, especially in the recent decade[68–79].
1.5 Conventional approach to the design of 3-phase PMSM-drive systems
Permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) are gradually applied in a
variety of industrial and military applications which require high power density, fast
dynamic response, accurate control over wide speed ranges. The conventional design
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of PMSM and the drive is a done separately. It means that the reliability and
optimality of each PMSM and the drive is considered separately normally chosen for
the worse case[80]. This is to guarantee robustness of machine-drive system as a
unified system. This static point of view increase overall computational, economical
and even the performance cost of PMSM-drive system. The separate design of
PMSM-drive forces the designers to sacrifice some of the objectives either or both in
drive or in PMSM. It adds economical cost to the system. More importantly, the
separate developed algorithms for control and protection embedded in the drive may
not be optimal and/or sensible enough to rescue the PMSM-drive system during the
fault conditions. It adds computational and the performance cost to the system.
Tracking the optimal and reliable working point in PMSM-drive requires the very
accurate information from the PMSM[81]. It also requires certain control algorithms
in the drive to accurately target the certain machine operating condition at the right
time [80–106].
1.6 Problem statement
As mentioned in sections 1.2 to 1.5 the reliability and optimality of the permanent
magnet machine is not only related to the machine design procedure, material
selection but also it is tightly connected to the operational environment conditions as
well as the drive control, diagnosis, and remedial actions strategies. Therefore
involvement of the machine physical characteristic which are reflected from the
design stage into the control side of the machine is necessary to overcome the worsescenario assumptions, fault diagnosis and sensorless control accuracy limitations in
the design and control of these systems.
In order to create a computational design environment which covers the
interaction of the machine and drive system in design stage, two scenarios were
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assumed. Firstly, both the electrical machine and the drive system are under software
development. Secondly, the electrical machine is under software development and the
drive is already available. Although, there have been a vast investigations for the first
scenario, the second scenario remains unanswered to some extent in the scientific
community.
In order to ensure the short-time reliability and optimality which covers of the
interaction of machine and drive system in application stage, the creation of modelbased observers and fault diagnosis system is required. Although there have been a
huge investigations in model-based observers and fault diagnosis systems in the
recent decades, the accuracy of these systems is still under the preparation of an
accurate and computationally light model of the machine and adaptive compensation
for machine model variations.
Finally, to break the worst case scenario assumptions, the development of realtime thermal and magnetic monitoring system of the electrical machine is needed. If
these systems are a model-based one, these can enable us equip the drive with
additional control loop to prevent the permanent magnet demagnetization as well as
other thermal limitations under any operational contingencies.
1.7 Research objective
In this dissertation the idea of co-design of modern PMSM-drive systems is
presented. The term co-design is defined as the simultaneous numerical and analytical
development and prototyping of such that system. The term modern indicate the
advanced sensorless control algorithm, fault diagnosis, fault prognostic and self healer
controllers embedded in the drive. These are designed based upon the physics-based
model of the machine during the development of the machine. In fact, the design
properties of the under development machine impose its behavior, limitation and
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constraints on the drive design process. It is successively applied until desire response
and behaviors is achieved.
The co-design process, if successfully achieved, may leads to the optimal and
maximum fault tolerant of PMSM-drive system. Indeed, the co-design of PMSMdrive enables us to design accurate and light observers and controllers that assist in
adjusting the operating point dynamically according to the ambient temperature,
predicted internal situation of PMSM, and the reference command. In the co-design
process include two parts of co-design optimization process, co-design of observer
and controller development. The co-design optimization process dealt with the
simultaneous hardware in the loop (HIL)-design optimization of PMSM-drive system
and the HIL-design optimization of PMSM with an existing drive system. The codesign of observer and controller development goal is to include the drive side with
the additional control and detection algorithm from the models that is facilitated from
the design stage. This objective can also be inserted in the co-design optimization
process. On the other hand, the control and protection algorithm embedded in drive
uses the very accurate and efficient model of the machine that machine designer has
used for the design. The co-design process allows developing reliable and
computationally affordable control and fault detection system. The certain objective
in co-design of PMSM-drive is to develop sensible inter-turn fault detection, develop
a model-based sensor-less control from high to very low speeds, to assess and control
certain PMSM properties like temperature and PM demagnetization from drive side.
The developed controllers were verified to properly react to harmonic loading
conditions, variable temperature environment, and very low and high speeds. The
dynamic prediction of the operating point of PMSM and its critical parts from the
developed physics-based models allow an optimal and reliable control of PMSM-
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drive. It also helps to expand the torque-speed profile for an acceptable cost added to
the control algorithm.
The long term reliability concerns the effect of PMSM design parameters during an
isolated PMSM design process. The short term reliability concerns the effective usage
of modern observers and controllers to neutralize the effect of internal electrical fault.
These two definitions are connected by indirect connection of the physical property
and design parameter of PMSM to modern controllers through the use of physicsbased models. The physics-based models calculated from design process enable us to
access the physical properties of the machine during operation. Hence the usage of
these models in the controllers and fault diagnosis systems enhance the short-term
reliability. In addition, because the physics-based models are indirectly connected to
the design properties of the machine, the short-term and long term reliabilities are
connected in such a way that the multiplication of these two results in a constant
measure.
Conventionally, it is assumed that the reliability and cost of a system have direct
relation. The higher reliability, the higher the cost will be and vice versa. It is the
optimality of a system that balances the reliability and cost of the system in the most
desired way. In the co-design process, the higher attention to the short-term and the
long-term reliabilities increase the cost of the overall system. However, making a
balance between the short-term and long term reliability could decrease the overall
cost of reliability.
1.8 Original contribution and significance
Permanent magnet synchronous machine has been considered an isolated and
reliable system. The term “isolated” highlights the fact that in current literature a
PMSM is designed totally independent from a drive system while in reality it can not
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be driven without a drive system. The employment of PMSM in many applications
attracted researchers toward design, control and fault tolerance of PMSM drive
systems [37].
In design and optimization of the PMSM the design and control of the machine
have been considered as isolated problems. The problems and the effects related to
interconnectivity of the machine and drive and the role of ambient temperature on the
final design have not been studied before.
In control of the machines, because of the lack of an accurate and computationally
light model of the machine, the thermal, magntic and saturation effects are ignored in
the design of controllers and observers. This has been led to the design of closed loop
observers, limiting the power density of the machine for the worse operating
condition and neglecting the effect of ambient temperature on the performance of
machine drive system.
The fault diagnosis of PMSM is still an open area. For example, only on-line
techniques for rotating machines are studied; specific problems of variable speed
drives and harmonic loading conditions are not effectively studied; also
demagnetization of permanent magnets in PM machines has not been addressed
before.
In this dissertation, a solution for the co-design issue of the electric machine and
its drive was completed. A solution for co-design of an existing drive and under
development electric machine including a solution for highly sensitive model-based
observers for control and fault diagnosis of a known electric machine-drive is
presented. From the introduced perspectives, traction drives in a hybrid or an electric
vehicle and wind based PM generators are some of the applications benefiting from
the developments and the results of this proposed dissertation research.
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In the design stage, a FE-based design optimization technique suitable for up to
5KW and 4000 RPM PM machine drive system is developed. The developed
technique benefits from the interconnectivity of MATLAB, commercials finite
element softwares, and hardware interface tools. The developed optimization
technique is extended for hardware in the loop FE-based design optimization of
PMSM drive systems. This includes the dynamic compatibility of under development
PM machine and an existing drive. It also allows the realistic calculation of torquespeed profile.
In the modeling stage, a computationally light finite-element based thermo-electric
model of PM machine is developed. The model includes the effect of iron saturation,
magnet demagnetization, and thermal aspect of the machine.
An inductance calculation technique benefiting from field circuit finite element
technique is developed. This system allows calculating the inductance as a function of
rotor position, direct and quadrature currents.
The thermal behavior of the machine is monitored by an embedded thermal
network calculated from the geometry and material of the PM machine. The thermal
model is furthur modified with respect to the inter-turn short circuit faults for
simulation studies.
A real-time demagnetization assessment system is developed. This system is fed
into a real-time demagnetization controller to increase the reliability of PM machine
operating at variable ambient temperature and strong reverse magnetic field. The
revision of the design ideas based on the worse case scenarios is engaged with this
system to increase the flexibility in the choice of magnet thickness in the design stage
of PM machine.
An accurate physics-based open loop observer for sensorless rotor position
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estimation and control for wide speed range and different operational contingencies is
developed.
In addition, a physics-based open loop observer for inter-turn fault diagnosis
system is developed. It is proven that such that observer accurately detect the fault in
variable speed closed loop systems especially at low speeds and harmonic loading
conditions.
For control purposes an adaptive filtering technique necessary to filter out the
observer outputs for wide speed range is developed.
1.9 Experimental implementations
Since the actual prototyping is considered a costly process and since any change in
the physical structure, size, or material property and type of the machine under fault
or normal condition will pollute the fundamental physical rules of the real machine,
the design of the machine and its additional fault diagnosis studies is considered an
expensive and time consuming and also case sensitive process. In this dissertation, the
co-design optimization process is applied on the equivalent HIL-based model of the
machine. This was physicaly created by an AC/DC converter connected to a buck
converter. This equivalent hardware model is controlled by a thermo-electric
saturation dependent model of the machine. The equivalent hardware model enables
us to study the connected machine to real drive topology in the presence of fault. It is
shown that the comprehensive identified equivalent hardware in loop (HIL) model of
the machine can easily reconstructed when the type of fault or machine changes.
A software package is designed to create the inter-connectivity between the
MATLAB, INFOLYTICA, and CONTROL DESK. The main function includes the
optimization scheme and geometry revision. It is built in an M-file. This M-file sends
the dimention and material information of the design to the MAGNET-INFOLYTICA
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and then receives the inductance, cogging torque, back emf and the flux linkage of the
machine. Then these values are fed into look up table and the machine equations are
built into the Dspace 1103. After that the current adjustable load is run using the
Dspace 1103 model while is is currented to the real drive. The developed software is
enabled to automatically repeat this process during the optimization process.
The developed ideas in the sensorless control and real-time inductance estimation
were experimentally implemented on a 0.25(KW), 44VDC brushless DC PM for very
low to medium speeds where the real challenges in the model-based sensorless control
algorithm appears. The fault detection algorithm was implemented on a 0.8(KW), 48
(VDC) PMSM under a harmonic load, and in presence of dynamic eccentricity.
The demagnetization control technique is implemented inside MATLABSIMULINK. It is facilitated from the solution of the non-linear transient finite
element analysis with motion. The MAGNET and THERMNET software package are
used for finite element analysis.
1.10 Thesis organization
The thesis is organized as follows:
In chapter 2 the existing ideas in the classic design of PM machine are reviewed. In
the chapter 3, the physics-based modeling of the machine as a critical tool for realistic
design of modern PMSM concerning the saturation, thermal, and permanent magnet
(PM) demagnetization is reviewed. In addition, the recreation of the physics-based
model of the machine in the presence of the inter-turn short-circuit fault is presented
in detail. The circuit parameter calculation is presented in chapter 3 as well. In chapter
4, the existing vector control ideas in voltage source inverters (VSI) and current
source inverters (CSI) are reviewed. Moreover, a novel real-time flux weakening
control theory is presented in detail. In chapter 5, a novel physics-based sensorless
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control scheme for PMSM is presented. In chapter 6, a novel physics-based inter-turn
fault diagnosis scheme for permanent magnet synchronous machine is presented. In
chapter 7, the simultaneous design of PMSM and the drive, called co-design of
PMSM-drive system, is explained, and finally the conclusions and recommendation
for the future research are presented in chapters 7 and 8, respectively.
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Chapter 2

Classic Design of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine

2.1 Overview
The general objectives in permanent magnet synchronous machine (PMSM)
design includes robust reliability for the worst operating points, certain performance
measures, maximum torque/volume, minimum cost [109]. Normally, these objectives
are satisfied within the isolated mathematical model of the machine concerning
thermal, magnetic, environmental, cost and electrical constraints and limitations.
Although, the current design trend has been proven to be efficient in design of reliable
and optimal PMSM, the underestimation of the drive role in overall reliability and
optimality of the PMSM-drive may lead to miss the meaning of an optimal PMSMdrive system. This has not been a hidden fact up to now. The relation between the
speed PI controller gains and the machine inertia to the speed rise time is a simple
example of such interconnections.
The existing drive control theme such as flux weakening control, sensorless
control are normally created from the average model of the machine by means of the
vector control theory [110]. This is because the development of such systems is done
after the machine is designed. Although, widely accepted and extremely practical, the
connection between the drive controllers and the physical property of the PMSM is
normally ignored. Such an idea leads to increased error in sensorless algorithms and
the decreased efficiency during the flux weakening activation and also increased error
in fault detection systems. All of these items could be a direct consequence of post
design of drive control and protection algorithm, without attention to the dynamic
performance of the machine material and the electrical, magnetic and thermal
parameters and their interconnections to the drive. Fitting the drive with model-based
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control systems and/or model-based detection systems and/or model-based assessment
systems with the machine design, will result in overall increase in fault tolerant
operation of the machine. This is the case if the employed model of the machine
reflects the exact electrical and material dynamics at all operating points.
In addition to these issues, the isolated design of PMSM and the drive force designers
to always consider the worst operating point for their designs. The worst operating
point is defined as a crucial condition at which the machine still sustains lower levels.
This critical assumption defines certain rules for the operation of the machine-drive
systems. For example, the defined ambient temperature by designers must not be
reached in the operational environments by users. If passed, the reliability of the
systems will not be guaranteed. The more robust the operating point, the more costly
and the higher the volume of the system will be. Another point of view which is
proposed in this dissertation is the dynamic worst operating point. This means that,
the drive is equipped with additional controllers to prevent the machine property from
damage under any operational environment. For example, the selection of the magnet
thickness for the worst magnetic operating point for certain ambient temperature does
not guarantee the machine operation if the ambient temperature exceeds from the
designer expectation. However if the drive is equipped with the demagnetization
control, then we will never pass the operating point under any condition given the
controller is properly working. This point of view can be entered as a new objective
into the design process that indirectly connects the physical property of the machine
and the machine dimensions to the controllers during the design stage.
The initialization of the design is a very critical part. The good initializations of a
design for a latter optimization process can lead to overall savings in the design time
and cost. In this chapter, the basic concept and methods for design of the PMSM is
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presented. The magnetic design, winding arrangement and the effect of the design
variables are discussed in details. The role of the machine design parameters on the
performance of the machine is reviewed.
2.2 Convectional geometries in permanent magnet synchronous machine
The design of radial flux PMSM include many possibilities of shape in both rotor
and stator sides[82], [104] and [111]. In radial flux PMSM, the flux crosses from the
rotor to the stator radially. Figure 2.1 shows some possibilities for a four poles PMSM
rotor. The traditional ARC shape (a), or ARC shape with parallel edges (b), bounded
magnet (c), side parallel bottom flat (d), interior flat (e), interior V-type(f), interior
double layer V-type (g), interior U-type with one flat magnet on the top (H), interior
half magnet number with flat-type (i), interior half magnet number V-type (j), interior
U-type with three flat magnets (k) and spoke or flux concentrated (l). These
possibilities have emerged because of manufacturing as well as the technical reasons.
Assume in all of the depicted rotors in figure 2.1, the outer radius, stack lengths and
magnet volumes are equal. The type (a), (b), (c) and (d) are called surface mounted
rotor. These normally have higher power density, higher magnet operating point,
lower demagnetization risk and the access to higher speeds than nominal speed is
limited. The magnetization direction in the types (a) is normally radial, in (b) and (d)
it is parallel to the edges. In the (c) type the magnets are created by magnetizing the
rotor after assembling it in the rotor yoke. The manufacturing of the type (b) and (d) is
easier. Alternatively, the set (e) to (l) are called the interior permanent magnets
because the magnets are buried inside the rotor iron. The (e) to (l) cases are beneficial
for high speeds because firstly the magnets are entirely enclosed by the rotor iron and
the rotor surface is uniform and secondly they benefit from reluctance torque. The
interior types support the usage of a flat magnet which is cheaper. In general, the
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magnets of the interior type with the single layer magnet possess higher operating
point and lower demagnetization risk. The (f), (g), (h), (j), (k) and (l) have higher flux
concentration than (e) and (i) because the magnet surface area is greater than the rotor
surface area. This helps the usage of ferrite magnet materials and has benefit of using
rectangular block magnets. The type (i) and (j) have lower power density but higher
reluctance torque. In addition these two provide higher reliability because they need
two permanent magnets to create torque. Types (g) and (h), have lower magnet
operating point and the risk of demagnetization in the lower magnet is high, but
higher speed is more achievable. Figure 2.2 show the intersection of all of these
geometries.
Figure 2.3 shows different possibilities that a PMSM can have in shape in stator
sides. Designs 1 to design 6 are called slotted stator. The slotted machine has higher
air gap flux density. Also the large contact area between the winding and the stator,
air gap and ferromagnetic material promote the heat transfer. The teeth net radial
force and the cogging torque in the designs 1 to design 6 are different because they
area of teeth opening is different between these designs. The leakage slot inductance
in design 4 and design 5 is higher than design 1, design 2 and design 6 and is lower
than design 3. The usage of wires with higher thickness is easier in design 1, design 2
and design 3. The slot leakage inductance in design 3 is higher than all others. It
diverts some of the magnet flux and cause decrease in the power density of the
machine. However, it has smaller net cogging torque and net teeth radial force. The
slot fill factor in this type is higher that the designs 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(h)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(i)

(j)

(k)

(l)

Figure 2.1 Different magnet arrangement in axial flux permanent magnet machine

Figure 2.2 Intersection of the conventional geometry for PMSM

Figure 2.3 Slot opening changes in the 5th test set
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2.3

Classic design procedure of permanent magnet synchronous machine[82]

2.3.1 Permanent magnet circuit model
In permanent magnet machine, the operating point lies somewhere in the second
quadrature, usually at the permeance coefficient of four or more. For design purposes,
the permanent magnet model is assumed to be a straight line described by:

Bm = Br + μr . μ0. Hm

(2-1)

where H m and Bm are the operating point. Br is the magnet remanence flux density,

μr is the magnet recoil permeability. In order to develop the magnetic circuit model
for a permanent magnet, a rectangular magnet is assumed; see figure 2.4(a). Then the
flux leaving, Figure 2.4(b), the magnet is calculated as:

Bm . Am = Br . Am + μr . μ0. Hm. Am

φ = φr +

(2-2)

Fm
Rm

(2-3)

where Rm is the magnetic reluctance of the rectangular permanent magnet. For the arc
shape magnet, figure 2.4(c), the magnetic reluctance is calculated as:

Rm =

ln(1 + lm ri )
μr . μ0. Lst .θm

(2-4)

where Lst is the stack length.

(a)

Figure 2.4

(b)

Magnetic circuit model of the PM
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(c)

2.3.2 Magnetic circuit of the PMSM with small air gap:
The idealized open circuit flux of a PMSM is shown in figure 2.5. Assuming
infinite permeability for the iron parts, according to the flux path, the equivalent
circuit of the machine for one pole pair is defined as figure 2.6. The flux formulation
is as follows:

φ = φr ×

Rm
R
Rm + g
2

(2-5)

φr = Br . Am = Br .wm. Lst
Ag =

(2-6)

2π ( ri + lm ) × Lst
P

(2-7)

where P is the number of the poles and:

Rg =

Rm =

g
μ0 . Ag

(2-8)

lm

(2-9)

μ0.μ r Am

Figure 2.5

Simple geometry and flux path of the surface mount PMSM
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Figure 2.6

Reluctance network of the flux path shown in Figure 2.5

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.7

Simplified reluctance network of Figure 6

By simplification of the reluctance network shown in figure 2.6, we have:

2R

m
ϕ = ϕr ×



  R + 2 R  || R  + Rr + 2 Rm
 s

φ =φ×
g

g

(2-10)

l

Rl
RS + 2 Rg + Rl

(2-

11)
If we assume that R S ≈ R >> R
r

g

and R = K . R , for K >> 1 the equation (2l
l
l g

10) is simplified as:
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φ = φr ×

φ =φ×
g

2 Rm
2K . R
l g
+ 2 Rm
2+K
l

(2-12)

K

l
2+K

(2-13)
l

For the geometry mentioned in figure 2.5, simply in term of the geometrical
dimension, the leakage of flux in term of K is defined as:
l

(

)

1
×w
g. L
m
st
R
P. w 2
μ
l
0
m
K =
=
=
l R
1
2
g
× g P. w . L
g
m st
μ
0

(

)

(2-14)

where w is the wide of a pole. Using equation (2-13), the air gap flux density is
m
calculated as:

φ

g
=
| B |=
g
A

g  2π . L .
st


2 P. φ

g

g

 + lm + ri + rshaft  
2


(2-15)

Figure 2.8 Visual illustration of the air gap flux density with respect to the
magnets
Mathematically, the magnet magnetization, figure 2.9, can be of any arbitrary
shape defined by a Fourier series. In practice, the magnets are typically magnetized to
approximate either radial magnetization or parallel magnetization in addition to the
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radial sinusoidal amplitude magnetization or constant amplitude sinusoidal direction
magnetization. The actual magnetization achieved is a strong function of the
magnetization fixture and equipment used to magnetize the magnets. To a lesser
extent, some magnet materials have a preferred magnetization direction that favors
one magnetization over another.
The magnetization vector of a permanent magnet in rotor stationary frame is
represented along the radial and tangential direction. The magnetization in polar
coordinate is written as:




M = M r . ir + Mθ . iθ

(2-16)

The radial and tangential magnetizations can be described by Fourier series as:
Mr =

Mθ =

Br

μ0
Br

μ0

∞

jnPθ

 Krn . ep 2

(2-17)

−∞

∞

jnP θ

 Kθ n . e p 2

(2-18)

−∞

For the radial magnetization the coefficients are calculated as:


 nα mπ 

α m . sin c
K rn = 
 2 
0


n Odd

(2-19)

Otherwise

Kθn = 0

(2-20)

For the parallel magnetization the coefficients are calculated as:


pα π

 M p . sin  m
K rn = 
  2
0


 nα mπ
 .cos 

 2

 np
 pα mπ
 − .cos 
 2
 2
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 nα mπ
 .sin 

 2





n Odd
Otherwise
(2-21)

Figure 2.9

The possible demagnetization profiles


  pα mπ   nα mπ  np
 pα π 
 nα π 
. sin
 − . sin m . cos m  n Odd
− jM p . cos
Kθn = 
 2 
 2 
  2   2  2
0
Otherwise

(2-22)
Mp =

p

np
≠1
  np   2
π 1 −   
  2  
2

,

(2-23)

When np = 2 , the fundamental harmonics are:

αmπ

α π  α π 
+ cos m . sin m 
2
 2   2 
K r1 =

(2-24)

π

αmπ

α π  α π 
− cos m . sin m 
2
 2   2 
Kθ 1 = j

(2-25)

π

For the Radial Sinusoidal amplitude magnetization the coefficients are calculated
as:
1

K rn =  2
0

n = ±1

(2-26)

Otherwise

Kθn = 0

(2-27)

For the radial angle magnetization and ideal Halbach array are similar. The
coefficients are calculated as:
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1

K rn =  2
0

 jn

Kθn =  2
0

n = ±1

(2-28)

Otherwise

n = ±1

(2-29)

Otherwise

2.3.3 Effect of temperature on the magnet remnance flux density:

In general, for life assessment studies of PM materials, the relation of temperature
and PM loss can be categorized in three classes. These are reversible losses,
irreversible but recoverable losses and irreversible and unrecoverable losses[104]. The
reversible loss is defined for all the operating points above the knee point. It is the
loss that is recovered when the magnet returns to its original temperature. The effect
of temperature on the remnance Br is described as:

Br (T1 ) = Br (T0 ).[1+ ΔB (T − T0 )]

(2-30)

where T is the magnet temperature, T0 is reference temperature and the ΔB is the
reversible temperature coefficient.
In order to include the thermal effects, the thermal network of the machine is
required. The thermal aspects also can be taken into account by limiting the current
density. Here in the classic design, the thermal aspect is assumed to be managed by
the current density, however the transient thermal model appear in the optimization
process.
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Figure 2.10

The effect of the temperature on the permanent magnets

2.4 Winding arrangement for the radial flux PMSM[82]

One phase winding for all magnet poles does not able to produce torque for all
rotor positions. This is because every 180 degree, the EMF falls to zero and as a result
the output power reaches zero. In order to resolve this issue, the PMSM have more
than one phase winding. Most of the PMSM machines have 3-phase winding. The
phase winding orientation is set to cover the zero crossing point uniformly. The higher
number of the phase winding, the higher flexibility for EMF zero coverage will be.
This is very important for fault tolerant PMSM machines. However, the higher
number of the phases, the higher number of power electronic switches in the drive
would be. Therefore it is uncommon to see machine having more than three phase
winding. However, when the power level goes high, it makes sense to use more than
three phases. The winding arrangement has serious impact on the flux linkage of the
machine. The most commonly used windings for three-phase radial-field permanent
magnet synchronous machines are the overlapping concentrated, overlapping
distributed, non-overlapping concentrated with all teeth wound and non-overlapping
concentrated alternate teeth wound, see figure 2.11.
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The comparison between the distributed and the concentrated windings show that
the typical copper slot fill factor in distributed windings is about 34% to 45% where
in the concentrated windings it is higher around 50% to 65%. In addition the stator
structure in the distributed winding should be continuous lamination where in the
distributed windings it can be continuous or segmented. The distributed overlapping
winding generally results in a more sinusoidal magneto-motive force (MMF)
distribution and EMF waveform.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.11 The overlapping distributed winding (a), overlapping concentrated
(b), non-overlapping concentrated double layer (c), non-overlapping
concentrated single layer (d) [100]
Fault tolerance is one of the key issues with PM machines in general, particularly
in safety-critical applications. The main reason is that the PMs cannot be de-excited in
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case of a fault particularly for a generator that is coupled to a prime mover. The nonoverlapping provide many advantages in terms of fault tolerance particularly single
layer windings. Single layer windings provide very low mutual coupling between the
various phases as well as physical separation.
The comparison of the, single layer and double layer non-overlapping winding
show that the mutual phase coupling in the double layer is higher than single layer
through significant slot leakage. The single layer has very low mutual coupling and it
is recommended for fault tolerant machines. The end turns in the double layer are
shorter. The phase inductance in the double layer winding is lower than the phase
inductance in single layer winding. The single layer winding offer higher phase
leakage inductance. The rotor and magnet losses in the double layer winding are
lower. This is due to the lower fundamental stator space harmonics. The flexibility in
the slot/pole combination in the double layer winding is higher than that of the single
layer winding. The single layer winding is easier in manufacturing since just one coil
side fill each slot. The back EMF in the double layer winding can be more similar to
sinusoidal waveform.
The concentrated and non-overlapped winding have shorter winding and regions,
short manufacture time and are more stable against turn-turn fault. However, they do
not have enough flexibility for shaping the back EMF. Because of the requirement, in
certain number of slots/ pole/phase, the control of cogging torque through the
selection of the proper number of slots/pole is limited. Alternatively, the distributed
and non-overlapping windings provide the same fault resistive performance and
because of the special distribution of the winding the control of the shape of the back
EMF is easier. The concentrated and non-overlapped winding has several advantages.
This is mainly due to several advantages that this type of windings provides. These
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include high-power density, high efficiency, short end turns and high slot fill factor. In
particular the case when coupled with segmented stator structures, low cogging
torque, flux-weakening capability and fault tolerance.
Compared to overlapping windings, the non-overlapping winding has a shorter
end-winding overhang, a simplified winding insulation and a reduced number of stator
coils [10]. This implies that the active length can be increased, reduced copper in the
end windings, an improved efficiency and reduced manufacturing costs. The
properties are summarized as follows:
A non-overlapping double layer concentrated winding has a coil wound around
each tooth and the coil pitch is fixed. This usually leads to the use of round wire for
which the insulation class 200 is not typical. The number of coils is equal to the
number of slots. To reduce the cogging torque any further, the rotor must be skewed
Non-overlapping single layer. Here, only every second stator tooth has a coil wound
around it and as a consequence, the coil pitch can be varied to improve the motor
performance. This then leads to a stator design with alternating tooth widths similar to
form-wound coils and insulation class 200 can be used. The coil number is half the
slot number[100]. For the same slot dimensions, a higher copper fill factor means less
copper loss. It is not necessary to skew the rotor since the stator slot pitch can be
varied to reduce the cogging torque. In general, a disadvantage of non-overlapping
concentrated windings, compared to distributed windings is the higher magnetomotive force harmonics in the air gap[102]. Due to the higher order harmonics, the
increased leakage inductance causes higher core losses and a need for a higher
inverter rating. The field-weakening current in the constant power region will
however be lower[80].
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2.4.1 Valid number of slots for specific number of magnetic poles for double
layer winding

The PMSM can have P magnet poles and NS number of slots. From this infinite
set, only a few sets satisfy the maximum use of the stator slot and lead efficient torque
production[82]. For this purpose an initial assumption is required to find the valid
number of slots and poles. We then initiate the algorithm for finding the winding
arrangement. As an example:
-

The machine has three phases.

-

There are two coil sides in each slot

-

Only balanced winding are considered

-

The number of the slots/pole/phase is considered to be less than two.

-

All coils have the same number of turns and all coil spans are equal.

-

The number of slots is higher than the number of poles.

-

Number of slots/ pole/ phase is common to denote as Nspp . When Nspp is larger
than or equal to 1 the winding is called distributed. Distributed windings can be
divided into integer ( Nspp an integer) and fractional ( Nspp a fraction) windings.
Machines is designed with concentrated windings where N spp ≤ 1 .

-

The number of poles must be an even number.
It is evident that only certain combination of magnet poles and stator slots fit the

preceding winding assumption. At first, for a three phase motor, the number of slots is
necessary to be a multiple of three. Secondly, each of the three phase winding must
produce a back EMF of the same amplitude and shape as well as shifted by 120
electrical degrees. These two situations define balanced windings. The number of
slots per pole per phase is defined as:
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N spp = 3N s P

(2-31)

Based on this definition, if Nspp become an integer then it is called the “integral
slot motor” and if Nspp has a fractional part it is called “fractional slot motor”. In an
integral slot motor, the back EMF of all coils making up a phase winding EMF are in
phase even if we have a fractional coil span. Therefore we can make different
arrangement of series and parallel coils. In fractional slot winding, the the back EMF
of coils is not in phase, therefore the net back EMF has a different shape and
amplitude. In fractional slot machine, all coils in a phase should be in series.
Mathematically, the phase offset can be determined by identifying the electrical
angle of each slot relative to zero. Since the mechanical angle of a slot is θs = 360 Ns
the electrical angle of the k th slot is defined as:
θ s elect . ( k ) = k ×

P 360
180
×
=k×P×
N
2 N
s
s

(2-32)

For a 3-phase machine the angle between phases is equal to 120 degree, therefore
for any values of K , P and N s that the below equation should be satisfied if K0 is the
phase offset.



180
rem K × P×
,360o ( Electrical)  = 120

 0
N
s



(2-33)

2.4.2 Valid coil span concerning number of magnetic poles

After choosing of a valid number of slots and phase offset, the next step toward
winding arrangement is to choose the coil span[82]. The angular slot pitch,

( P ×180/ N s ) , is the electrical phase shift between two adjacent slot and therefore the
nominal coil span is defined by the defining the N s / P . However, this may be a
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fractional number or a number less than one. The coil span can be readily calculated
as:

S * = max[ fix( N s / P),1]

(2-34)

where max [ a ,1 ] return the maximum value of "a " and one. And the function
fix ( N s / P ) returns the integer portion of its argument.

2.4.3 Number of coils per phase for double layer windings

The Number of coils per phase can be calculated after the number of slots is
specified, it is calculated as:

N cph =

Ns
3

(2-35)

2.4.4 Consideration in the design of non-overlapping windings

In double layer non-overlapping winding, the number of coils/pole/phase is equal
to N spp . In the single layer non-overlapping windings, it is equal to

N spp
2

, see figure

2.11(d). In the non-overlapping windings, the coil span is always one slot. In double
layer windings, therefore the coil span is equal to K0 . In the single layer windings, it
is K0 + 2 [82].
2.4.5 Winding arrangement[82]

The winding arrangement possibilities is done for selected number of slots, phase
*
offset and coil pitch. The effort in finding the sets of [ P, N s , S , K0 ] is created by

iteration of equations (2-33) and (2-34) for a limited number of slots and magnet
poles. Following the selection of all potential number of slots, coil pitch and phase
offset by the methods described above, it is time to create a proper winding
arrangement. This means for example if the first coil side in phase A is started from
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the slot number one, the other side of this coil is placed in slot S * + 1 . The phase off
set, K0 , determines the number of slots in clockwise direction for putting the first coil
*

side in the phase “b”. The second side of the coil B is placed in slot number K0 + S .
In addition, if the number of coils per pole i.e. Ns /(3 × P) be larger than one the
winding is distributed winding. In this case, following the placement of the first coil
in phase A, the second coil of this phase which has the same coil span can be placed
in S * − 1

possible location. Similarly, the third coil can be placed in the S * − 2

*
location. Therefore we can say that in the double layer distributed windings, S ≥ 2

and Nspp > 1 . There is S * × ( S * − i ) × ... × ( S * − N cp ) options for winding arrangement.
Where N cp is the number of coil per poles i.e. Ns /(3 × P) or the N spp . For S * = 1 and

N spp < 1 , there is only one feasible possibility for winding arrangement. In this case,
the windings are the concentrated overlapping or non-overlapping. In this situation,
the winding linkage area is determined for one slot pitch angle, i.e. ( P ×180/ N s ) . It
is illustrated in figures 2.12.a and 2.12.b for two different slot pitch angles. This
figure is for non-overlapping windings; however, the concentrated-overlapping
winding has similar behavior. Again, the number of coils is equal to Ns / 3 in the
concentrated windings and each coil fill half of the slot in the double layer windings.
2.4.6 Winding linkage area

For designing a machine with concentrated or distributed windings, one would
seek to achieve the highest possible winding factor and therefore the coil spans are
better to be chosen equally. If the coil span is not chosen equally nor has space shift,
normally in distributed windings, the winding can have a significant role in shaping
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the flux linkage and back EMF. To express the role of the winding arrangement, many
authors have expressed the concept of the winding factor. In fact, the winding factor
for a specific winding expresses the ratio of the flux linked by that winding compared
to the flux that would have been linked by a single-layer full-pitch non-skewed
integer-slot winding with the same number of turns and one single slot per pole per
phase. The torque of an electric motor is proportional to the fundamental winding
factor. An alternative way for the usage of the winding factor is the usage of the direct
Fourier series. The winding special distribution or coil span or the winding axial shift
(skew) affects the flux linkage of the machine and therefore the performance of the
machine. The winding factors define a simple way to seek these influences. Here, the
concept of the winding linkage area, which is equivalent to the winding factor, is
defined. The winding linkage area for the concentrated windings is defined as:

 0

0


N
 w

0

WLA (θ ) = 
0


N
 w

0


0

θ electrical < 0
0 < θ electrical <
180 × (N s − P )
2 × Ns
180 −

180 × (N s − P )
2 × Ns
< θ electrical < 180 −

180 × (N s − P )
2 × Ns

360 −

180 × (N s − P )
2 × Ns

180 × (N s − P )
2 × Ns

2 × Ns

< θ electrical < 180

180 < θ electrical < 180 +
180 +

180 × (N s − P )
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For the distributed windings based on the possibilities of the winding
arrangement, S * × ( S * − 1) × ... × ( S * − N cp ) , the winding linkage change, see figure
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2.13. It general for the first coil, it can be defined as equation (2-37). If the second
coil be in the same slot as the first coil, the wilding linkage is the same as the first
coil’s winding linkage. If it is shifted to the right by one slot, the winding linkage area
is defined as equation (2-38). If the (i + 1) th coil is shifted in the slot to the right,
clockwise, the winding linkage area is defined as equation (2.39). In the distributed
windings the overall winding linkage area is the summation of all coil’s single linkage
area which is defined in equation (2-40). In equation (2-40), the number of coils per
pole is N cp and N W is the number of the winding turns per pole.

Figure 2.12 Winding linkage area of a coil for the concentrated winding with
different slot pitch
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i =1

Figure 2.13

Linkage area Non-overlapping winding concentrated
distributed winding with different coil sections
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and

2.4.7 Other consideration for selection of the proper winding arrangement
2.4.7.1 Effect of the number of the poles and slots on radial force and cogging
torque

Although the defined rules for selecting the number of poles and slots of the
winding arrangement may result in ideal flux linkage in a PMSM, the mathematical
relationship between the number of poles and slots to the cogging torque of the
machine and to the radial force is a necessary constraint in the overall choice of the
number of poles and slots[101]. The net radial force has little impact on the machine
performance. However, in low audible noise application, the presence of radial force
can limit the motor acoustic performance. On the other hand, the cogging torque
which is the result of the stator slot interaction and the rotor magnetic field is the first
source of torque ripple. Normally, it is considered as more of a negative impact on the
machine performance than the radial force.
In reference [85], the author has derived the relationship between the cogging
torque, number of slots and number of poles. The cogging torque tries to align the
permanent magnet with the teeth to minimize the air gap reluctance. In order to
identify the relationship between the cogging torque and the number of slots and the
number of poles , assume that the cogging torque of the slots have the same shape but
offset from each other by angular slot pitch angle. Furthermore, the cogging torque is
periodic because the south pole creates the same cogging torque in reverse direction.
As a result the frequency of the cogging torque is twice as the frequency of the
fundamental electrical frequency. As a result, the net cogging torque, Tcog ,
experienced by the all stator tooth can be written as:
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(2-41)

where θ is the electrical angle, k is the stator number of teeth number. The Tn is the
constant harmonic amplitude with the order of n .
The per-tooth harmonics that appear in the net cogging torque satisfy the simple
relationship:
(2-42)

GCD ( N s , n, P ) = N s

where GCD , is the greatest common divisor operator.
The equation (2-42) implies that in the integral slot machines, i.e. GCD ( N s , P ) > 1 ,
the cogging torque is higher than in the fractional slot machines. Physically, this is
because in fractional slot machine, the portion of the cogging torque resulted from
north pole is canceled out by the cogging torque of the south pole. The periodicity of
the cogging torque in the integral slot machines is (Ns / P) .
In addition to the undesirable tangential force, i.e. the source of cogging torque, a
machine may experience an undesirable radial force between the rotor and stator, this
force varies as the rotor rotates. In this case, similar to the cogging torque, the net
radial force is the summation of all the single radial forces on the stator teeth. The
repetition of frequency of the radial force is similar to the cogging torque. Because we
are facing a radial flux machine with curved stator teeth, the net radial force is better
expressed in the X and Y directions separately as[82]:
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where θ is the electrical angle, k is the stator number of teeth. The Fn is the constant
harmonic amplitude with the order of n .
The harmonic that contribute to the net radial force satisfy:

n=

(2q − 1)N s ± 1
P

q ∈ {1,3,5,...}

(2-44)

Based on the equations (2-43-a) and (2-43-b), the rotor experience zero net radial
force when GCD(Ns , P) > 1. Physically, this means that there is a geometrical
symmetry in the stator between the stator teeth around the air gap.
As it was explained, to have a lower cogging torque GCD(Ns , P) < 1 and for
having a zero net radial force GCD ( N s , P ) > 1 . In addition, since machines with
concentrated windings always have fractional type winding, i.e. GCD ( N s , P ) < 1 . One
should be aware of this fact during the machine design. These sub-harmonic force
waves (i.e. force waves with longer wavelength than the pole width) will, if the
machine is badly designed, create audible noise and vibrations. The important issue
here is that the force wave, with its harmonics, should not excite any of the resonant
frequency of the machine. In order to find a common choice between all of the
contradiction, the skewing technique is one of the solutions. The skewing of stator
slots along the axial direction linearly is common in PMSM with concentrated
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winding. The skewing can be also done in the rotor which is more common in tubular
permanent magnet machine. In fractional slot permanent magnet machines, the
skewing does not eliminate the radial forces but it produces an axial variation in it and
reduces the net amplitude. Also, a linear skew in the stator slot can completely
eliminates the net cogging torque if the maximum skew angle is properly selected.
However doing so, will also affect the flux linkage and the back EMF of the machine
since it acts similar to a low pass filter. This means that the skewing reduces the
power density of the machine. In [98], it is proposed that the selection of high number
of “ Ns / P ” for minimizing the back EMF filtering effect by skewing is proposed.
However, in order to find the optimal skewing for the desired radial force, cogging
torque and the back EMF shape the optimization process is necessary. In the next
chapter, the fundamental rules for calculation the back EMF, cogging torque and
radial force from numerical field computation, finite element method, is presented. In
addition, a simple procedure for the calculation of the effect of the skewings from a 2D analysis is presented.
2.5

Calculation of flux linkage

Following the calculation of the winding function, the flux linkage per pole is
calculated as:
∞

λ (θ ) =  WLA (τ ).φg (θ − τ ).dτ

(2-45)

−∞

The concentrated windings have normally one or lower coil set per pole, N cp = 1 ,
where the distributed windings have several coil sets per pole N cp > 1 .
For the concentrated windings with full pitch winding area and, WLA = Nw. Aw , the
flux linkage for a single coil is calculated as:
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(2-46)

where Aw is the area of the winding function which is calculated for the central point
of the slot. Here, N w is the number of armature winding turns per magnet pole. The
number of turns, on the other hand, is connected to the current density of the machine.
This is because it is the current density that determines the thermal constraint of the
machine. In terms of the geometrical dimension and the current density, J ( A / mm 2 ) ,
the number of turns per coil, N w , is defined as:
Nw =

N cp × l s × ws × J

(2-47)

I rms

where I rms is the root mean square of phase current. The value of the current density
play intermediate role between machine power and thermal limitation.
2.6 Calculation of back EMF of a single coil

The induced open circuit voltage to the armature windings of the machine is the
back EMF. The back EMF is calculated by means of Faraday’s law as:

E (θ ) =

dλ (θ (t ) )
dt

(2-48)

The total back EMF in double layer winding, with all coils in series, is calculated
by summation of all as:

ET (θ ) =

dλT (θ (t ) ) N s dλ (θ (t ) )
=
×
dt
dt
3

(2-49)

For the single coil, concentrated winding with full pitch winding area and

WLA = Nw. Aw , the back EMF is calculated as:
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(2-50)

Figure 2.14 From magnet structure to back EMF creation in concentrated
windings
2.7 Calculation of power and torque for single coil
The power of the machine for all magnetic poles for a one phase system is
calculated as:

Power(θ ) = ET (θ ) × I phase(θ )

(2-51)

In terms of the power and the mechanical speed, the electrical torque is calculated
as:

Torque (θ ) =

Power (θ )

(2-

ωm

52)
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In general we can assume that:
I phase (θ )
ET (θ )

= Kp

(2-53)

where K p is a constant number.
The above assumption means that if we are designing a machine with trapezoidal
EMF, we need a step current. If we are designing a sinusoidal back EMF machine, we
need AC current source. In general, in PMSM, K p << 1 , especially in high speed
machines. As the K p is increased, the machines power density is increased. However,
the heat generation and active losses of the windings also increase. By combining the
(2-53) into the (2-51), therefore the power is calculated as:

Power (θ ) = K p × ET (θ ) 2

(2-54)

Equation (2-51) for the three phase machines can be restated as:
Power (θ ) = ia (θ ) × ETa (θ ) + ib (θ ) × ETb (θ ) + ic (θ ) × ETc (θ )

[

= K p × ETa (θ ) + ETb (θ ) + ETc (θ )
2

2

2

[

2

]

= K p . max( ET ). sin(θ ) 2 + sin(θ + 120 ) 2 + sin(θ + 240 ) 2

]

(2-55)

2

=

3K p max( ET )
2

According to equation (2-48) and (2-55), in a three phase machine, the output
power is related to the number of the windings turn per magnet poles, maximum
current density and air gap flux density. On the other hand according to the (2-48) and
(2-54), the power of the machine is connected to the maximum back EMF. The
maximum back EMF is linked to the maximum speed and the flux linkage as well as
the number of coils. The flux linkage is connected to the winding factor and to the
reluctance network through equations (2-1) to (2-29). Consequently, in the classic
design, the nominal power, the nominal torque and the maximum speed are assumed
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initially. Then equations (2-55) to (2-1) are reversely followed to obtain the
dimensions of the machine in an iterative process.
2.8 Summary

The slot pitch, pole pitch, permanent magnet demagnetization and the dimension
of the machine and the number of the turns/coil are the factors that affect the flux
linkage. As the result, the back EMF of the machine is also affected. The back EMF
directly affects the power of the machine from equation (2-55). Finding the best back
EMF shape and amplitude for a nominal speed and torque concerning a multiobjective consideration of cogging torque, radial force and thermal limitation require
an optimization process. Although, the optimization process can be launched from the
introduced classic design procedure for the desired objectives like minimum cogging
torque, minimum radial force and proper back EMF waveforms, the difficulties in the
accurate calculation of the back EMF harmonics, cogging torque amplitude, radial
force amplitude encourage us to expand the design problem into a numerical domain.
In addition, the mutual integration of the drive and the machine being developed is
one of the subjects that cannot be easily calculated from analytical expressions.
Therefore, the classic design seems to be just a reasonable state for initialization of
the design. In other words, the classic design enables us to quickly obtain a normal
estimation of the final design. In the initial design stage, the general geometry of the
machine, the initial dimension and the material for the nominal operating point are
calculated based on the knowledge presented in this chapter. The final design comes
from the advanced optimization process which covers higher dimensional objectives.
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Chapter 3

Modeling of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (PMSM)

3.1 Overview

The co-design procedure of a PMSM includes employing a functional model of
the machine that covers the thermal, electrical and magnetic aspects of the machine.
In the next chapters it will be shown that how the physics-based model is employed in
the heart of the design optimization system, observers, diagnosis and prognostic
system.
The physics-based model, by definition, is an FE database model that can predict
the machine operational as well as the internal conditions at different working points.
The physics-based model could monitor the thermal, electrical and permanent magnet
operating point in the real-time environment.
In this chapter, three low frequency electrical models of a PMSM are presented.
These are to be utilized in solving the integrated motor drive system. The first method
is the coupled field circuit method. The second method is called the physics-based
method. And the third method is the well-known average d-q model. The average d-q
model is utilized in design of speed control loop. And the other two models are
employed for the verification and realization of the developed theories. The physicsbased method has superior characteristics to the coupled-field circuit method in the
operational environment. The level of accuracy and the details in this model depends
on the dimensions of the employed look-up Tables. That is why the physics based
model is utilized for the development of physics-based observers, physics-based
design optimization system and physics-based fault diagnosis and prognostic systems.
The coupled field-circuit model is employed for verification of the physics-based
model. The methods are implemented in the Simulink enviornment. In the coupled
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field circuit model, a functional block representing the FE model of the machine is
directly coupled with external power electronics and the control system using the
software “Magnet 2D”-Simulink link. The input to the block is voltage and load
torque while the outputs are the phase currents and other mechanical quantities such
as speed and position. The same time step was used to solve the field, circuit, power
electronics and control equations together. The circuit equations in the FE domain
consist of standard conductors, nonlinear core material and demagnetization models.
The benefits obtained by this method are the ease of model construction and
simulation, flexible options for post processing and the possibility of extending the
finite element analysis to experts in power electronics or control systems without a
comprehensive knowledge of FEM. This method is mainly used for the verification of
the physics-based model.
In the physics-based model, the electrical machine is characterized by either
differential equations or circuit elements. The parameters required by the model such
as back EMF, dynamic inductance, cogging torque and cogging flux linkage and
transfer demagnetization inductances are solved by direct-coupled field circuit
analysis at each time step. A ladder thermal model was developed to predict the
permanent magnet and winding temperature. In addition, a transfer demagnetization
inductance in developed to measure the effect of stator winding loading on the
permanent magnet remnant flux.

Having the winding temperature the winding

resistance is updated during simulations. Having the magnet temperature and the
effect of armature reverse field on magnet, the magnets operating point is predicted.
To calculate the required parameters for the physics-based model, coupled field and
circuit equations for electromagnetic conductors are solved using nonlinear transient
solutions.
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3.2 Slow time-varying fields

The slow varying fields are understood to be the field that does not lead to current
redistribution [112-114] . On the other hand, we can say that there are no eddy current
effects as the dimensions of the current carrying conductors that are smaller than the
penetration depth of the field. The currents at those frequencies are distributed as in
the DC case, uniformly over the whole surface of the conductor. Eddy current effects
are included in the field equation with fast varying time dependence. The slow
varying field belongs to as quasi-stationary group. Most of the electrical phenomena
in energy systems can be located in quasi-static group. Slowly varying and periodic
fields up to 10 kHz are considered as quasi stationary. Electrical machines are in this
group. In the quasi static fields the current displacement inside the conductive parts is
negligible and the magnetic field H outside the coil is exclusively excited by the free
current density J . For the quasi-static fields, the Ampere law is valid.


 dD
∇× H = J + 
≈ 0

 dt

(3-1)

The determination of the quasi static field depends on our choice that whenever
the current displacement dD dt can be ignored. It depends on the wavelength of the
problem deliberated in frequency domain. If the wavelength is large enough compared
to the physical dimension of the problem the field problem is called in the quasi-static
problems. The quasi-static problems can be static, slowly varying transient and timeharmonic eddy current. All of these three categories can be used in low frequency
modeling of electrical machines.
3.3 Magneto dynamic fields (low frequency quasi-stationary fields)

The basic laws of magneto-dynamic fields are Ampere’s law, without
consideration of time variation of electric displacement flux density D i.e. dD dt ≈ 0
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, Faraday’s law, Magnetic flux continuity and the constitutive relations [112–116], see
the Appendix II. In term of magnetic vector potential the magnetic flux density is:

B =∇× A

(3-2)

By substituting equation (3-1) in Faraday’s law we can obtain:

∇× E = −

dB
d (∇ × A)
=−
dt
dt

(3-3)

Now employing the Ohm law to calculate the eddy current J e yields:

J e = σ . E = −σ .

∂A
∂t

(3-4)

The Ampere’s law can be rewritten by using equations (3-2) and (3-3), yielding
the A -formulation for the quasi-stationary magnetic field in time domain:


1
∂A
∇ ×  . ∇ × A + σ . = J e
∂t

μ

(3-5)

The equation (3-6) is used for simplification as:

∇× (∇× A) = ∇(∇• A) − ∇2 A

(3-6)

Using (3-6) in (3-5) and assuming coulomb gauge condition leads to:

∇ 2 A − μ .σ .

∂A
= − μ. J e
∂t

(3-7)

To include the magnetic material in equation (3-5) or (3-7), the demagnetization
characteristic can be defined by:

B = μ0 ((1 + ς )H + M )

(3-8)

where the ζ is the magnet susceptibility, M is the magnetization vector and H is the
field strength at the operating point. From (3-8) the remnant flux density is defined
by:

Br = μ0 . M

(3-9)
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The incremental permeability is the slope of the demagnetization characteristic. It
is:

∂B
= μ0 (1 + ς )
∂H

(3-10)

ζ is a very small positive number so that the apparent permeability of magnet is
only slightly larger than the free space. The reluctivity is defined as:

ν=

1
μ0 (1 + ς )

(3-11)

By applying equation (3-11) into the demagnetization characteristic, equation (38), we may have:

H =ν . (B − μ0. M )

(3-12)

The Ampere law for a magneto static problem is:

∇× H = Je

(3-13)

Using (3-12) in (3-13) yields to:

∇ × (ν . B) − ∇ × (ν . μ0 . M ) = J e

(3-14)

The term ∇ × (ν . μ0 . M ) represents an equivalent source term, J * and can be
identified as an equivalent magnetic current. Including this current source in equation
(3-5) and assuming ν . μ0 = μ yields to the following:

σ.

1

∂A
+ ∇ ×  . [∇ × ( A − M )] = J e
∂t
μ


(3-15)

If there is motion of any material within the system, we can use the empirical
expression for transformation of electric field between observers moving with respect
to each other. Here the slave frame is moving with respect to the master frame by
velocity of ϑ [112]:
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E' = E +ϑ × B

(3-16)

Rewriting of equations (3-2) to (3-15) for E ' , the new magnetic field formulation
is a achieved as:

σ.

1

∂A
+ ∇ ×  . [∇ × ( A − M )] − σ .ϑ. (∇ × A) = J e
∂t
μ


(3-17)

Equation (3-17) is the complete form of the magnetic vector potential which
contain magnetic material and the motion. Evidently, the areas that do not include the
motion or the magnetic sources, their respective current density are removed.
3.3.1 Calculation of stored magnetic energy

From the Poynting's theorem the magnetic power volume density pm is assumed
as:

pm = H .

∂B
∂t

(3-18)

The corresponding magnetic energy volume density wm is calculated as:
t1

t1

B

1
∂B
wm =  pm dt =  H . dt =  H .dB
∂t
t =0
t =0
B =0

(3-19)

The corresponding stored magnetic energy is the integral over the entire volume
of the problem of the magnetic energy density as:

Wm =  wm .dV

(3-20)

V

According to (3-19), the energy is related to the area under the H versus B curve,
i.e., at a point where the magnetic flux density is B1 , the magnetic energy volume
density is:
B1

wm =

 H ( B).dB

(3-21)

B =0
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In this expression, H ( B ) is the magnetic field intensity for a given magnetic flux
density B . For isotropic soft magnetic materials, H and B are linear i.e. they always
in the same direction and the energy density is positive. On the other hand, the energy
density may be negative if permanent magnets are present.
3.3.2 Force calculation

A set of touching or embedded components completely surrounded by the
material air, or up against an outer boundary is called body. The net force vector F
calculated for a solid body inside the machine results from the integration of the
electromagnetic force density vector field over that body. The influence of the force
density vector field on the body is the same as F acting on the center of mass of the
solid body, plus a torque vector with respect to the same point. There are three
different methods that can be used to obtain the electromagnetic forces on bodies or
components. These are Lorentz, Maxwell stress tensor and Energy methods [117–
125].
3.3.2.1 Lorentz method for calculation of force

This method is normally used to analyze the force when the materials are not
permeable (i.e. when μ r = 1 ). The Lorentz force density, J × B , is considered only
for current carrying components. On current carrying components, the force can be
calculated using the Lorentz force density:

f = J ×B

(3-22)

From which we find the total magnetic force acting on a body by integration of (322) over its volume V :

F =  f .dv =  J × B.dv
V

(3-23)

V
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3.3.2.2 Maxwell stress for calculation of the force

This method can be used to calculate the force almost for all bodies, regardless of
the material. When the force on some components building up the body can be
computed with the Lorentz method, the composite force on the body's other
components can be gained from the vector subtraction of the Maxwell stress body
force and the Lorentz forces. The Maxwell stress method is used to evaluate
electromagnetic forces on bodies, based on an algorithm requiring that the body be
completely surrounded by air , although it can touch some model boundaries. The
Maxwell Stress force computation on a body is performed over the layers of air
elements that are directly in contact with the body. This means that the computation
ignores the boundaries of the body that lie on the outer boundary of the model, since
there are no air elements in contact with those boundaries. However, it also means
that the computation takes into account the surfaces of any air holes within the body,
these surfaces being viewed as so many additional exterior boundaries [117].
On current carrying components, the force can be computed using the Lorentz
force density from equation (3-22). From which we obtain the total magnetic force
acting on a body by integrating over its volume V from equation (3-23). From
Ampere's law we have:
J = −∇×B

(3-24)

μ

When displacement currents are neglected for slow varying field, the usage of
equation (3-24) in the (3-23) leads to:

F=

−1

μ

 ∇ × B × B.dv

(3-25)

V

In equation (3-25) it is shown that:
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− ∇ × B × B = ∇.T

(3-26)

where T is the second Maxwell stress tensor and can be defined by:
T = B. B −

B2 . I
2

(3-27)

with I the unit tensor. Indeed, we have:


B2. I 
1
 = B. ∇B + ∇.B. B − ∇(B 2 )
∇. T = ∇.  B. B −
2 
2


(3-28)

Since ∇ • ( AB ) = A • ∇B + ∇ • AB and ∇ • (aI ) = ∇a then:
∇. • T = B • ∇B − B • ∇B

(3-29)

( )

2
Because ∇. • B = 0 and ∇ B = 2B∇B then:

∇ • T = −B × ∇ × B

(3-30)

Using A × (∇ × B) = ∇B • A − A • ∇B and using the divergence theorem leads to:

F=

1

1

∇ • T .dv =  T .ds
μ
μ
V

(3-31)

S

where S is the bounding surface of the body, this surface being entirely located in
regions with relative permeability of 1.
When the body encloses one or more air holes, the influence of the holes on the
integrated force F is theoretically zero. Indeed, the portion of the bounding surface S
in a body's hole can be arbitrarily selected as long as it is entirely confined in air and
could thus be selected as becoming smaller and smaller in the middle of the hole until
it is reduced to a point with zero area, which does not add any involvement to the
resulting integrated force F . In using the Maxwell stress method to compute the force
on a body, the surface integration in (3-31) may be performed on different surfaces
surrounding the body and the resulting forces should theoretically be exactly the same
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as long as the relative permeability is unity in the surrounding region. In practice,
however, the forces will be different because of local field errors, which can at times
be very large. As an attempt to reduce the effect of these errors, it is beneficial to
perform over the first layer of surrounding air elements a volume integral that
amounts to averaging the forces calculated using many adjacent surfaces located in
this first layer.
3.3.2.3 Energy method

The force can be easily achieved from the energy and a small displacement of the
object of interest. The energy technique is founded on the space variation of the total
energy when the object of interest is moved. If the stored energy is evaluated for the
device in two positions separated by a small displacement provided the flux remains
constant, then the difference in energy divided by the distance will give a value for the
force. This approach to force calculation is widely employed in mechanics, where it is
known as the method of virtual work. It relies on the assumption that the force does
not change significantly during the motion and is thus valid for small displacements
only. In the completely general case where displacements may take place in various
directions, the force is a vector quantity, given by:
F = ∇W

(3-32)

where W is the total stored magnetic energy of the system, viewed as a function of the
vector displacement r.
The validity of this method relies on the assumption that the force does not change
significantly during the movement. The chosen locations should thus be close enough
from each other but yet exhibit large enough energy differences in order to avoid a
"catastrophic cancellation effect". A 5% difference in energy is usually adequate.
Since the FEM is based on the minimization of energy, the energy method is a good
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way to compute the force because it uses the total energy, which is usually correctly
predicted. Moreover, several devices (e.g. motors) are usually solved at different
positions and this lends itself well to the energy method. In order to get satisfactory
force values using the energy method, the object on which the force is calculated
should be translated at several neighboring locations around the position of interest
and for each of them the energy should be taken. If a smooth curve is fitted to these
several values, a more accurate gradient can be computed than by using a simple
finite difference. In non-linear problems, the current should be considered as a fixed
quantity and therefore, the co-energy is used to obtain the force by the energy method.
3.3.3 Torque calculation

The torque on a body is computed about the origin using:

T0 =  r0 × fdv

(3-33)

V

where r0 is the vector going from the origin to an element of volume in the body, V is
the volume of the body and f the force density[119], [121], [126].
3.3.4 Cogging torque[101]

Each time a rotor pole comes into line with a slot or a tooth, the torque will be
zero by symmetry. As a result, the cogging torque period is the angle between two
slot alignments. In one revolution of the rotor, each pole will bring into line with each
slot at some point, hence there will be P × N s = N a number of alignments, where P
and Ns are the number of poles and number of slots, respectively. Though, several
poles may align concurrently, in fact, GCD(Ns , Na ) will align concurrently each time.
Thus, the cogging torque period TC is given by:
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TC =

2π
Na

Na =

P × Ns
GCD (P , N s )

(3-

34)
(3-35)

The cogging torque is normally a small amount. For instance, a representative
running torque is of the order of 10 Nm, whereas the corresponding cogging torque
will be a ripple (always present in the running torque-angle curve with amplitude of
the order of 0.1 Nm. It is therefore challenging to simulate the cogging torque
precisely since a high accuracy level is required. Two methods are generally used in
order to simulate the cogging torque:
- Execute a series of static simulations with the rotor angle parameterized in order to

obtain the torque as a function of the rotor angle.
- Run a single velocity driven, transient with motion simulation and obtain the torque

as a function of time. This method of solving the static parameterized transient
problem with motion solver offer several advantages.
In both cases, the stator coils are set as being open-circuit. Simulated cogging
torque is slightly smaller than the measured values. The reason is that the cogging
torque is simulated with a model demonstrating a perfect motor, for instance with
magnets perfectly positioned and having perfectly uniform and well-directed
magnetizations. This theoretical cogging torque is very small when the motor is
designed to minimize it, so it is likely that the measured cogging torque might
essentially be due to slight imperfections in the magnets. In this case, the measured
cogging torque will not have a simple period corresponding to the theoretical period
and this can be confirmed by looking at the measured torque data. It is not usually
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possible to simulate the small imperfections in the actual motor because this would
require a detailed knowledge of the imperfections, which is usually not available.
In order to calculate the effect of the skewing, 3-D FE analysis is required. Here a
simplified solution is proposed to calculate the cogging torque of a skewed stator
from the 2-D field analysis. If we have a machine with linear skewed stator slot, the
teeth opening rotate according to skew angle as well. Therefore, the cogging torque
rotates with skew angle in different axial length. Here the normalized cogging torque
without the skewing is defined as:

TCN (θ ) =

TCog (θ )

(3-36)

Lst

If the teeth opening skewed linearly along the axial length, l , of the machine, then
the skew angle can be defined as:

θskew =

α.l

(3-37)

Lst

where the Lst is the stack length and the α is the maximum skew angle. The resultant
cogging torque is calculated by summation of all the normalized cogging torque
values along the axial direction as:
Lst

α .dl 

TCog =  TCN θ −
0
L
st



(3-38)

Equation (3-38) is valid as linear value similar a skew factor, equation (3-37), is
created in the magnet poles.
3.3.5 Calculation of flux linkage

For a single filamentary current loop C , the flux linkage φ is given by[127],
[128]:
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φ =  B.ds =  ∇ × A.ds =  A.dl
S

S

(3-39)

C

where A is the vector potential. For a stranded coil, the summation of the flux leads
to:

φ=

  A.dl

(3-40)

turns C

If there are n (turns m 2 ) in the cross-section SC of a coil, the equation (3-40)
converts to:

φ=

  A.dl.n.dS

(3-41)

SC C

If each turn carries current I , then the current density is J = n. I . Also,
dl .dS = dv , and therefore J .dv = n. I .dl.dS . Then, the flux linkage becomes:

φ=

1
A. J . dv
I VC

(3-42)

where VC is the volume of the coil.
For stranded coil, the flux linkage corresponding to the total flux passing all the
turns is calculated as:

λ = N .φ

(3-43)

3.3.6 Calculation of back EMF

The derivation of the flux linkage resulted just from magnets is called back EMF.
The EMF is calculated as[129]:

EMF (θ (t )) =

dλ (θ r (t ))
dt

(3-44)

In the case of skewing described in equation (3-37), the EMF can be calculated
from 2-D FE analysis by additional post processing as:
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Lst

EMF (θ r (t )) =


0

EMF
Lst


α .dl 
 θ r (t ) −

Lst 


(3-45)

where θ r is the electrical angular position.
3.3.7 Inductance calculation

The low frequency inductances of electrical machines can be calculated from a
non-linear transient FE analysis with motion. It also can be calculated either by static
FE analysis, or analytical approaches[93], [130–132]. The FE approaches are the most
reliable approaches since they could include the non-linearity in the solution. The
inductance can be calculated from a single static FE analysis of the machine.
However, the main misunderstanding in calculation of inductance from a single static
FE analysis is the under-estimation of the saturation level, the role of the machine
saliency and rotor position in inductance profile. In general, there are two solutions to
this problem. The first solution is to perform a non-linear FE solution for a specific
instantaneous current level and rotor angle. Following that, the permeability of each
finite element is frozen and the linear solutions are done to calculate the inductance in
that corresponding instantaneous current levels and rotor position. The calculated
inductances represent the saturated level for that specific operating point. It means
that an equivalent machine that has a ‘linear’ characteristic around the operating point
has replaced the saturated machine. This equivalent machine has appropriate values of
inductance, but the frozen permeability of finite elements must be updated if the
machine moves significantly from the operating point that was used for the inductance
calculation. Infinite solutions are required to calculate the continuous inductances for
all current levels and rotor positions, although doing this for a discrete set of current
level and rotor position and then linear or cubic interpolations will be a reasonable
alternative approach. The second solution is basically based upon the assumption that
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the inductance does not change due to a small increment in the current level. Based
upon this assumption of incremental flux linkage method or energy perturbation
methods are well defined to calculate the inductance at a specific saturation level,
instantaneous current level and rotor angle. To perform this, at first a nonlinear FE
solution corresponding to a snapshot of current level and rotor angle is computed. A
signature from machine such as flux, flux linkage or energy is kept. Another nonlinear
FE solution is performed while a small current increment is added to the current level
used in the first step. Again the same signatures from the machine are extracted and
the values of inductances are calculated based on the difference of the new and old
flux, energy or flux linkage definitions.
3.3.7.1 Flux linkage method for inductance calculation

From Faraday's law for the case of a single-turn coil with no internal resistance,
we have:

V=

dφ
dt

(3-46)

If the coil is replaced by an N-turn closely wound coil, each loop will be linked by
the same flux and will thus be the location of an induced EMF given by (3-46). Since
all these EMF’s are in the same direction, they will add up in series so that the total
EMF induced in the coil will be:

V=

dφ
dt

V =N

(3-47)

dφ dλ
=
dt dt

(3-48)

where according to (3-43) λ = N φ is the total flux linking the coil.
Now, supposing that the only time-varying quantity is the coil's current, therefore:
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λ = λ[I (t), B0 (r)]

(3-49)

where B0 ( r ) is the non-uniform, stationary magnetic field remaining when I ( t ) = 0
and caused by permanent magnets or coils with fixed current. Substituting (3-49) in
(3-48) and using the chain rule leads to:

V=

dλ dI
.
dI dt

(3-50)

By defining the incremental inductance I as:

l = l [I (t ), B0 ( r )] ≡

dλ
dI

(3-51)

The equation (3-50) can be re-written as:

V = l.

dI
dt

(3-

52)
The incremental inductance provides the change in flux corresponding to a small
change in current (i.e. it is the local slope of the λ ( I ) curve) about a particular
operating point (I , B0 ) as well as the proportionality factor between the voltage and
the proportion of change of the current shown in (3-50). If, in addition to the
"background field coils “n” other coils are present, equation (3-48) is replaced by:

Vi (t) =

dλi (t)
dt

(3-53)

where the flux linking coil “i” is:

λi = λi [I1(t),...,I n (t), B0 (r)]

(3-54)

In (3-54), I1 (t ),...,I n (t ) are the currents in each of the “n”coils. Substituting (3-54)
in (3-53) and using the chain rule for several variables leads to:
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n

Vi (t ) =  lij

dI j (t )

(3-55)

dt

j =1

where the incremental inductance is this time set by:

lij = lij [I1 (t ),..., I n (t ), B0 (r)] ≡

dλi
dI j

(3-56)

where l ij corresponds to the rate of change of λi (flux linking coil “i”) with respect to
a small change in I j (current in coil “j”) about a specific operating point

I1 (t),...,I n (t), B0 (r) .
For a single coil consider the linear situation where l = L is a constant. In this case,
(3-54) can in general be written as:

λ = L. I + λ0

(3-57)

where L is the absolute inductance or simply the inductance and λ0 resembles to a
constant flux linkage through the coil, caused for example by the presence of a
permanent magnet. If λ0 = 0 , one simply has:

λ = L. I (λ0 = 0)

(3-58)

If λ0 ≠ 0 , one can implement a couple of static FE analysis solutions or a transient
solution at a few time instants in order to obtain fluxes λ1 and λ2 corresponding to
two different excitation currents I1 and I 2 . Inserting these values in (3-57) gives:

λ1 = L. I1 + λ0

(3-59)

λ2 = L. I 2 + λ0

(3-60)

and subtracting equation (3-60) from (3-59) leads to:

L=

λ2 −λ1
I 2 − I1

=

Δλ
ΔI

(λ0 ≠ 0)

(3-61)
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Note that (3-61) corresponds to a local infinitesimal slope, those changes from one
operating point to the other in the general nonlinear case.
3.3.7.2 Energy method

If there is a single energized coil in a model, the total stored magnetic energy W
can be employed to obtain its inductance (or the equivalent inductance of several
coils) using the total current entering the machine. In order to show this, we start from
the general expression relating the total magnetic energy W and the total magnetic
power P :
W =  P. dt =  V . I . dt =  l .

dI
d (I 2 )
1
1
. I . dt =  l.
. dt =  l. d (I 2 )
dt
dt
2
2

(3-62)

From (3-62) the expression for the incremental inductance is defined by:
l=2

dW
d (I 2 )

(3-63)

In the general, for nonlinear cases, similar techniques to those proposed for the
flux linkage approach can be used with (3-63). For the linear case, where l = L a
constant is, we have from (3-62):

1
W = .L.I 2 + W0
2

(3-64)

where L is the absolute inductance or basically the inductance and W0 resembles a
constant energy term, caused for example by the presence of a permanent magnet. If

W0 = 0 , one simply has:
L=

2.W
(W0 = 0)
I2

(3-65)

If W0 ≠ 0 , one can perform a couple of static FE solutions or a transient FE
solution at a few time instants in order to obtain the energies W1 and W2
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corresponding to two different excitation currents I1 and I 2 . Inserting these values in
(3-64) gives:

1
W1 = .L.I12 + W0
2

(3-66)

1
W2 = .L.I 22 + W0
2

(3-67)

By using (3-67) and (3-66), we finally have:

L=2

W2 − W1
ΔW
=2 2
2
2
I 2 − I1
ΔI

(W0 ≠ 0)

(3-68)

3.3.7.3 Impedance method

The impedance is a third way to compute the inductance. Considering first the
linear case, utilizing (3-55) for a single coil leads to:

V = L.

dI
dt

(3-69)

In a Time-harmonic context, the excitation voltage is sinusoidal periodic function,

V = V0 . cos(ω t ) and the resulting current has the form of I = I 0 .cos(ω. t ) . One can use
phasors so that (3-69) will correspond to the real part of the complex equation:

V = jω L. I

(3-70)

where the complex voltage V and current I are given by
V = V0 . e j ω t

(3-71)

I = I 0 . e j (ω t + ϕ )

(3-72)

From which we have:
L=

 V
V 
. Im g   = Im g  rms
ω
I
 ω . I rms
1





(3-73)

Note again that V and I are complex quantities. When the excitation is sinusoidal,
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equation (3-71) can be used at steady-state (i.e. once the non-repeating transients have
stopped) even in a nonlinear transient context by taking the response signal's
fundamental in order to obtain what would correspond to the inductance L in a linear
context. This is done by expressing the complex voltage and current in the time
domain upon substitution of (3-71) and (3-72) into (3-73) leads to:
 − V0 . sin( ϕ ) 

L = 
ω. I 0



(3-74)

In (3-74), I 0 is the amplitude of the current's fundamental and ϕ is the phase
shift between the current and voltage fundamentals. Note that for an inductance,
ϕ < 0 since the current lags the voltage.

3.3.7.4 Open-circuited inductance calculation method

If it is desired to find the inductance of an open-circuited coil, i.e. when I = 0 ,
none of the above methods can be used. In this case, one could set a very small
perturbation current so that it would not perturb the fields. In the linear case, for
which the inductance is independent of the current, the current can be set to any value.
3.3.7.5 Voltage method

The voltage method is based upon synchronous solutions of two separate
successive nonlinear transient FE solutions with motion coupled with external circuit.
This technique is a circuit-based inductance calculation one that uses the induced
voltages in the windings due to the rotating rotor and a set of DC currents to evaluate
the inductance at different rotor positions and saturation levels. This procedure can be
summarized as:
Step1- Solve equations (3-17), (3-75) and (3-76) using a nonlinear transient FE
analysis with motion coupled to circuit. This is done while the conductivity of the
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winding area is set to infinity. This assumption is based on the fact that the inductance
calculation system does not include active losses and Ohmic voltage drops. This
solution is done for a snapshot of current level for each discrete degree of rotations for
a full electrical cycle. The dominated circuit equation can be expressed as:

V1 =

d (l ) d (λr )
dλ d (λs + λr ) d (l1 . I + λr )
=
=
= I. 1 +
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3-75)

Step2- Repeat step one exactly for the same situation while the current in one of
the phases is increased by a small increment ε . The dominated circuit equation
similarly can be expresses as:

V2 =

d (l ) d (λr )
dλ d (λs + λr ) d (l2 . ( I + ε ) + λr )
=
=
= ( I + ε ). 2 +
dt
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3-76)

where I is the current and represent the saturation level, λr are the pure magnet’s
flux linkages, λs are flux linkages due to stator winding and V are the sub-winding
and windings voltages.
If it is assumed that, the incremental current of one of the phases, ε , does not
change the inductance of the machine for all of rotor positions i.e. l1 = l 2 = l , then
from equations (3-75) and (3-76) the corresponding inductance of that phase are
calculated as:
Tk

l=

 (ε ) . (V
−1

2

(τ ) − V1 (τ ) ). dτ

(3-77)

0

3.3.8 Coupling of slow varying field and circuit equations[93]

In the general case, the magnetic and electric equations are solved simultaneously.
The electromagnetic field equations are solved using a formulation with magnetic
vector potential. The coupling is achieved by the conductor current expressed in terms
of current density and the flux linkage expressed from the vector potential. Two
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approaches can be considered for choosing the unknown of the coupled system. In the
first approach, the coupled equation system is only expressed in terms of the vector
potential and scalar potential. In this approach, the resultant equations are symmetric
positive definite but the electric circuit non-linearity cannot be reflected
simultaneously with that of the magnetic circuit. In the second approach, the magnetic
variables and the currents are kept as unknowns. In this approach, the resultant
coupled equations are not positive definite, but the non-linearity of the magnetic
materials and electric circuit can be considered simultaneously.
3.3.9 Stranded conductors[133]

The filamentary conductor sometimes referred to as stranded conductor. It
consists of several turns of thin wire carrying the same current. In order to simplify
the analysis, the eddy currents in filamentary conductors are not taken into account,
but a constant current density is assumed. They are assumed too thin to allow eddy
currents to appear. If we have a region k with N. Sk filaments carrying a current I k
and of area Sk , the current density will be considered as constant:

Jk =

N. Sk .I k
Sk

(3-78)

3.3.10 Boundary conditions[134]

The finite element (FE) tries to find the unknown function φ
differential equation (PDE). In addition, φ

from a partial

should satisfy the equation L. φ = g

within the prescribed solution region R . The choice of the boundary conditions not
only influences the final solution, but can further reduce the analysis domain. The
boundary condition can be imposed by three main groups:
Dirichlet boundary condition: it is characterized by assigning a determined value
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of the potential on a given boundary curve. In this way, this curve is characterized by
a constant value of the potential. The equi-potential lines are tangential to such a
boundary, in other words, no lines crosses this boundary. The Dirichlet condition is
expressed as:

φ (r) = f (r)

(3-79)

Neumann condition: This condition is assigned by fixing the normal derivative of
potential on a given boundary curve. In other words, the line crosses the boundary in a
known way.
The Neumann condition is expressed as:

∂φ (r )
= g (r)
∂n

(3-80)

The suitable choice of boundary conditions and the choice of periodic conditions
can help reduce the analysis domain. For example in multi-pole symmetrical rotating
machines the field analysis can be reduced to even number of the pole by using the
periodic condition. For a P / 2 pole pair electrical machine in polar coordinate, the
periodic boundary conditions are:

A( r, θ ) = A( r, θ + 2. k .

2π
)
P

(k = 1, 2, 3, ...)

(3-81)

The analysis can further be reduced to an odd number of poles by employing antiperiodic boundary conditions.

A(r, θ ) = − A(r, θ + 2. (k − 1).

2π
)
P

(k = 1, 2, 3, ...)

(3-82)

The periodic and anti-periodic boundary conditions are the family of Neumann
boundary condition.
3.3.11 Finite element solution for slow time-varying fields [93], [133-136]
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Equation (3-17) represents the fundamental equations of the vector potential
formulation for electromagnetic field. This equation is then solved using FEA which
involve the following four steps for any problem:
-

Discretizing the solution region into a finite number of sub-regions or elements.

-

Deriving governing equations for a typical element.

-

Assembling all elements in the solution region.

-

Solving the system of equations.
The two-dimensional geometry is meshed by finite elements, consisting of first or

second order triangular and quadrilateral elements. If possible, the cross section of the
electromagnetic device is divided into n symmetry sectors, from which only one is
modeled using FE and symmetry constraints are set to the periodic boundary.
3.3.12 Finite element general consideration

Although finite element is considered the most well-known and the most accurate
tool in solving the slow time-varying fields, without some consideration the field
solution we may achieve unreliable results. This consideration depends on which
value should be calculated from the field domain.
3.3.13 General consideration in using Lorenz force method

The Lorentz force method[135] is less sensitive to mesh size than other force
calculation methods, pending:
-

The skin depth effect is correctly modeled;

-

The geometry is appropriately modeled in high current density areas

-

The fields are properly modeled in high induced current density areas, which
might require higher polynomial order for J in 2D, but especially in 3D.

3.3.14 General consideration in using Maxwell stress tensor method
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The Maxwell stress method [118], [123] is more sensitive to mesh size than the
Lorentz method, however, in cases where the skin depth effect is not accurately
modeled, the former will provide better results than the latter.
-

Evaluation of large forces on components by the Maxwell stress method is
typically accurate. Though, when a small force is anticipated, the magnitude of the
force may be at the numerical noise level and hence may be problematic to
calculate precisely.

-

Air gaps are the most critical parts of the problem to be modeled accurately.

-

Multiple layers of elements must be used in the air gaps in order to properly
model the large field gradients that might take place there. This can be done
through the use of mesh control volumes and virtual air shell.

-

Higher polynomial order can help, but multiple layers of elements could prove
quite useful even when high order is used.

-

All the surrounding air regions that will significantly contribute to the force
components of interest should be properly refined, bearing in mind that these
regions might not be the closest from the object on which the force is desired.

3.3.15 General consideration in using energy method In force calculation

When using the energy method[121], one must be careful as to avoid the
cancellation problem in which the force is obtained comes from the subtraction of two
energy values differing only in the say the fifth digit of their value. Centered finite
differences should give good results with energy values differing from at least the
third digit or about 5-10%. In a rotary machine, this often corresponds to a rotation of
about 1 degree. If the variance is higher, a new series of simulations should be done
with at least twice the number of intermediate positions.
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3.3.16 Accuracy of cogging torque

Since cogging torque[126] is usually a small quantity, the model must be accurate
enough to ensure that the cogging torque values are above the numerical error level.
For this purpose, one cycle of cogging torque (or two cycles to be averaged) should be
computed using at least 15 points per cycle and the accuracy should be ensured by:
-

Refining the mesh locally in proportion to the magnitude of the H field. This
invariably singles out the air gap area as requiring the greatest mesh density. Air
regions inside the motor's inner radius or beyond the motor's outer radius can
often be omitted to reduce the number of mesh elements. Using three to four
layers in the air gap is very helpful.

3.4 Thermal modeling

Heating is a very frequent phenomenon in electromagnetic devices. In many
situations, the evaluation of temperature is necessary to avoid over-temperature in
structure and electrical insulations. The heat is the main reason for insulation
deterioration. There are different sources of heat such as eddy current, conducting
current, magnetic hysteresis and mechanical friction. Also there are three different
ways that heat is transferred such as the conduction, radiation and convection are
these ways.
3.4.1 Thermal conduction

Conduction is a process where the heat is transmitted inside a body or between
different bodies having physical contact. The basic equation describing thermal
conduction is[129,130]:

c.

dT
+ ∇ • (− K c . ∇T ) = Q
dt

(3-83)
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where c is the thermal capability

J
W
, Kc is the thermal conductivity,
, T is
m. C
m. oC
3 o

the temperature in o C , Q is the thermal source volumetric density

W
.
m3

If the Kc be independent of the temperature and position, equation (3-83) can be
written as:

∇2T −

c dT Q
.
=
Kc dt Kc

(3-84)

This equating is similar to the equation (3-7) and can be solved in similar way in
one software package.
3.4.2 Convection transmission[138]

Convection occurs when a fluid has contact with a heated solid body. There will
be a constant movement where the heated particle will be replaced by cooler ones.
The main effect is that heat is transmitted from the body to the fluid by following
equation.

Kc .

dT 
. n = −h . (T − Ta )
dt

(3-85)

where h is the coefficient of heat transfer by convection in (

W
), T is the
m2 . oC

temperature at the heated wall (C). Ta is the temperature of the fluid at a point far
from the wall (C). The quantity h depends on the fluid properties, velocity and
geometry. In practical application, h is difficult to be evaluated numerically and it is
normally determined experimentally.
3.4.3 Radiation[138]

As seen before, normally for the convection and conduction, at least two materials
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must be present in the system. This is not the case for radiation. A body emits
electromagnetic waves. This radiation can reach another body. Part of these waves
will be reflected and part will be absorbed by second body. This last portion will be
transformed into thermal energy.
A body at temperature T radiates energy to another at temperature Ta , involving
it, according to the following expression.

Kc .

dT 
4
. n = ε .γ . (T 4 − Ta )
ds

(3-86)

where γ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. And ε is the emittivity of the body. In
electrical machines this term is normally neglected.
3.4.4 Analytical calculation of thermal PDE equation[139]

Equation (3-84) represents the general thermal equation of a PMSM. This
equation is equivalent to magnetic field equation (3-7) and therfore can be solved in
the same finite element domain as equation (3-7). Nevertheless, the wide usage of the
embedded thermal model in control, diagnosis and prognostic problems, limit the use
of the finite element solutions to the thermal equation to just the design stage. That is
why the analytical solution of the thermal equation has received a serious attention.
The analytical solution facilitates the use of the lumped parameter methods which is
normally represented in sort of T-equivalent circuits shown in figures 3.1 and 3.3. The
T-equivalent network represents the equivalent geometry of figure 3.2 and 3.4,
respectively. The assumption is that, a PMSM is composed of several of this
geometrical element and therefore the overall thermal network can be created by
connection of all T-equivalent circuits.
To solve the conductive thermal equation for the figure 3.1, several assumptions
should be made.
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-

The heat flows in the different coordinate directions are independent.

-

The parameters of the T-equivalent circuit can be realized from the solutions of
two boundary value problems. The first boundary value problem has no net
external heat flow. The second boundary value problem has a net external heat
flow. The superposition of the two solutions then yields the general solution for
the temperature field distribution.
In the calculation of the parameters of the T-equivalent circuit in the X direction

for the winding cross-section shown in Figurefigure 3.2, the first boundary value
problem is defined as:
(3-87)

∇ 2T = 0

where the boundary conditions for the equation (3-87) are defined as T = T0 at A0 x
and T = T1 at A1 x .
The second boundary value problem is defined as:
(3-88)

∇ 2T = −Q / K x

where the boundary conditions for the equation (3-88) are defined as T = 0 at both

A0 x and A1 x . Here, Q is the power loss per unit area and K x the thermal
conductivity.
For both boundary value problems it is assumed that there is no heat flow across
the boundaries A0 y and A1 y i.e.

∂T
= 0.
∂y

The thermal resistances in the T-equivalent network i.e. R1 x , R3 x and Rm x are
then calculated, using the solutions of equations (3-87) and (3-88) in the form of:

R1 x = (T1 − Tm ) / f1

(3-89)
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R2 x = (Tm − T0 ) / f1

(3-90)


  R2 x 
Tm'

 × 

Rm x = 

(
)
Q
.
S
−
R
x
1   R1 x + R2 x 


(3-91)

where f1 is the heat flux crossing boundary on A0 x (or A1 x ) and Tm is the mean
temperature of the bundle, which can be calculated from:

Tm =

1
T ( x, y)dxdy
S s

(3-92)

where S is the cross sectional area.
Finally, by using the equations (3-89) to (3-92), the solutions of the (3-87) and (388) for the T-equivalent circuit for the trapezoidal cross-section of figure 3.2 is:
R1 x = R 2 x =

b−a
K x .h.L st . ln (b a )

(3-93)

 −1
Rm x =   R1
 3 

(3-94)

Similarly, for the solutions in the Y-direction we have:

 2a 2 ln(b a ) 
h
1 − 2

R1 y =
2K x .Lst .(b − a) 
(b − a 2 ) 

R2 y =

 2b 2 ln(b a ) 
h

− 1
2 K x .Lst .(b − a)  (b 2 − a 2 )


 −1
Rm y ≈  ( R1 y + R2 y )
 6 

(3-95)

(3-96)

(3-97)

The total thermal capacitance of the cylinder is independent from thermal Poisson
equation and can be expressed in form of material weight density ρ and specific heat
capacity c p as:
C=

ρ .c p .Lst .h.(a + b )

(3-98)

2
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For conductor bundles having more complex cross-sections, numerical methods
might be needed to calculate the mean temperature and therefore the circuit
parameters.
The equations (3-87) and (3-88) can be similarly solved for a general cylindrical
element. The reason for usage of the cylindrical element is that, the solid components
of a PMSM are better matched with a general cylindrical component shown in figure
3.4. To obtain simple, but physically significant, expressions for the network of
thermal resistances that describe the heat conduction across the general component,
the following assumptions are made
-

The heat flow in the radial and axial directions is independent.

-

A single mean temperature defines the heat flow both in the radial and axial
directions.

Figure 3.1 T-equivalent thermal network for trapezoidal geometrical element
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Figure 3.2 Trapezoidal geometrical element of a PMSM
-

There is no axial heat flow. The thermal capacity and heat generation are
uniformly distributed.
The solution for the arc segment cross-section shown in figure 3.4 is again a T-

equivalent circuit, figure 3.3. It can be shown that the thermal resistances in the
circumferential direction can be represented as:

R1θ = R2θ =

R mθ =

α

(3-99)

2.Lst .Kθ .ln ( ro ri )

−α
6.L st .K θ . ln (ro ri )

(3-100)

where Kθ is the average thermal conductivity and Lst the axial length of the
conductor bundle. Similar analytical expressions can be derived for radial thermal
parameters as:


 ro  
2
 2ro ln  
1
 ri  
1 −
R1r =
2.α .Lst .K r 
ro2 − ri2 





(3-101)
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 2  ro  
 2r1 ln  
1
 ri  − 1

R2 r =
2

2.α .Lst .K r  ro − ri2





(3-102)


 r 
4. r12 .r22 ln o  

−1
 ri  
r 2 + r 2 −
Rm r =
i
o
2
2
2
2

4.α . ro − ri Lst .K r 
ro − ri





(

)

(3-103)

The thermal capacitance can be expressed in form of material weight density ρ
and specific heat capacity c p as:

C=

α .ρ.c p .π .Lst .(ro2 − ri2 )

(3-104)

2

In using these assumptions, the solution of the heat conduction equations in each
of the axial and radial directions produces two separate three-terminal networks. In
each network, two of the terminals have two one-dimensional networks are combined
simply by connecting the points of mean temperature together.

Figure 3.3 T-equivalent thermal network for cylindrical geometrical element
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Figure 3.4 Cylindrical geometrical element of a PMSM
3.4.5 Simplification conductive thermal resistance

The numerical and experimental result show that the major part of the conductive
heat transfer is through the radial direction. This helps to neglect the circumferential
thermal resistances. The solution of equations (3-87) and (3-88) neglecting the
circumferential term lead to a single thermal resistance. In this new formulation, it is
assumed that the heat source is in the radial direction from Ai r to Ao r . Also, the
entire heat source is collected on the face Ai r . This means that the mean temperature
is assumed to be:
(3-107)

Tm = (Ti r + To r ) 2

where Tr
i is the boundary temperature at Ai r and Tr
i is the boundary temperature at

Ao r .
For the cylindrical element the simplified T-equivalent model is shown in figure
3.5. It can be shown that the single conductive thermal resistance can be calculated as:

R = ( R1r + R2 r ) + Rm r =

ln(ro ri )
α.K r .Lst

(3-108)
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Figure 3.5 Simplified thermal element for the cylindrical geometrical element
3.4.6 Complete thermal model of a PMSM

The basis of the used thermal model, figure 3.3, is presented at[23], [138]. The
complete model of the machine model consists of a network of twelve thermal
resistances and seven thermal capacitances that make it possible to estimate the
temperatures of magnets, copper and more even critical points inside the machine,
accurately. The inputs to the thermal network are the active losses of the windings and
the core losses equaled as the current source in thermal network and the out puts are
the temperatures measured equaled to the voltages from the thermal network. The air
gap resistance is empirically suggested in a form of:

Rag =

g
N nu . Kair . Ag

[W / K ]

(3-109)

where Rag is the air gap thermal resistance, Nnu is the Nusselt number, A g is the air
gap area, g is the air gap length and Kair . is the thermal conductivity of the air gap.
The Rrs , Rmr , Rsh , Rst , R sy , Rws , Rcase and Rendcap are the conductive thermal
resistances of the rotor core, magnets, shaft stator teeth, stator yoke, casing and the
ending cap, respectively. These resistances are calculated based on the assumption
that the heat transfer for a cylindrical element is done only in radial direction. These
resistances are calculated from equation (3-108).
It is mentioned that before calculation of the conductive resistances, the equivalent
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geometry of the machine in which all the element parts were aligned in the radial
direction in the form of cylindrical slices should be calculated. In reference [140], a
good example of this kind of geometry conversion is presented.
and Ramb are the respective convective resistance of the ending caps

R ambendcap

and the casing to the ambient temperature, respectively. The solution of the equation
(3-87) is expressed in form of:
Rconvective =

1
hcnd . Acnd

[W / K ]

(3-110)

where hcnd is the convection coefficient and the Acnd is the contact surface of the
ending caps and the casing to the ambient.
The thermal capacitances of all elements can be given by equations (3-104). The
resistive losses of the stator winding can be defined as:
3

Pwinding =  Ri . I i2 [W ]

(3-111)

i =1

where Ri is the winding resistance at a given temperature and I i is the RMS value of
the current for each phase.
Stator iron losses can be divided in losses due to hysteresis, Ph and the eddy
currents, Pe . The total stator iron losses as well as the hysteresis and eddy current
losses are calculated by:
2
2
Pcore = k h . B max
. f + k e . B max
.f

2

[W ]

(3-112)

where B max represents the maximum magnetic flux density in the iron part of PMSM
and it is calculated from the static FE analysis of machine under nominal current, f is
the electrical frequency, kh and k e are empirically derived parameters.
In inter-turn short circuit fault (ISCF) studies, for simulation of the shorted turn’s
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temperature and its neighbor’s turns, one needs to divide the machine windings into
healthy phases and faulty phase. The faulty phase is divided into the three parts of the
healthy turns non-adjacent to the faulty turns (BNA), healthy turns adjacent to faultyturns (BA) and faulty turns (FB). The schematic view of the thermal model of the
winding in a faulty machine is depicted in figure 3.7. In this figure phases “a” and “c”
are healthy and phase “b” is faulty phase. Also in figure 2(b), the accumulative heat of
phases “a” and “c” is PHAC , PHBNA , PHBA and PFB show the input power to the model
from different sections of phase “b”. Rwa , Rwa1 , Rwa2 and Rwa3 , respectively indicate
the end winding convective resistances of phases “a” and “c” together, phase “b” nonadjacent part, phase “b” adjacent part and faulty part of “b”. These are calculated from
equation (3-113) to (3-117). The respective conductive thermal resistances to these
parts i.e. Rws , Rwshn , Rwsha and Rwsfa are calculated by equation (3-108).
Rwa 0 =

Rwa =

1
15 .5 × Swa × ((0.29 × υ ) + 1) )

(3-113)

3 × Rwa0
2

Rwa1 =

(3-114)

3 × Rwa0 × Nos
Nos − 6

(3-115)

 Nos 
3 × Rwa0 × 
 + ( N f + Ns )
6 

Rwa2 =
Ns
 Nos 
3 × Rwa0 × 
 + ( N f + Ns )
 6 
Rwa3 =
Nf

(3-116)

(3-117)

where Nos is the number of slots, N s is the number of healthy turns per coil and N f
is number of faulty turns in faulty coil. Swa is the total area of end winding in
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adjacent to air. υ is the speed of inner air.
Here, Rhf is the conductive resistance between faulty turns and healthy turns in
neighboring turns. This is calculated from equation (3-108) based on the equivalent
assumption that a uniform electrical insulation separated this two parts radially.
3.4.7 Solution of the thermal network [139]

The choice of the proper geometrical element and the number of geometrical
element in a PMSM depends on the machine shape. However, after decomposition of
the machine geometry to the trapezoidal or cylindrical element the complete thermal
network of the PMSM will be established from the connection of all T-equivalent
networks. The individual node temperatures in T-equivalent network are defined by a
set of heat balance equations in the form of:

Ci

dT
1
(T j − Ti ) + Qi i, j = 1,..., n
=
dt Rij

(3-118)

where Ci is node thermal capacitance, Ti is the temperature at node i . Rij is the is
thermal resistance between adjoining nodes i and j , Qi is the heat generation at
node i .
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Figure 3.6 Healthy Transient thermal model of the machine

Figure 3.7 Modified transient thermal model of the windings for ISCF studies
In the final thermal network some nodes have no thermal capacitance and heat
generation associated with them. On eliminating these mathematically, the system can
be reduced to linear differential equations, expressed in matrix form as

[C ] d[T ] = [Yr ].[T ] + [Q] i, j = 1,..., n

(3-119)

dt

where [C ] is the column matrix of thermal capacitance; [Yr ] is a square matrix of
inter-nodal conductance; [Q] is a column matrix of thermal generators.
3.5 Modeling of demagnetization of magnets

-

Thermal demagnetization[22]

In general, in life assessment studies of PM materials the relation of temperature
and PM loss can be categorized in three classes of reversible losses, irreversible but
recoverable losses and irreversible and unrecoverable losses. The reversible loss is
defined for all the operating points above the knee point. It is the loss that is recovered
when the magnet returns to its original temperature. Irreversible but recoverable
losses are defined as partial demagnetization of the magnet from exposure to high or
low temperatures. These losses are only recoverable by re-magnetization and are not
recovered when the temperature returns to its original value. These losses occur when
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the operating point of the magnet falls below the knee of the demagnetization curve.
Irreversible and unrecoverable losses occur in magnets exposed to very high
temperatures and are not recoverable by re-magnetization. Here, for physical
modeling both the reversible and irreversible loss is considered. As shown in figure
3.8, a change in temperature causes the working point to shift on the working line
from P1 to P2. As long as the working point stays above the knee point, the changes in
flux density are reversible, i.e. after cooling the flux density returns to its original
value. In all other cases any change in flux density is irreversible (irreversible
magnetic losses).
-

Reverse field demagnetization[22]
External magnetic fields in repulsion modes will lead to demagnetizing effect on

permanent magnets. As shown in figure 3.8, when operating point moves from P1 to
P2 due to a strong reverse magnetic field, the remnant flux density Br is decreased to
B’r and irreversible demagnetization occurs. When the strong reverse field is removed,
the new operating point is then established at P3 instead of P1.
Figure 3.9 shows a typical demagnetization curves for sintered magnet on a NdFe-B base was used here. In order to have a closed form for this data, it is preferred to
interpolate this surface in the form of:
(3-120)

H = p 00 + p10 . T + p 01 . Br + p11 . T . Br + p 02 . Br2

where Br is the remnant flux density, T is the temperature and H is normal flux
intensity. A typical sintered magnet on a Nd-Fe-B,

[ p00 , p10 . p01 , p11 , p02 ]

can be [-

1218.4, 7.5, 148.6,-4,535].
From figure 3.8 it is obvious that the average remnant flux density can be used to
define the operating point of the magnet. The resultant flux density on the face of PM
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has two parts. The first part belong to the armature windings direct reverse flux which
is perpendicular on the magnet face, B ar . The other part belongs to initial PM
remnant flux density B mr . The resultant normal magnetic flux density B rr is simply
calculated by summation of these two as:
Brr = Bmr + Bar +

1
× ( min( Drisk )| min( Drisk ) < 0 )
.s
τm +1

(3-121)

where B mr (θ ) is calculated from a transient FE analysis with motion of the PMSM
for zero armature reaction at standard room temperature of 20° (C) for full electrical
rotation. B mr (θ ) is calculated in the outer face of cubic magnet. This face is
perpendicular to the direction of magnetic flux path. The conditional memory function

(min(Drisk) | min(Drisk) < 0) is a negative value that indicates the minimum value of all past
resultant magnet flux density on the face of PM experienced below the knee point.
This memory function is activated when Drisk falls below zero. This interprets the
physics of irreversible demagnetization as explained in figure 3.8.b. In last section n
of this chapter the calculation of the Bar and Drisk is explained. τm is the time constant
of PM demagnetization and " s " is the Laplace operator.
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Figure 3.8 Reversible demagnetization process of a typical sintered magnet on a
Nd-Fe-B

base

at

two

temperatures

(T1>T0)
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Figure 3.9 Typical demagnetization surface for sintered magnet on a Nd-Fe-B
base, B (H) at different temperatures [4]
3.6 Analytical voltage equation of healthy PMSM[83]

A 2-pole, PMSM is illustrated in figure 3.10. The 3-phase, wye-connected stator
winding and permanent magnet motor are shown in figure 3.11. It is a synchronous
o

machine. The stator winding are identical windings displaced 120 , each with
equivalent

N s turns and resistance rs . For our analysis we will assume that the stator

winding are sinusoidal distributed. The three sensors presented in the figure are the
Hall Effect sensors. When the North Pole is under the sensor, its output is non-zero;
with South Pole under the sensor the output is zero. In many applications the sensor is
supplied from an inverter that is switched at a frequency corresponding to the rotor
speed. The state of the three sensors is used to define the switching logic for the
inverter.
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Figure 3.10

Schematic view of a 2-pole, PMSM

Figure 3.11 3-phase balance winding of a PMSM
In a real machine, the sensors are not positioned over the rotor as shown in the
figure. Instead, they are located over a ring that is attached on the shaft external to the
stator windings and magnetized as the rotor. It is essential to start the voltage and the
torque equations that can be used to define the behavior of the permanent magnet
synchronous machine. The voltage equation in machine variables is:

Vabcs = rs .iabcs + pλabcs

(3-122)

where the rs and the term λabcs look like:

rs = diag[rs , rs , rs ]

(3-123)
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The flux linkage might be written as
(3-124)

λ abcs = L s .i abcs + λ "s

where Ls is the 3 × 3 inductance matrix that may be written in the form of:
π
π 
−1
−1



LA − LB cos 2θ r − 
LA − LB cos 2θ r +  
 Lls + LA − LB . cos 2θ r
2
3
2
3




π
π
−
−
1
2
1





Ls =
L − LB cos 2θ r −  Lls + LA − LB . cos 2θ r −
LA − LB cos 2(θ r + π ) 


2 A
3
3 
2


 −1
π
−1
2π 


LA − LB cos 2(θ r + π )
Lls + LA − LB . cos 2θ r +
 LA − LB cos 2θ r + 

3 
3
2


2

(3-125)
Also


 sin (θ ) 
r


2π 

"
' 
λm = λm sin  θ r −

 
3 
 
2π  
 in  θ r +

3 
 

(3-126)

where λ m' is the amplitude of the flux linkage established by the permanent magnet as
viewed from the stator windings. In other words, the magnitude of the p λ "m will be the
open circuit voltage induced in each stator phase voltage.
The PMSM has the physical look of a 3-phase synchronous machine that is
supplied from an inverter that converts a DC voltage to 3-phase alternative-voltage
(ac) with frequency corresponding instantaneous to rotor speed. The electromagnetic
torque in a-b-c frame of reference is defined as:
2
2
 P  (Lmd − Lmq )  2 ibs ics
− i as . ibs − i as . i cs + 2ibs . i cs ) sin 2θ r
Te =  
−
(i as −
3
2
2
 2 


+




i
i 
3
3 2 2
(ibs − ics )sinθr 
(ibs . ics − 2iasibs + 2iasics ).cos2θr  + λ'm  ias − bs − cs  . cosθr +
2
2 2
2



(3-127)
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where the magnetizing inductances are defined as

Lmd =
Lmd =

3 × (L A − L B )

(3-128)

2

3 × (LA + LB )
2

(3-129)

The mechanical system is defined as:


 2   dω r
+ B.ω r 
Tl − Te =   ×  J
 P   dt


ωr =

(3-130)

dθ r
dt

(3-

131)
The θr is the electrical rotor position. ωr is the electrical angular velocity (rad/s).
2

J is the inertia of the rotor Kg.m and the connected load to it. B is the friction

coefficient N.m.s.
3.7 d-q transform[83]

The usage of the rotor frame of reference (dq0sr) allows the familiarity with
salient operating features of inverter-motor combination without becoming associated
with harmonics of the phase voltage that occur due to the switching of the inverter. A
change of variables that formulates a transformation of 3-phase variables of stationary
circuit elements to the arbitrary reference frame may be expressed as:
f qd 0 = K s . f abcs

(3-132)

where

(f ) = [f
T

qd 0 s

qs

, f ds , f 0s

]

(3-133)
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cos (θ ) cos  θ −


2

Ks =
sin (θ ) cos  θ −
3

 1
1



2π
3
2π
3

2π  


 cos  θ +

3  


2π  



 cos  θ +
3 



1



(3-134)

It can be shown that for the inverse transformation we can have:

 cos (θ )

2 
2π
cos θ −
Ks =

3
3


2π

cos θ +
3
 

sin (θ )
2π


 sin  θ −
3


2π


 sin  θ +
3











1

1


1


(3-135)

The angular velocity, ω and the angular displacement θ , of the arbitrary
reference frame are related by:
t

θ =  ω(ξ ).dξ + θ (0)

(3-136)

0

where ξ is a dummy variable of integration. The term f in (3-133) can represent
either voltage, current, flux linkage or electric change. The subscript T denotes the
transpose of the matrix. The subscript ‘ s’ is the stationary frame of the reference.
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Figure 3.12 Phasor transformation of 3-phase balance a-b-c frame to d-q frame of
reference
3.7.1 Transformation between reference frames [83]

In some derivations and analyses, it is convenient to relate variables in one
reference frame to variables in another reference frame directly, without involving the
a-b-c variables in the transformation. In order to start this transformation between any
two frames of reference, let “x” denote the reference frame from which the variables
are being transformed and let “y” denote the reference frame to which the variable are
being transformed.

f qdy 0 = x K y . f qdx 0 s

(3-137)

Also, at the same time the reverse transformation is valid.

f qdx 0 = y K x . f qdy 0 s

(3-138)

The transformation x K y is simply calculated as:

x

y

y
s

( )

K =K .K

x −1
s

cos(θ y − θ x ) − sin (θ y − θ x ) 0
=  sin (θ y − θ x ) cos(θ y − θ x ) 0

0
0
1

100

(3-139)

Figure 3.13 Transformation between two dq0sx and dq0sy frame of reference
3.8 d-q model of healthy PMSM[83]
By applying the equations (3-132) to (3-136) to equations (3-121) to (3-126), the
machine voltage equation is derived as:
r
r
r
Vqdr 0 s = rs .iqd
0 s + ωr .λqds + pλqd 0 s

(3-140)

(λ ) = [λ

(3-141)

T
r
qds

λrqd 0 s

r
ds

]

,−λrqs ,0

 Lls + Lmq
= 0

 0

0
Lls + Lmd
0

0  iqsr 
0
 r  'r  

0 .ids  + λm 1
 

Lls  i0 s 
0

(3-142)

The subscript “r” denotes the rotor frame of reference.
By more simplifications, the voltage equation in rotor frame of reference may be
written directly as:

Vqsr = rs .iqsr + ωr .λrds + pλrqs

(3-143)

Vdsr = rs .idsr − ωr .λrqs + pλrds

(3-144)

V0 = rs .i0s + pλ0s

(3-145)

where

λrqs = Lq .iqsr

(3-146)
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λ rds = Ld .idsr + λ 'mr

(3-147)

λ0s = Lls .i0s

(3-148)

where
L q = L ls + L mq

(3-149)

Ld = Lls + Lmd

(3-150)

Because p λ m' r = 0 we can have:

Vqsr = (rs + pLq )iqsr + ωr Ld idsr + ωr λ'mr

(3-151)

Vdsr = (rs + pLd ) idsr − ωr Lqiqsr

(3-152)

V0s = (rs + pLls ) i0s

(3-153)

The expression for the electromagnetic torque may be written as:
 3  P 
Te =    (λ'mr .iqr + ( Ld − Lq )iqsr idsr )
 2  2 

(3-152)

As mentioned in the previous section, the state of the sensor provides information
regarding the position of the poles and thus the position of the “d” and “q” axes . In
other words, when the machine is supplied from an inverter, it is possible, by
controlling the firing on the inverter, to change the values of Vqsr , and Vdsr . Recall that

θr in the transformation equation to the rotor reference frame can be written as:

ωr =

dθ r
dt

(3-153)

For purpose of discussion, let us assume that the angle of the three phase applied
stator voltage is θev . When the machine is supplied from an inverter, the stator
voltage will have a stepped waveform. Nevertheless, the above voltages may be
considered as the fundamental components of these stepped phase voltage. Also
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ωe =

dθ ev
dt

(3-154)

The PMSM is, by definition, a device where the frequency of fundamental
component of the applied stator voltages corresponds to the speed of the rotor and we
understand this is accomplished by firing the inverter supplying the machine.
Therefore in PMSM ωe = ωr . If the voltage equations are substituted into K sr we
obtain.

Vqs*r = 2Vs cosφv

(3-155)

Vds*r = − 2Vs sin φv

(3-156)

where

φv = θev − θr

(3-157)

We can adjust φv by appropriate firing of the inverter, thereby changing the phase
relationship between the fundamental component of the 3-phase stator voltage and
rotor permanent magnet axis. In most applications, however, φv is fixed to zero so
that as far as the fundamental component is concerned V dr = 0 and Vqr = 2Vs .
3.9 Healthy phase variable motor model in a-b-c frame of reference[141–148]

The increase in switching frequencies of modern inverters has led to a growth in
the power densities of machines with a corresponding decrease in the size of the
circuitry. The physical modeling of the machines is playing a serious role in the
design of an integrated drive system. To solve the limitations of analytical designs as
well as standard d-q modeling, a low frequency physical phase variable motor model
was developed by Mohammed et al. [141–148]. The phase variable machine model is
based on three-phase axis theory instead of two phases that are present in the d-q
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models, however the line–line modeling approach reduce the size of the modeling
problem from usage of 3× 3 matrices to 2 × 2 ones. The model can forecast the low
frequency performance such as torque pulsations, current ripples but cannot predict
the high frequency effects such as motor current spikes, ground currents and inverter
induced overvoltage. To predict these effects, the machine model should reflect not
only the material nonlinearity as well as geometrical and slotting effects but also the
effects of inter-winding capacitances, conductor types, distributed effects, winding
and insulator configuration and material characteristics.
As stated earlier, d-q modeling of the machines is not satisfactory as it completely
ignores harmonics in the machine operational parameters. It assumes sinusoidal
distribution of air gap flux density and obviously all the derived waveforms from it.
Furthermore, the d-q model becomes mathematically inaccurate when the symmetry
of mutual inductances gets removed in some specific design applications[148]. Also,
during the transient conditions, when the stator and rotor mmfs are not constant in
magnitude or in angle with respect to each other, then the harmonic components are
generated in the electrical and mechanical system. These harmonic components
cannot be described precisely using d-q model. Hence, a new modeling method was
presented called the physical phase variable model to symbolize the machine in threephase reference frame (a-b-c frame of reference) as a substitute of regular d-q frame
of reference. Unlike the d-q model, the phase variable machine model reflects the
rotor position dependence of inductances and flux linkage, low frequency saturation,
eddy currents, cogging torque and geometrical effects such as slotting.
The FE model is also considered as a physical model. Though, it is very time
consuming computationally. This is surely not desired in machine modeling. Another
purpose of developing the phase variable model was to improve the speed of process.
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FE model takes a long time to attain a solution while phase variable model reaches
steady state within a very short time compared to FE model. It is as fast as d-q model.
System simulators such as Simulink-MATLAB provide a user-friendly interface
for the dynamic modeling of electrical machines. In Simulink, there are various types
of power electronic blocks, ready signal processing methods, in addition to the variety
of powerful mathematical tools which can be used to study an integrated motor drive
system.
Circuit method of implementing the physical phase variable model in Simulink is
described below. Equations (3-158) through (3-160) describe the system of electrical
equations governing the phase variable model of the machine in the a-b-c frame of
reference.

Vabc = Rabc . iabc +

dλ (iabc , θ r )
dt

(3-158)

λ(iabc,θr ) = λs (iabc,θr ) + λr (θr )

(3-159)

 P   T d [λ r + Labc . (iabc , θ r )] 
 + Tcog (θ r )
Te =   ×  iabc
.
dθ r
2 


(3-160)

where, Vabc is the terminal voltage vector, θr is the electrical angular velocity, iabc is
the current vector in a-b-c frame of reference. Here, λr (θ r ) is the flux linkage of the
armature winding resulted from just permanent magnet. Also, λs (iabc,θr ) is the flux
linkage of the armature winding resulted from itself, P is the number of the poles and

Tcog (θ ) is the cogging torque. The mechanical equations are similar to the equations
(3-129) and (3-130). The terms λ (iabc,θr ) is defined as:
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λa   Laa (iabc , θ r ) Lab (iabc , θ r ) Lac (iabc , θ r ) ia  λ ra (θ r )
λ (iabc ,θ r ) = λb  =  Lab (iabc , θ r ) Lbb (iabc , θ r ) Lbc (iabc , θ r ). ib  + λrb (θ r )

  
  
λc   Lac (iabc , θ r ) Lbc (iabc , θ r ) Lcc (iabc , θ r ) ic  λ rc (θ r )
(3-161)
3.10 Phase variable model based line-line voltage modeling for healthy PMSM
without access to neutral point[141–148]

The line-line modeling of equations (3-158) to (3-160), enables us to reduce the
volume of the model and also facilitate the coupling of the phase variable model with
external circuits. The expanded form of the equation (3-158) is:

Va  ra
V  =  0
 b 
Vc   0

0
rb
0

0  ia 
λa 
d  



0 . ib +
λ
   dt  b 
rc  ic 
λc 

(3-162)

Vab = Va −Vb

(3-163)

Assuming:

Vab = Va − Vb

(3-164)

Vbc = Vb −Vc

(3-165)

ic = −ia − ib

(3-

166)
By subtraction of the first and second row of the equation (3-162) we have:

Vab = ra . ia +

d λa
dλ
− rb . ib − b
dt
dt

(3-167)

By subtraction of the second and third row of the equation (3-162) and assuming
(3-165), we have:

Vbc = rb . ib +

d λb
dλ
− rc .(−ia − ib ) − c
dt
dt

(3-168)
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The Matrix form of the equations (3-166) and (3-167) is:

Vab  = ra
Vbc   rc

λ
−rb  ia  d 1 −1 0  a 
.
. λb 
+
rb + rc  ib  dt 0 1 −1  
 λc 

(3-169)

The combination of the equation (3-169) with the equation (3-161) and solving it
for the current leads to:
t
ia  =   Laa − Lac − Lba + Lbc
 ib     Lba − Lac − Lbc + Lcc
0 

− r  i  d
V   r
 Vab  −  ra r +br  .  ia  −
 bc   c b c   b  dt


−1

Lab − Lac − Lbb + Lbc 
×
Lbb − Lbc + Lcc − Lbc 

λ  
1 −1 0  .  λra   . dτ 

 0 1 −1  λrb  

 rc  

(3-170)

3.11 Phase variable model based line-line voltage modeling for Faulty PMSM
without access to neutral point

Iron saturation, vibration, Magnet demagnetization, electrical resistance change
and reluctance changes have been the main interest in physics-based modeling of
PMSM machine either by numerical or analytical approach. The Iron saturation,
vibration and reluctance change due to eccentricity do not have a real time constant.
PM demagnetization and winding resistance have a temperature-dependent time
constant which is dependent to the mass, geometry of machine and material
properties. The magnets coercivity can be significantly reduced with a temperature
elevation of a few tens of degrees Celcius. Over temperature of winding can also
burns the winding insulations in a few second. The over temperature of PM happens
several seconds after the windings completely heated up due to inter-turns fault.
Provided the reaction time of diagnosis system is much lower than the thermal time
constant of the windings, therefore, the thermal modeling of the PM concerning fault
is not in the first degree of importance. In addition, in almost all of wisely designed
PMSM without field weakening windings, the reverse field cannot drop the PM
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operation point below the knee point. However, reversible or irreversible
demagnetization modeling due to the reverse field or long term over-temperature
helps to enhance the reliability and also reduce the cost of PMSM in design stage.
Computer simulations of inter-turn fault can be accomplished either using finiteelement (FE) models or analytical models. Analytical methods, although broadly
used, are unable to precisely model a machine. Generally, the usage of FE method in
modeling of electrical machines for fault diagnosis purposes can be classified into
four major categories i.e. full FE models, d-q models, the FE-based phase variable
model and the field reconstruction method (FRM). The full FE model in a coupled
field circuit analysis offer the most accurate modeling methods. A simple d-q model
comparing to the others shows great flexibility but it is not useful enough for fault
diagnosis purposes under a phase unbalancing condition. FRM is used to estimate the
flux linking each stator slot, which is then compared with real measured values to
arrive at a fault decision. This method is computationally less intensive comparing to
full FE model because only one stator slot is performed in just FE domain and the
fields in the other stator slots are reconstructed using this information. Comparing to
full FE model and FRM, FE-based phase variable model is less time consuming and
more flexible where it can easily be recreated in integrated circuits for variable speed
applications. Comparing to a simple d-q model it shows similar simulation run
time[83].The FE-based phase variable model of PM machines as a database
representation of the transient operation of the electrical machine[141]. The FE-based
phase variable model is equipped with additional elements considering the effects of
core loss and saturation. In this work, the winding temperature is included to this
model. The creation of this model consists of two general steps. In the first step, a
non-linear transient FE analysis is done, to calculate the cogging torque, EMF, flux
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linkage and the inductance Matrix of the machine. In the next step these calculated
parameters are retrieved in 1D look up Tables inside circuit simulators and the
machine voltage and motion equations are simulated employing these look up Tables.
For more details refer to [146]. In the FE domain the effects of core saturation, the
slotting and also the location and the number of shorted turns are taken into account.
The Inter-turn faults increase the slot leakage flux and cause iron saturation.
Under inter-turn fault, the inductances are no longer functions of the number of turns
and slot geometry only but are also dependent on the material property and the
location of the faulted turns in the slot. Here, for initial fault studies a FE-based model
is used. The creation of this model consists of two general steps. In the first step, a
non-linear transient FE analysis is performed to calculate the cogging torque, EMF,
PM flux linkage and the inductance matrix of the machine. In the next step these
calculated parameters are collected in look up Tables to be employed in the machine
equation (3-170). The inductances are calculated as a function of rotor position, θ
and the saturation level (i d , i q ) . During the inductance calculation from FE analysis,
the resultant flux from positive id and the fault current, i f , are set to be exactly in
opposite with PM flux linkage. The resultant flux from i q is set to be perpendicular
with the PM flux linkage. The line-line model of a Faulty 3-phase PMSM without
access to the neutral point under ISCF is expressed as:
t
 ia 
Vab 
−1 
 ib  = A   Vbc  − B.
 i f 
 0  0 


 ia  d
 ib  −
 i f  dt

λ  
1 −1 0 0   λra  
 0 1 −1 0  .  λrb  
rc
 0 0 0 1   λrf  
 

ia + ib + ic = 0

(3-171)

(3-172)
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 E aa ' 
λ ra 
E 
λ 
 bb '  = d  rb 
 E cc '  dt  λ rc 


 
 E ff ' 
 λrf 

(3-173)

 P   T d [λ rabcf (θ ) + Labcf . (iabcf , θ r )]
 + Tcog (θ r )
Te =   ×  iabcf
.
dθ r
2 


(3-174)

where the λ rabcf , A , B and iabcf are defined as:
λra (θ )
λ (θ ) 
rb

λrabcf (θ ) = 
 λrc (θ ) 


λrf (θ ) 

(3-175)

 E aa ' (θ ) 
λ ra (θ ) 
 E (θ ) 
λ (θ ) 
 bb '  = d  rb 
 E cc ' (θ )  dt  λ rc (θ ) 




 E ff ' (θ ) 
λ rf (θ ) 

(3-176)

iabcf

 ia 
i 
b
= 
 ic 
 
i f 

(3-177)

Labcf (θ , iabcf

 Laa (θ , iabcf )

abcf )
) =  LLabac ((θθ ,, iiabcf
)
 L (θ , i )
abcf
 af

Lab (θ , iabcf )
Lbb (θ , iabcf )
Lab (θ , iabcf )
Lac (θ , iabcf )

 Laa − Lac − Lba + Lbc

A(θ , iabcf ) =  Lba − Lac − Lbc + Lcc

Laf − Lbf
 Ra

B =  Rc
 0

− Rb
Rb + Rc
− R fsc

Lac (θ , iabcf )
Lbc (θ , iabcf )
Lcc (θ , iabcf )
Lab (θ , iabcf )

Lab − Lac − Lbb + Lbc
Lbb − Lbc + Lcc − Lbc
Lbf − Lcf



0

R f + R fsc 

Laf (θ , iabcf ) 
Lbf (θ , iabcf ) 
Lcf (θ , iabcf ) 
L ff (θ , iabcf ) 

Laf − Lbf 

Lbf − Lcf 
L ff 

(3-178)

(3-179)

0

(3-180)
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Figure 3.14 Inter-turn for conventional PMSM drives supplied by a 3-phase
inverter
3.12 Phase variable model based line-line voltage modeling for faulty PMSM
with access to neutral point

Typically a 3-phase fault-tolerant PMSM have a sectional structure with
concentrated windings without overlapping in order to have electrical and magnetic
isolation between phases [148]. In fault-tolerant machines it is preferred to supply the
phase separately. For this reason each phase is supplied separately by a H-bridge
converter. The schematic view of this configuration is viewed in figure 3.15. The
circuit modeling of such system can be described as:
 V aa ' 
 ia 
t 
i 
V 
 b  = A −1   bb '  − B.

i f 
 0 V ff ' 
 
 V cc ' 
 ic 

 ia 
1 0
i 
0 1
 b− d 
i f  dt 0 0
 

0 0
 ic 

0
0
1
0

0 λ ra  

0  λ rb  
 .  
0  λ rf  
  
1  λ rc  

(3-181)

where f is the index of shorted turns; R fsc is the fault resistance on the shorted turns.
Here, E ff ' are the coils EMF, respectively.
The corresponding resistance and inductance matrices are defined by:
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Labcf (θ , iabcf

 Laa (θ , iabcf )
 L (θ , i )
) =  Lab (θ , iabcf )
af
abcf

 Lac (θ , iabcf )

Lab (θ , iabcf )

Laf (θ , iabcf )

Lbb (θ , iabcf )

Lbf (θ , iabcf )

Lbf (θ , iabcf )
Lbc (θ , iabcf )

L ff (θ , iabcf )
L fc (θ , iabcf )

Lac (θ , iabcf ) 
Lbc (θ , iabcf ) 

L fc (θ , iabcf ) 

L ff (θ , iabcf )

(3-

183)
 Ra
0
B=
0

0

0

0

Ra

0

0
0

Ra
0

0
0

0

Ra 

(3-184)

It is mentioned that the matrix B can be thermal dependent where the resistance of
the machine is continuously updated by an embedded thermal network. In the last
section of this chapter this is explained in a comprehensive manner.

Figure 3.15 Inter-turn fault model for conventional fault tolerant machines
supplied by a three single H-bridge inverters
3.13 Thermo-electric

modeling

of

PMSM

taking

into

accounts

the

demagnetization issue

The healthy phase variable satisfies the equation (3-170). The equation (3-170)
covers the saturation of iron. However, the thermal aspects and the demagnetization
issues are to be added to create the complete physics-based model. In order to create
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the thermo-electric version of the normal phase variable model, the thermal model
should embed inside equation (3-170). Doing so, the equivalent resistance matric is
not constant anymore, but the elements of this matrix in equations, (3-180) and (3184) change with the temperature as:

R(T ) = R0 (1 + ρΔT )

(3-185)

where R0 is the winding temperature at a certain temperature, ρ is the constant
coefficient and Δ T is the difference between instantaneous winding temperature and
the certain temperature.
Having the mean temperature of the magnets it is possible to predict the average
magnets operating point; however the effect of reverse armature field on magnet
should be considered. In order to calculate the effect of reverse armature field on the
face of magnet equation (3-121) should be calculated. In order to calculate B rr ,
firstly, B mr and Bar should be calculated. Here, B mr can be simply calculated from a
non-linear transient FE- analysis with motion neglecting the thermal effects and
reverse field as a function of rotor position. A 1-D look up Table is used to collect the

B mr in Simulink domain. In order to calculate the B ar (θ , id , iq ) on the PM face, a
transfer inductance matrix (TW-M), equation (3-186), is defined to reflect the winding
flux linkage to the PM face by using equation (3-187). In (3-187), S magnet is the outer
face of cubic magnet which is perpendicular to the magnetic flux.
TW − M = [Lma (θ , i d , i q )

B ar (θ , id , i q ) =

(T

W −M

Lmb (θ , i d , i q )

× [ia , ib , ic ]
S magnet

T

Lmc (θ , i d , i q ) ]

)

(3-186)
(3-187)

where Lma , Lmb, Lmcare the mutual inductance between armature and the artificial coil
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located on the side of the magnet. The surface area of artificial coils equals to S magnet .

ia , ib and ic are the armature phase currents. id and i q are the direct and the
quadrature current in rotor frame of reference.
Now that the, Bar is calculated it is possible to calculate the B rr from equation (3121), however, the changes in B rr strongly depend on magnet specific temperature
data and magnet geometry, therefore it is necessary to modify the B rr with respect to
the operational temperature. Here, FTB (T ) is defined to adapt B rr in new
temperatures as:
B rr . mod ified (T , θ , id , iq ) = B rr (θ , id , iq ) × F TB (T )

Here, FTB (T ) is a quadratic function that modify the B rr

(3-188)
with respect to PM

operational temperature.Also, FTB (T ) is a normalized function that is calculated from
magnetic data for H=0 (A/m). In order, to calculate this function, firstly the values of
remnant flux at different temperature for H=0 (A/m) is derived from PM datasheets,
then these values are normalized with the remnant flux at 20° (C) and finally a
quadrature function is fitted to these data. FTB (T ) may be expressed in the form of :

FTB (Tmag ) = P10 . (Tmag − 20) 2 + P20 . (Tmag − 20) + P30

(3-189)

where, Tmag is the mean magnet temperature and for the studied PM, [P10, P20, P30 ] are
[-4.5478e-6, -0.00079133, 1.001].
For partial demagnetization assessments, after calculation of the average normal
B rr . mod ified , it is needed to calculate the partial normal B rr . mod ified in the face of the

magnet. It is done by multiplying of the average B rr . mod ified to another normalized
function i.e. | F ( Bmin ) | . The | F ( Bmin ) | enables us to forecast the minimum normal
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magnetic flux density on the face of the magnets from the average magnetic flux
density. In order to calculate | F ( Bmin ) | several steps are done. Firstly, static 2-D FE
analysis with respect to different values of id is done and the magnetic flux density in
the outer face of cubic magnet which is perpendicular to the magnetic flux is sampled.
In the next step, the average value of each function corresponding to each id is
calculated. Following this, the minimum value of each function corresponding to each
id is derived and it is divided by the average value of each function. The result of this
division is called | F ( Bmin ) | . The | F ( Bmin ) | is used to calculate the minimum normal
magnetic flux density from the average B rr . mod ified (T , θ , id , iq ) as:
Br (Tmag , θ , id , iq ) = B rr . mod ified (Tmag , θ , id , iq )× | F ( Bmin ) |

(3-190)

| F ( Bmin ) | may express in the form of :
| F ( B min ) |= P11 . (i d ) 2 + P21 . (i d ) + P31

(3-191)

where id is the direct current and for the studied magnet [P11, P12, P13] is [-0.00017585,
-0.00042233, 0.98577].
As it was explained in before the demagnetization is happed when the normal
magnetic flux density on magnets drops below the knee point. In order to calculate the
risk of demagnetization, in the first step, it is needed to evaluate the operational knee
point with respect to temperature changes. Here, the knee point of the PM at different
temperatures is derived from PM data sheet and then a quadratic function is fitted to
this data in a form of:

Bknee (Tmag ) = P12 . (Tmag ) 2 + P22 . (Tmag ) + P32

(3-192)

where T is the magnet temperature and for the studied magnet [P1, P2, P3] are [1.8409e-6, - 0.0057953, 0.012371].
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After calculation of knee point using equation (3-192), at the operational PM
temperature, T, the distance between the B r (Tmag , θ , id , iq ) and the Bknee (Tmag ) is
defined as the demagnetization risk function, D risk (Tmag , θ , id , i q ) , as:
D risk (Tmag , θ , i d , i q ) = B knee (Tmag ) − B r (Tmag , θ , i d , i q )

(3-193)

The D risk (Tmag , θ , id , i q ) can be directly or indirectly after some modification be
used to ensure a reliable and optimal flux weakening control at different ambient
temperatures at which the PMSM is operating.
Now that the Drisk is determined, it is possible to calculate the equation (3-193).
Indeed, the equation (3-193) could predict if the power density of the magnet is
reduced due to the irreversible demagnetization. If demagnetization happens the
demagnetization factor Kd as the relationship between the old and new flux density
on the face of the magnet can be expressed in form of:
Kd =

Bmr ( θ ).FTB ( T ) + [ −1 < min( Drisk )]| min( Drisk < 0 )
Bmr ( θ ) × FTB ( T = 20 )

(3-194)

The equation (3-194) is a simple illustration of the magnet remnanet flux density
variations due to demagnetization. Evidently, the, flux linkage of the winding as
defined in chapter 2 is proportional to this value. Therefore, the model described in
equation (3-170) is simply modified concerning demagnetization issue. The modified
line-line modeling of a 3–phase PMSM without access to the neutral point may be
expressed as:
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(3-195)

Similarly the torque equation can be modified as:

Tm = [0.5 pi

T
abc

dLabc (θ )
dθ

iabc + i

T
abc

(

K d × d λ Rabc θ , 20 o

(

dθ

+ K d × Tcog θ , 20

o

)

)]

(3-196)

[ N .m ]

where “a”, “b” and “c” are phase indices. Also Vab and Vbc. are the line-to-line
terminal voltage of the machine and Ea, Eb and Ec are the phase-neutral EMF which is
equal to d λr (θ , 200 ) dθ . d λr (θ , 200 ) is the magnet flux linkages for which the
magnet temperature is uniformly set to 200 . ia and ib are the phase currents, Tw is the
temperature of the armature windings,τis the integration operator, θm = 2θ P and ωm
are the mechanical rotor position and speed, respectively. Here Tcog is the cogging
0
torque for which the magnet temperature is uniformly set to 20 and “I” is ( id ,iq ) .

The matrix A(θ ,I ) is the equivalent inductance matrix and B(T) is the equivalent
resistance matrix, Kd is defined as the demagnetization factor. These parameters are
defined as:

 Laa − Lab − Lac + Lbc , Lba − Lac − Lbb + Lbc 
A=

 Lab − Lca − Lbc + Lcc , Lbb − Lbc − Lcb + Lcc 

(3-197)

− R
B= a
 − Rc

(3-198)


− Rb − Rc 
Rb
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Figure 3.16 Thermo-electric modeling of PMSM taking into accounts the
demagnetization issue
3.14 Summary

In this chapter, the basic models required for the development of the physicsbased optimization tool, the observers and the estimators, was developed. In the
designed models the physical aspects such as the effect of the machine geometry, the
core material, the magnet materials and the thermal aspects of the machine were
considered in detail. In addition, the d-q mode and the time step FE models were
presented for the development of the speed control and the verification systems. The
calculation of the machine parameter as the function of the armature current, ambient
temperature and rotor position were explained.
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Chapter 4

Control of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machines

4.1 Introduction to the PMSM-drive system

Interest in Multi-phase PMSM-drive systems[83] has significantly increased in
recent decades. The key applications of multi-phase PMSM-drive systems are in
electric vehicles, electric traction, hybrid-electric vehicles and the appliance industry.
Multi-phase PMSM-drive systems have several advantages. These include high
reliability, power density and low torque ripples at higher frequencies.
The PMSM-drive system is defined as a permanent magnet synchronous machine
(PMSM) used in the framework of a drive system with rotor position feedback. There
are varieties of PMSM-drive system. Generally, these drives may be described by the
block diagram in figure 4.1. It consists of four major parts: a power converter, a
PMSM, sensors, a control algorithm. The power converter transforms power from
electrical source to proper form and gives it to the PMSM which, in turn, converts
electrical energy to mechanical energy. One of the noticeable features of the PMSMdrive is the rotor position sensor (or at least the observer). Based upon the rotor
position and the command signal, which maybe the torque or voltage or speed
command, the control algorithm determines the gate signal to each semiconductor in
the power electronic converter.
The configuration of the control algorithm determines the class of drive system.
There are three classes; voltage source inverter drives (VSI), current source inverter
drives (CSI) and CSI-based-VSI. Both VSI and CSI may be used with PMSM with
either sinusoidal or non-sinusoidal EMF waveform. PMSM with a sinusoidal EMF
might be controlled somehow to achieve nearly constant torque. The usage of PMSM
with a sinusoidal EMF is preferable in applications including flux-weakening and
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high speeds operations. The PMSM with non-sinusoidal back-EMF offers reduced
inverter size and reduced losses and higher power density therefore they are preferred
where weight or space is a constraint. The usage of cheap Hall rotor position sensors
is another benefit that a PMSM with non-sinusoidal EMF offers.

Figure 4.1 PMSM-drive power train
4.2 Voltage source inverter (VSI) drive for control of PMSM[83]

In general, in the 3-phase voltage source inverters (VSI) power is supplied from
the utility through a transformer. The transformer output is then rectified using a
Diode or Thyristor bridges. The rectified output is connected to the dc link filter,
which may be simply an LC filter. It may also include a stabilizing RLC filter. The
filtered rectifier output is used as dc voltage source for the six-switch inverter, which
drives the 3-phase PMSM. As shown in figure 4.2, the rotor position, the measured
speed and the reference speed are the input to the controller. Based on these inputs,
the controller determines the switching states of each of the inverter semiconductor
and/or the Thyristors in the DC block. The command signal to the converter and DC
block may be quite varied depending upon the structure of the controls in the system
in which the drive is embedded. It will often be torque the command; other inputs to
the control algorithms may include the dc link voltage, rectifier voltage in DC block.
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Figure 4.2 Voltage source inverter (VSI) drive for control of PMSM
4.3 Current-source inverter (CSI) drive for control of PMSM[83]

Technically, CSI have several discriminative features over VSI. Firstly, the torque
is controlled with the same band width by which the stator currents are controlled. In
fact, it is often the case that for the practical purposes the torque control is
instantaneous. Secondly, is system robustness with regard to changes in machine
parameters is high. For instance, CSI are insensitive to parameter variations in the
stator leakage inductance or stator resistance. Current regulated drives are also more
stable during machine internal faults. For instance, in the event of turn-to-turn short
circuit fault within the machine, the currents are automatically limited, which prevents
damage to the drive. The phase currents are also automatically limited during start up.
In CSI the speed error is sent to a PI controller. The output is the torque command.
A current command synchronizer is then used to determine the q-axis current required
to obtain the desired torque with subject to command q-axis current limitation. In CSI
controller, the command d-axis current is determined by flux weakening control
generally when the phase-neutral EMF reaches the phase-neutral terminal voltages.
Based upon the difference between the commanded and actual current, the current
regulation, which is normally a Hysteresis or Delta modulation, determines the states
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of the switches T1 to T6.

Figure 4.3 Current regulated drive
4.4 Conventional CSI-based-VSI drive systems[83]

Another technique to implement a CSI drive is to employ a current control loop on
a VSI inverter drive. This is called CSI-based-VSI which is illustrated in figure 4.4.
Based upon the commanded q- and d-axis current and the measured q- and d-axis
current, the q and d- axis reference voltage command are determined. The inverse d-q
transform is used to calculate the variable voltage command in the a-b-c frame. This
is then scaled to calculate the instantaneous duty cycles, or the sine-triangle
modulation. As mentioned earlier, the commanded q- and d-axis voltage are in the
rotor frame of reference and therefore it needs to be transformed into a stationary
frame if the usage of space vector modulation is preferred.
It is beneficial to compare the CSI and CSI-based methods. There are two main
differences between the CSI and CSI-based-VSI drives. Firstly, in the CSI-based VSI
drives, the terminal voltage is calculated inside controller while in the CSI drive there
is a need to measure the terminal voltage of the machine using shunt resistances or
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potential transformers. Secondly, the control algorithm in the CSI is simpler than the
CSI-base voltage source inverter drives. The tendency to CSI-based-VSI has been
higher in modern drives which are mainly due to the elimination of the need for the
terminal voltage measurement.

Figure 4.4 Current regulator based voltage source inverter
4.5 Modern CSI-based-VSI drive systems

Figure 4.5 illustrates the schematic view of modern PMSM-drive systems with
detailed control algorithms that may exist inside it. In general, for speed control, the
rotor two parameters are needed i.e. the phase current of the machine and the rotor
position. The phase current is measurable by two current transformer or alternatively
by shunt resistances. The rotor position can be measured by several methods. It can
also be estimated by senseless control method. The speed is calculated by derivation
of the incremental rotor position. The speed PI controller is adjusted to determine the
command q- axis from the speed error. In addition, in applications requiring the flux
weakening operation, this control can be added in parallel with the speed controller to
facilitate the speed controllability if DC bus voltage limitation of the drive was met.
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The other role of the flux weakening control is defined when fault diagnosis or
prognosis system is trigged by a fault. The fault diagnosis or prognosis system send
the message to the flux weakening and to the speed controller in a certain procedure
in order to reduce the effect of the fault on the machine. In addition the thermal model
of the machine can be embedded in the drive control for fault diagnosis and physicsbased control methods. Because in the model-based sensorless control, fault diagnosis
and fault prognostic systems the terminal voltages are needed, the CSI-based VSI
drives are preferred to the CSI. In addition, a model-based demagnetization
assessment is embedded inside the drive to prevent the irreversible demagnetization
during the flux weakening operation and/or high ambient temperature. In this chapter,
the demagnetization assessment and control is presented. The model-based rotor
position estimation and the model-based fault diagnosis and prognostic system are
presented in the later chapters.

Figure 4.5 Detailed PMSM-VSI drive with current control loop with additional
control and diagnosis systems
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4.6 Modulation techniques

In order to determine the switching state of the inverter from the commanded
current or voltage, the use of the modulation technique is necessary[79,62]. The
modulation technique is for a PMSM with fundamental sinusoidal EMF waveform.
The traditional modulation techniques in CSI-based-VSI are 180-degree, the duty
cycle modulation (PWM) and the space vector modulation[83].
4.6.1 180-degree modulation technique

The 180-degree modulation technique is the simplest technique in terms of
generating the signal required to control the inverter. It is the based upon the use of
the relatively inexpensive Hall Effect position sensors. Therefore this technique is a
cheap one. Moreover, because the switching speed of the semiconductors corresponds
to the speed of the machine, fast semiconductor switching is not necessary and
switching losses will therefore be insignificant. In this modulation technique the
inverter switching is six times of the fundamental frequency of applied voltage.
However, the inverter does produce considerable harmonic content that will result in
increased machine losses. In the 180- degree modulation, the on or off status of the
semiconductor is directly tied to electrical rotor position, which is accomplished
through the use of the Hall-effect sensors. These sensors can be configured to have a
logical high output when they are under a south magnetic pole and a logic zero when
they are under a north magnetic pole of the permanent magnet. The drive is extremely
easy to implement in hardware; however, at the same time it is difficult to utilize in
speed control system, because the fundamental component of the applied voltage
cannot be regulated unless a phase controlled rectifier is used. Even though this is
certainly possible, it is conventionally preferred to control the applied voltage from
the inverter rather than the rectifier because it minimizes the total number of the
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controlled power semiconductor device. In addition, the harmonic content of the
phase current, the speed ripples in a PMSM with sinusoidal back EMF becomes high
when the drive voltage is modulated by this method. In order to control the amplitude
of the fundamental component of the applied voltage or a duty cycle PWM can be
used. In this case, the gate drive signals T1-T6 are modulated in order to control the
amplitude of the applied voltage. By utilizing the PWM, the amplitude of the applied
voltage is readily varied. However, due to the increased switching frequency, the
switching loss in the converter is increased. The losses in the machine will be similar
to the 180-degree modulation without PWM. This modulation is preferred in VSI
drives for PMSM with trapezoidal back EMF[65].
4.6.2 Sine triangle modulation

A sine triangle modulation, can be also be used to control the amplitude of the
voltage applied to the machine. However, Hall Effect sensors are not generally
adequate to sense the rotor position because the phase leg duty cycle is continuous
function of the rotor position. For this reason, a resolver or an optical encoder, or
observer must be used as a rotor position sensor. Although, it increases the cost of the
system and also increases the switching losses of the electronic devices, this technique
has does have an advantage in that the low frequency harmonic content of the
machine current are generally reduced. Thereby reducing losses in the machine with
sinusoidal back EMF are well as reducing the acoustic noise and torque ripple.
4.6.3 Space vector modulation strategy

The final voltage source modulation strategy is space vector modulation. This
strategy is designed to accept q-and d-axis voltage command in the stationary frame
as an input which is obtained by transforming the voltage command in the rotor
reference frame and utilizing frame-to-frame transformation and the fast average of
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the output q- and d-axis voltage are equal to the input, provided the peak commanded
line-neutral input voltage magnitude is less than a certain value. If this certain limit is
exceeded, the q- and d-output voltage vector retains its commanded direction, but the
amplitude is limited. The fast average q- and d-axis voltage of the introduced
modulation technique may be expressed as[83]:
Vdsr = −Vdc . m.sin(φv )
V r = V . m.cos(φ )
dc
v
 qs

(4-1)

where

2
180 degree modulation
π

2d
Duty cycle modulation
π
d
Sine triangle modulation d ≤ 1

2
 2 f (d )
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d
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2
 *
V spk
V
*
Space vector modulationV spk
≤ dc

V
3
 dc
 1
V
*
Space vector modulationVspk
> dc

3
 3

(4-2)

The φ v is the angle that is used to set converter voltage or current angle and the
rotor position. Beside the values of the commanded q- and d-axis current, the φ v has
direct influence on the actual applied values of the reference direct and the quadrature
current when d-q to a-b-c transformation is used. In surface mounted permanent
magnet machines with no saliency, in order to get the maximum torque per Ampere,
the reference direct current is set to zero. As long as the φ v is properly set to transform
this zero current to a-b-c frame of reference, the maximum torque per Ampere is
achieved. If not, a direct current is mistakenly applied to the machine which is a
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source of a non-reasonable heat and also the overall flux linkage reduction in the
machine. Here,

*
Vspk
is the space vector calculated from the reference direct and the

quadrature current in the rotor frame of reference.
4.7 Flux weakening control

The pure constant PM Field excitation confines the controllability of PMSM at
higher speed than the nominal speed if the DC bus voltage of the drive is fixed and/or
limited in a certain boundary. In addition, for higher speeds than nominal speed,
PMSM are generally operated in such a way that the armature currents are set with
large negative direct-axis component. This is to weaken the flux linkage of the
armature windings. This is called flux weakening. This approach might cause to the
irreversible demagnetization. To prevent the partial or global irreversible
demagnetization of PMs, many solutions were proposed in terms of rotor structures of
PMSM. In [1], a new design concept of PM machine for flux-weakening operation
has been proposed. The solution was aimed to minimize the amount of required
demagnetizing current for a given level of flux weakening. It is done by the altering
the flux path of magnets. Although the copper loss reduced but also the risk of
damaging the permanent magnets is eliminated, the power density of the machine is
decreased. In [149] a magnetic structure termed the consequent-pole PM machine was
explored. Due to its particular permanent magnet configuration, this machine allows
for a wide range of control of the air-gap flux with minimum field ampere-turn
requirements and without brushes or slip rings. This magnetic structure is stated as to
have inherent field weakening capability. In [149], several design shapes were
reviewed concerning their flux weakening abilities. For instances, changing the stator
winding configurations; or by altering the reluctance path of the permanent magnets;
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or by means of a field winding; or by using a two-section rotor PMSM.
In [150], it is stated that for the maximum torque field-weakening control, the
optimal design of interior PM motor design concerning high-saliency ratio, gives
promising results for applications requiring a wide field-weakening range.
The machine design side approaches were applied on different types of PM motor
designs, which may lead to increased manufacturing cost due to the complicated rotor
structure or additional field weakening windings.
On the other hand, many control strategies and algorithms have been developed
for flux-weakening operation of PMSM [151–158]. In [154], a feed-forward current
regulated flux-weakening control algorithms were proposed to improve the torque
production capability of the PMSM-drive at high speeds, the efficiency of the this
method robustly is associated with the accurate knowledge of the machine parameters
where the control performance is degraded significantly as errors between the
assumed and actual parameters are enlarged.
In [151], a current-regulated flux-weakening method is developed. In this method,
a negative current component is applied on direct-axis to reduce the resulting
magnet’s flux linkage. This armature reaction effect was used to extend the operating
speed range of PMSM and relieve the current regulator from saturation that is subject
to occurring at high speeds. The feed forward decoupling compensation were
proposed in[155], [156]. In these flux-weakening schemes, the demagnetizing current
command was calculated based upon the mathematical model of the PM motor and,
consequently, the performance of the PMSM drive system was strongly dependent on
the motor parameters and sensitive to the operating conditions. In[158], a fluxweakening control for surface mounted PMSM, which was relatively simple and did
not require the knowledge of the machine and inverter parameters was proposed. In
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addition, the miscellaneous voltage drops such as semiconductors voltage drops,
current sensor voltage drops and those caused by the dead-time in the switching
strategy were automatically included into the calculation of the direct-axis current.
However, the proposed feedback control suffers from control error. Hence, the
stability of the overall drive system would be a problem.
In [157], a voltage-based flux-weakening control method was proposed. It is
based on a voltage regulator using the voltage error signals between the voltage
command and the allowable maximum output voltage. The output of the voltage
regulator is set to determine the required amount of the d-axis current.
Both voltage-based and current-based flux-weakening control methods need
additional PI regulator, integrator or low pass filter to generate the d-axis current
command. This leads to increased complexity in the overall control system.
Moreover, the controller could operate appropriately when they are well-tuned. In
addition, the magnet’s demagnetization prevention under high ambient temperature is
not predicted in these controllers.
4.8 Current control in CSI-based VSI[65]

Conventionally after determination of command q- and d- current by respective
speed control loop and flux weakening control, two current regulators in the rotating
reference frame are required to calculate the q- and d-axis voltage command.
Unfortunately, the q- and d-axis current cannot be truly controlled independently due
to their cross-coupling effects inside the PMSM. The cross-coupling increases with
the increase in rotor speed. As a result, the dynamic performance of current and
torque response is degraded at high speeds without decoupling control. This effect is
more obvious at PMSM with higher saliency ratio.
As discussed in the chapter 3, the dynamic equation of a PMSM in the rotor
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reference frame can be written in the matrix form as:

Vdsr = ( rs + pLd ) idsr − ωr Lqiqsr
V r = r + pL i r + ω L i r + ω λ ' r
q ) qs
r d ds
r m
 qs ( s

(4-3)

where for interior PMSM, saliency, Ld ≠ Lq and for surface mount PMSM Ld = Lq
and in steady state pLd = 0 and pLq = 0 . The electromagnetic torque is expressed in
terms of steady state currents in form of:

 3  P 
Te =    ( λm' r .iqr + ( Ld − Lq )iqsr . idsr )
 2  2 

(4-4)

The current regulators are normally a PI controller. In a variable speed-drive,
another PI controller is used to control the speed. The conventional control scheme
assumes that the torque and the stator flux can be controlled undependably. In the
surface mounted PMSM with Ld = Lq , this is simply achievable through controlling
the decoupling q- and d-axis current. This is performed by feed-forward
compensation. The feed-forward compensation adds additional term tor the q- and daxis command voltages in order to equalize the control loop to the machine equation.
The cross coupling might be cancelled in steady state through the feed-forward
voltage command which are determined by the output of the current regulators. Doing
this the CSI based VSI control loop is defined as:

 r* 
Ki
Vds =  K p + s


K
r*
Vqs =  K p + i
s



 r* r
r
 . ( ids − ids ) − ωr .Lq .iqs

 r* r
r
 . ( iqs − iqs ) + ωr ( λm + Ld . ids )


(4-5)

The feed forward compensation leads to a linear relationship between the q- and
d-axis currents. There are other methods for decoupling to establish a linear relation
between the q- and d-axis current. For example, this is done by bypassing the direct
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role of the q- or d-axis current in the control loop. In [159] , it was assumed that by
fixing the q-axis command voltage, the command d-axis current can be used as the
single control parameter for the whole current regulator. From equation (4-3), it is
observed that by fixing the q-axis voltage and neglecting rs , a relationship between
the d-axis current and the speed is achievable. Therefore, in this method, the speed
can be controlled by d-axis current rather than conventional q-axis current. The
determination of the proper value for the q-axis command voltage is an issue in this
method.
4.9 Demagnetization control for reliable flux weakening control in PM
synchronous machine

As previously discussed, the flux weakening control in a PMSM-drive system is
assisted for two important reasons. Firstly, it helps to reduce the back electromotive
force (EMF) at higher speeds than nominal speed. This is very desirable in PMSM
especially with saliency; and it is done due to the limitations that exist in increasing
the DC bus voltage of the inverter. Secondly, this control might be employed during
an inter-turn fault conditions in order to reduce the unwanted circulating current in
shorted turns. The flux weakening capability in PMSM designs are different. In some
special PMSM designs it can reduce up to 100% of the PM remnant flux density. This
powerful flux weakening is capable of PM irreversible demagnetization if
underestimated.
There are several reasons for PM demagnetization in a PMSM such as low quality
of magnet, magnet geometry inside a PMSM, PM thickness, ambient temperature,
reverse armature field, radiation and mechanical stress in addition to other factors.
The most important traits for PM demagnetization in a PMSM-drive are the reverse
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magnetic loading and over temperature. In PMSM-drive, the reverse magnetic loading
on PM is intentionally imposed by flux weakening control and the temperature is
unintentionally imposed by Ohmic loss, core loss, PM eddy current loss and the
ambient temperature.
Having realistic information about the PM situation by offline or online PM
demagnetization assessment, leads to several advantages. In the design stage using
offline demagnetization assessment, more reliable and optimal designs can be
achieved. This means that, the risk of partial demagnetization can be reduced in the
operational environment. Also, the choice of larger machine volume and/or thicker
PM, which is a direct consequence of PMSM design for the worse operational case,
can be reconsidered. It also leads to wider torque-speed range without sacrificing the
other objectives of the design. In operational environments, using online
demagnetization assessment, the reliability of the PMSM equipped with flux
weakening control at variable ambient temperature and/or emergency conditions is
guaranteed. Consequently, the offline or online demagnetization assessments and
control are vital key to the realistic, optimal and reliable flux weakening control in
PMSM drive with high flux weakening capability. In chapter 3, real-time estimation
of the operating point on the face of the PM in PMSM-drive using a physics-based
model was presented. The estimated PM operating point is used for reliable flux
weakening control which is presented in this chapter. For demagnetization control the
following steps are necessary:
-

Design of the q-and d-axis current limiter

-

Modeling of the magnet

-

Calculation of the demagnetization risk

-

Calculations of transfer Inductances
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-

Calculation of operational PM temperature

-

Modeling of PMSM taking into account the demagnetization issue
In chapter 3, the thermal and the reverse field demagnetization effects were

explained. Furthermore, the calculation of the risk of demagnetization using a
physics-based model was presented. Also, the calculation of the required parameter
for model evaluation and the modification of the normal FE-based phase variable
model concerning demagnetization were presented in chapter 2. In this chapter, a
current limiter is designed for demagnetization control. A case of the study is
presented and finally the results and conclusions are presented in detail.
4.9.1 Design of current limiter for reliable flux weakening control

The flux weakening research area included two domains. The first domain
concentrates on the rectification of the PMSM design for reducing the risk of
demagnetizing and/or increasing the flux weakening capability of the machine. The
second area focuses on control strategies to widen the torque-speed profile and to
apply proper the remedial actions during abnormalities. As mentioned earlier, in
PMSM CSI-based VSI drives, the commanded q- axis current, iq*0 , is an indication of
the torque and it is calculated from the speed error using a PI controller. On the other
hand, the commanded d-axis current, id* 0 , is used for flux weakening control in order
to reduce the flux linkage to the armature winding due to PM remnant flux density. As
mentioned earlier, decreasing the reference, id* 0 < 0 , takes the operating point toward
the knee point in two ways i.e. it heats up the magnet and it produce a direct reverse
armature field on magnets. Therefore, in order to avoid dropping the operating point
below the knee point and at the same time use the flux weakening control in any
ambient temperature, it is needed to properly limit the id* 0 . This is performed by
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knowing the fact that how far the magnet operating point is allowed to be from knee
point. This means that Drisk − Bo . Bo > 0 as a constant security margin. The minimum
Bo can be zero. Here, a PI controller is designed to prevent dropping the operating

point below, Bknee + Bo . The output of this PI controller is a positive direct current,

idr* > 0 , see figure 4.6. The PI controller was designed in equation (4-6). The idr* is the
*

main inputs of a current limiter that bound the reference id 0 and iq*0 , see figure 4.7.
Also, I max is the maximum phase current and id max is the maximum allowed direct
current, see figure 4.7.

idr* = Kp.[ (Drisk ≤ B0 ) × Drisk ] +

Ki

τ

[(D

risk

≤ B0 ) × Drisk ] .dt

Figure 4.6 Demagnetization control in PMSM based current regulated drive
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(4-6)

Figure 4.7 Schematic diagram of current limiter
4.9.2 Case of study

A 860-W, 6-pole, 85-V V-type PMSM was tested. The PM demagnetization
*

*

security margin for ( Tmagnet , id ) = (1200, 0) and for Tmagnet , id ) = (300, -25) is around
0.1-T. The maximum phase current, Imax , is 27-A ; the maximum direct current, Id max
, is -25-A . The maximum speed is 123 (rad/s). The rated speed is 70 (rad/s), the
o

resistance/phase at 20 (C) is 0.0476 (Ω), the stator core material is M19 and the rotor
is steel 1018. The shaft is stainless steel. The complete machine geometry as well as
the winding arrangement is illustrated in figures 4.8(a) and 4.8(b) and Table 1,
respectively. The machine stack length is 25.4 (mm). The current density is 3.5 (

A / mm 2 ); winding factor is 0.7; area of slot is 372 ( mm 2 ); number of conductors per
slot is 26.
The time constant of PM demagnetization, equation (3-121), τm , is 0.01(s). In
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simulations in order to keep the accuracy using a low sampling time while simulating
a relatively large time span, the capacitances of thermal network are reduced to
accelerate the machine thermal process. For simulation studies, a hysteresis current
regulator was used in a 3-phase IGBT AC drive. Neglecting the control algorithm of
*
flux weakening, the value of id 0 is selected manually. The value of iq*0 is calculated

from the speed error using a PI controller. The load, TL , is modeled as K ×ωm where
K is a constant number.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8 Rotor geometry (a) dimension (b) of V-type PMSM, artificial coil
C1-C1’ is located on flux barrier areas of M2
Table 4.1 Winding arrangement of the studied machine
Slot
Number
Top
Bottom
4.9.2.1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

a+
b-

a+
a+

ca+

ca+

b+
c-

b+
c-

ab+

ab+

c+
a-

C+
a-

Model of the magnet

Figure 4.9 shows a typical demagnetization curves for sintered magnet on a NdFe-B base used in the simulations. In order to have a close form for this data, it is
preferred to interpolate this surface in the form of figure 4.10 by using equation (3-
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118). Here, Br is the remnant flux density, T is the temperature and H is normal
flux intensity. Also, [ P00 , P10 , P01 , P11 , P22 ] are the constant vector of the interpolated
surface as [-1218.4, 7.5, 148.6,-4,535].

Figure 4.9 Typical demagnetization surface for sintered magnet on a Nd-Fe-B
base, B(H) at different temperatures

Figure 4.10 The closed form 3-D shape of the figure 4.9
4.9.3 Calculations of transfer inductances

In order to calculate TW −M , equation (3-171), an artificial coil with one turn is
placed in the PM sides where the normal surface vector of this coil is perpendicular to
PM surface, see coils C1-C1’ in figure 4.8(a). The surface area of this coil is S magnet .
This coil is better to be placed in the magnet flux barrier areas. The proposed model
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can be run at different snapshots of phase current, Ii = ( idi ,iqi ) , each for one electrical
cycle. In equation (3-77), Tk sets for one electrical cycle with respect to rotation speed
and discrete rotation angle. Here the time step FE analysis is set to one electrical
degree per dτ . The respective inductance of each phase for different current
snapshots is then saved 3-D lookup Tables. A linear interpolation is used to
interpolate the value of inductance at different rotor positions and snapshots of current
break points. As presented in chapter 3, the voltage based inductance calculation
method has two steps. The first and the second steps are respectively shown in figures
4.11 and 4.12. In this figure, iM1 represents the current to the coils C1-C1’. iM2 is
similar to iM1 for another artificial coil.

Figure 4.11 Inductance calculation subsystems, step 1

Figure 4.12 Inductance calculation subsystems, step 2
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4.9.4 Calculation of operational PM temperature

The basis of the used thermal model, figures 4-14 and 4-15, is presented at chapter
3. It is mentioned that before calculation of the conductive resistances, the equivalent
geometry of the machine in which all the element part were aligned in radial direction
in a form of a cylindrical slices should be calculated. This is particularly important in
the rotor side. The rotor geometry conversion is done by assumption of equal surface
area in real and equivalent model, compare figures 4.13 and 4.8(a). Comparing figures
4.13 and 4.8(a), Aeq is the equivalent air gap area for the A1 and A2 , M eq is the
equivalent magnet area for the M 1 and M 2 . M eq3 and M eq 4 are the equivalent
magnet area for the M 3 and M 4 areas. The inputs to the thermal network are the
active losses of the windings and the core losses. It is equivalent to the current source
in thermal network. The outputs are the temperatures. It is equivalent to the voltages
in the thermal network. Rag + R( Aeq ) is the air gap thermal resistance. In figures 4.14
and 4.15 these two resistances are connected together. A g and Aeq are the air gap
area, g is the air gap length and K air is the thermal conductivity of the air gap. The

Rst , Rsy , Rcase and Rendcap are the conductive thermal resistances of the stator teeth,
stator yoke, casing and the ending cap respectively. The R(M eq ) , R(Seq ) ,and R( I eq1 )
to R( I eq 6 ) are the rotor resistances respectively, see figures 4.6 and 4.9.b. Rendcap and

Ramb are the respective convective resistance of the ending caps and the casing to the
ambient environment, respectively.
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Figure 4.13 Geometry and dimension of the studied machine in (mm)

Figure 4.14 Transient thermal model of the stator

Figure 4.15 Transient thermal model of the rotor for the V-type PMSM
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4.9.5 Simulation results

Figure 4.16.a shows the FTB (T ) , equation (3-174). This is applied in equation (3173). Figure 4.16.b shows knee points as a function of temperature. This is applied in
equation (3-177). Figure 4.16.c shows the average magnetic flux density on the face
of the magnet along a line perpendicular to the flux path. Figure 4.16.d shows the
minimum values for each curve depicted in figure 4.16.c. The reason that the
minimum values are selected is to highlight where it is under higher demagnetization
risk. Although the average remnanet flux density of magnets might be higher than the
knee point, this assumption is made to prevent partial demagnetization. Figure 4.16.d
is applied in the equation (3-175). The machine basic FE-based characteristics are
illustrated in figure 4.17.a to 4.17.d. These values are collected in 1-D look up Tables
as illustrated in Figure 3.16. Figure 4.18 shows the mutual inductance between the
armature coil “a” and the artificial coil “C1-C1’” located on flux barrier areas of M2.
The mutual inductance between other phases and the “C1-C1’” are similar with 120
degree phase shift. These inductances create the TW-M matrix in equation (3-171).
Three 3-D look up Tables are used to collect these inductances.
Figure 4.19 and figure 4.20 indicate the armature self and mutual inductances
respectively. These values together with other self and mutual inductances are
employed in nine 3-D look-up Tables. The self and mutual inductance between other
phases have 120 degree phase shift. All the inductances are calculated corresponding
to similar rotor positions. From the inductance profile it is seen that the satutration not
only change the value of inductances but it aslso shift the inductances. Also, it is seen
that the satuation completely change the harmonic orders of self and mutual
inductance profiles of phases.
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Figure 4.17 Eabc (a), λRabc (b), Tcog (c) and Bmr (d), calculated from a non-linear
transient FE analysis with motion phase “b”
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Figure 4.18 Mutual inductance between armature phase “a” and the magnet
artificial coil C-C’ on M2 at different current status
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Figure 4.19 Self-inductance of armature phase “a” at different current status
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Figure 4.20 Mutual inductance between armature phase “a” and the armature
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed flux weakening assessment
and control, three scenarios are considered as:
Scenario 1: This scenario is designed to simulate the progressive and irreversible
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demagnetization during machine operation. In this case, the current limiter is
deactivated. The progressive and irreversible demagnetization happens when the
*
ambient temperature and absolute direct current, id , are constantly very high and, the

load and speed reference are constant. For simulations, the ambient temperature sets
o
*
to Tambient = 60 (C) for t>0(s). The reference direct current, id , sets to -25(A) for

t>0(s). The load torque and the reference speed are

TL = 2 ( N.m)

and

ωm = 40(rad / s) for t>0(s). The response of the PMSM to scenario 1 for a 0.8(s)
simulation time is illustrated in figures 4.21.a through 4.21.i. Figure 4.21.a shows the
movement of the magnetic operating point on the B-H curve of the magnet. Figure
4.21.b shows the movement of the knee point on the B-H curve of the magnet during
operation. Figure 4.21.c shows the difference between figures 4.21.a and 4.21.b.
Figures 4.21.d and 4.21.e show the EMF and the phase current of the machine during
operation, respectively. Figures 4.21.f and 4.21.g show the torque and the speed of the
machine during operation, respectively. The study of figures 4.21 reveals that without
proper demagnetization control, the studied V-type PMSM will collapse in a short
periods of time when it is working in a high ambient temperature with high absolute
*

value id .
Scenario 2: This scenario is designed to simulate the physics of irreversible and
not progressive demagnetization when the current limiter is not activated. For
o
simulations, the ambient temperature sets to Tambient = 60 (C) for all t>0(s). In this
*
*
case, for 0<t<0.3(s), the id sets to zero. For 0.3<t<0.5(s), id sets to -20(A) and, for

t>0.45(s) it returns to zero again. The load torque and the reference speed respectively
are TL = 2(N.m) and ωm = 40(rad / s) . The response of the PMSM to scenario 2 for a
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0.8(s) simulation time is illustrated in figures 4.22.a to 4.22.i. Figure 4.22.a shows the
movement of the magnetic operating point on the B-H curve of the magnet. Figure
4.22.b shows the movement of the knee point on the B-H curve of the magnet during
operation. Figure 4.22.c shows the difference between figures 4.22.a and 4.22.b.
*
Figures 4.22.a to 4.22.c reveal that, when the absolute id is increased at t=0.3(s) the

magnet operating point drops below the knee point and irreversible demagnetization
*
occurs; when the id is set back to zero at t=0.5(s), the operating point is unable to

come back to its initial condition. Figures 4.22.d and 4.22.e show the EMF and the
phase current of the machine during operation, respectively. Figures 4.22f and 4.22.g
show the torque and the speed of the machine during operation, respectively. By
studying of figures 4.22.d to 4.22.g is can be concluded that the main reason for
increasing the phase current is the decrease of the EMF during a constant load and
speed operation. The reason for EMF decrease is the irreversible demagnetization that
is occurred during 0.3<t<0.5(s). Figures, 4.22.h and 4.22.i show the reference direct
current and operational armature self and mutual inductances. The inductances are a
function of rotor position and ( id , iq ).
Scenario 3: This scenario is exactly the same as the scenario 2 but the current
limiter is activated to prevent irreversible demagnetization. The value of security
*
margin, Bo , is set to 0.1(Tesla). In this situation the value of the id and iq* are

controlled by current limiter before transferring to current regulator. The comparisons
of figures 4.22.a to 4.22.i with their respective figures of 4.23.a to 4.23.i prove that
the current limiter could prevent irreversible demagnetization. This is performed by
*
automatic regulation of id shown in figure 4.23.h.
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Figure 4.21 Scenario1: Irreversible and progressive demagnetization, the current
limiter is deactivated for all t>0(s)
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limiter is deactivated for all t>0(s)
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Figure 4.23 Scenario3: short–term Irreversible demagnetization, the current
limiter is activated for all t>0(s)
Similar experiments are performed using the full time-stepping FE-analysis. The
results of the developed model agree with that of the time-stepping FE model. The
*

*

flux path for the respective currents of ( id , iq* ) = (-25, 0) and ( id , iq* ) = (0, 0) are
shown in figure 4.24.a and 4.24.b respectively. The magnet temperature is 20o(C).
From 4.24(b) is observed that this amount of direct current is able to reduce the
armature flux linkage is close to zero. The absolute flux density for the respective
*

current ( id , iq* ) = (-25, 0) is shown in figure 4.25. From this figure it is observed that
the minimum flux density on the face of PM reaches 0.44 [T] which proves the
calculated results from analytical model.
In this PMSM design, the magnetic flux closes almost its entire path through
magnets. It is the reason that the demagnetization and flux weakening are strongly
related. Although, this high flux weakening capability in this design gives promising
advantages for high speed and fault tolerance operation of PMSM, the design of realtime demagnetization control for this PMSM design is vital to prevent most probable
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demagnetization in highly variable-temperature operational environments. In addition,
the developed current limiter gives more freedom to PMSM designers to reach to
much more optimal designs without scarifying the magnet thickness and machine
volume. It also ensures the PMSM drivers to steadily use the machine in harsh
operational environments.

The result has shown that without using a real-time

demagnetization control the risk of demagnetization in a PMSM machine design with
high flux weakening and demagnetization capability goes very high especially when
the ambient temperature is high.

Using the developed demagnetization control

algorithm, the risk of PM demagnetization operating on harsh operational condition
can be reduced.

(a)

(b)

*

Figure 4.24 Absolute flux density on the magnets for the V-type PMSM for ( id ,

iq* ) = (-25, 0) and Tmagnet = 20o (C ) and for ( id* , i q* ) = (0,0) and
Tmagnet = 20o (C ) .

*

Figure 4.25 Magnetic flux picture (b) for the V-type PMSM for ( id , iq* ) = (-25, 0)
and Tmagnet = 20o (C ) .
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4.9.6 Demagnetization assessment in different PMSM designs

In order to compare the demagnetization in different PMSM design, a flat-type
PMSM and a U-type PMSM are designed. The back EMF- and the current density
and the stators of these machine is similar to the V-type PMSM shown in figure 4.8.
The rotors of these designs are shown in figure 4.26 and 4.27 and 4.28, respectively.
For comparison of the reaction of designs to the physics of irreversible and not the
progressive demagnetization during PMSM-drive operation, initially, for 0<t<0.3(s)
*
the id is set to zero. For 0.3<t<0.45(s) it is -20(A) and, for t>0.45(s) it sets to zero

again. The load torque is TL=2 (N.m). The response of the PMSM to this scenario for
a 0.8(s) simulation time is illustrated in figures 4.29 and 4.30.

Figure 4.26 Rotor geometry of double PMSM, artificial coil C1-C1’ to C4-C4’ is
located on flux barrier areas of M1 to M4 (b), equivalent geometry of
double PMSM (b1)

Figure 4.27 Rotor geometry of flat PMSM, artificial coil C1-C1’ is located on
flux barrier areas of M1(c): equivalent geometry of flat PMSM (c1)
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Figure 4.28 The dimension of the double-type and the flat PMSM
The operational B-H curves and the demagnetization risk function of the studied
*
machines are shown in figure 4.29. It can be seen when the id is increased at t=0.3(s)

the magnet operating point drops below the knee point and irreversible
*
demagnetization occurs; when the id is set back to zero at t=0.45(s), the operating

point is unable to come back to its initial condition. Figure 4.30 show the EMF and
the iq* in double, flat and V-type PMSM, respectively. By comparison of EMF and
command q-axis current is can be concluded that the main reason for increasing the

i q* is the decrease of the EMF for a constant load and speed. The reason for EMF
decrease is the irreversible demagnetization that occurred during 0.3<t<0.45(s).
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Figure 4.29 Irreversible and not progressive demagnetization
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Figure 4.30 Irreversible and not progressive demagnetization

Figure 4.1

(a)

(a1)

(b)

(b1)

(c)

(c1)

Magnetic flux picture for the three PMSM in (a), (b) and (c) and
absolute flux density on the magnets in (a1), (b1), (c1). All for the (
id* , i q* ) = (-25,0) and Tambient=20o(C)
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The flux path and the absolute flux density of the PMSM designs are shown in
*

figure 4.30. The reference ( id , iq* ) is (-25, 0) and the magnet temperature is 20 o (C).
Form figures 4.31.a, 4.31.b and 4.31.c it is observed that this amount of direct current
is able to reduce the armature flux linkage almost close to zero. Moreover, it is
observed that for these PMSM designs, the magnetic flux closes almost its entire path
through magnets. The double and the V-type designs are the worst and the best
designs, respectively in terms of reverse demagnetization. The calculated results from
the field domain verify the calculated results from analytical approach.
4.10 Summary

The current technologies in the PMSM drive systems were reviewed.

The

permanent magnet (PM) demagnetization control for optimal and reliable flux
weakening control in permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) is presented.
A physics-based model was developed to estimate the magnetic operating point of the
PM poles during the operation of PMSM. The model was enabled to dynamically
estimate the average and the partial PM demagnetization due to reverse armature field
as well as the PM over temperature. The model is a function of the physical geometry
and material of the PMSM, physics of demagnetization and the ambient temperature.
The demagnetization assessment and control were verified on a V-type PMSM using
the modified FE-based coupled thermal-field-circuit phase variable model and the
time step FE analysis.

Three PMSM design were compared concerning

demagnetization issue. It was observed that increasing the flux concentration factor in
the design of PMSM by enlarging the magnet contact area increase the risk of
demagnetization.
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Chapter 5

Sensorless Control of PM Synchronous Machines by Physics-based
EMF Observer

5.1 Overview

A sensorless rotor position estimation and speed control of three phase radial flux
surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous machine (SMPMSM) is presented.
A novel thermo-electric physics-based modeling approach was developed to evaluate
more realistic information about the instantaneous behavior of the machine during
operation. The extracted information from the physics-based models was employed in
the back electromotive force (EMF) observer. The mathematical modeling, stability
and transient analysis of the observer are developed and described in details. The
sensorless operation of a 0.2 (kW) SMPMSM was verified numerically and
experimentally for medium low, low and very low speeds at different operational
contingencies. The results show that, in spite of significant machine model variations
and increased noise level especially at very low speeds, the accuracy of estimated
speed and rotor position using the developed observer are acceptable.
5.2 Sensorless rotor position estimation and control in PMSM

In general, the rotor position estimation techniques can be divided into two classes
of model-based, non-model based (saliency based) methods. The Machine’s EMF,
flux linkage, or inductance estimation is the basis of model-based class. The signal
processing of current response due to the high frequency voltage signal injection is
the basis of the non-model based class which is suitable only for the PMSM with
saliency (IPMSM) [152,153]. These methods can be found in the literature as flux
estimation from the voltage model of PMSM[162]; inductance based estimators[163],
extended Kalman filters[78], open loop or closed loop state observers[156,157],
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model reference adaptive schemes [166], artificial intelligence-based estimators [167]
and sliding mode observers [75].
Frequently used methods for rotor position estimation of a SMPMSM at medium
and high speed is established through the model-based EMF observers [168]. Usually
the EMF is observed by simple open loop observers. However, these suffer from
several disadvantages. These include simultaneous adjustments of the observer and
speed controller, unwanted machine model variations due to the temperature,
saturation, flux linkage harmonics as well as the interaction of the speed PI controller
and observer especially at low speeds. Indeed, the domination of resistive and
inductive voltage drops at low speeds [168] prevents the usage of these simple
observers.
To resolve the problem of open loop observers especially at low speeds, several
methods were used. These include a combination of the model-based and non-model
based methods [169] or the use of close loop observers which are the extended
version of the open loops observers[164]. In closed loop observers, the problem of
stator resistance mismatches or even the machine parameter mismatch or system noise
was resolved for low speed applications. However, these have higher computational
complexity and also these are almost mode selective with respect to different
speeds[164]. In general, the inconsistency of both open loop and closed loop
observers was that the observer must be faster than the observed system. However it
should be slow enough to suppress underestimated electrical noise and mechanical
vibrations. Concerning this puzzle, the employment of linear low pass filters with
fixed cut-off frequency for a wide speed range was under serious limitation.
This chapter presents a position estimation and sensorless speed control of
SMPMSM using a physics-based observer. The physics-based observer was created
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by the combination of the physics-based model of the machine and a hysteresis
estimator. The physics-based model of the machine was created from the phasevariable saturation dependent inductances, temperature-dependent winding resistance
and the EMF. The EMF was calculated by hysteresis estimator based on the
difference of the measured and estimated currents from the real machine and the
observer, respectively. The inductance was calculated from an offline non-linear
transient finite element analysis with motion and retrieved by look up Tables inside
the observer. The real time winding temperature was estimated from an embedded
transient lumped thermal network obtained from the geometry of the machine and
material properties. During angle calculations, the underestimated electrical noises are
canceled out using an adaptive angle compensation system. The developed sensorless
speed control algorithm was implemented on a 0.2 kW SMPMSM machine using the
hardware interface (dSPACE1103). The rotor position estimation and speed
controllability over a medium to very low speed band are studied. In addition, the
transient response and robustness of machine-drive system with respect to load and
voltage disturbances are discussed in detail.
5.3 Physics-based sensorless control of PMSM

For design of the physics-based sensorless control, the physics-based model of the
machine was used to design a EMF observer. The line-line thermoelectric electrical
modeling of a 3–phase PMSM ignoring demagnetization and without access to the
neutral point can be described as:

ia (t )  = A θ (τ ), i (τ ), i (τ ) −1 ×
( d q )
ib (t ) 
t
i (τ )  V (τ )   E (θ (τ )) − E (θ (τ )) 
0 B(T (τ )). iba (τ )  + Vbcab (τ )  +  Ebc (θ (τ )) − Eba (θ (τ ))  .dτ

(5-1)

ia + ib + ic = 0

(5-2)

{

}
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where
 Laa − Lac − Lba + Lbc
A(θ , id , iq ) = 
 Lba − Lac − Lbc + Lcc
 − r (T )
B (T ) =  a
 − rc (T )

Lab − Lac − Lbb + Lbc 
Lbb − Lbc + Lcc − Lbc 


− rb (T ) − rc (T ) 

rb (T )

(5-3)

(5-4)

where a, b and c are phase indices. Vab , Vbc are the line-line terminal voltage of the
machine. Here, E is the phase side EMF. i a and i b are the phase currents.
In the above equation, T is the temperature of the windings, τ is the integration
variable, θ is the rotor position. The real inductance matrix, A , is a function of
(θ , id , iq ) . ( i d , i q ) indicates the saturation level. The real resistance matrix, B , is a

function of temperature. In chapter 3 the calculations of inductances and the
dependence of the resistances to temperature were explained, comprehensively.
The hysteresis estimator for EMF calculation was designed based on a stator
current tracking scheme. Due to the fact that only the stator currents are directly
measurable in a PMSM drive, the hysteresis band was selected on the real stator
current trajectory. In this way, when the difference between the actual and estimated
currents become lower or higher than a hysteresis band, a positive or negative value is
added to the EMF in a very short periods of time. This is to force the current
estimation error to become zero and the estimated currents track the measured ones
regardless of any disturbances and uncertainties of the drive system, see figure 5.1.
The physics-based EMF Observer was designed similar to the line-line machine
voltage equations of PMSM as:
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−1
iˆa (t )  ˆ
iˆ (t )  = A (θ (τ ), id (τ ), iq (τ ) ) ×
b 
t
ˆ
iˆa (τ )  Vab* (τ )   Eˆb (θˆ(τ )) − Eˆ a (θˆ(τ ))  
(
(
)).
τ
B
T
  .dτ
0 

+ * +
iˆb (τ )  Vbc (τ )   Eˆ c (θˆ(τ )) − Eˆb (θˆ(τ ))  

iˆa + iˆb + iˆc = 0

(5-5)

(5-6)

where
 Lˆaa − Lˆac − Lˆba + Lˆbc
Aˆ θˆ, id , iq = 
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
 Lba − Lac − L/ bc + Lcc

(

)

Lˆab − Lˆac − Lˆbb + Lˆbc 

Lˆbb − Lˆbc + Lˆcc − Lˆbc 

(5-7)

 − r (Tˆ )

rb (Tˆ )
Bˆ (Tˆ ) =  a

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
 − rc (T ) − rb (T ) − rc (T )

(5-8)

 Eˆ a 
 Eˆ a 0

 Eˆ a 0

  ai .Vdc 



a
g
V
s
.
.
.
i
dc
.  Eˆ b 0
.  Eˆ b 0
 Eˆ b  =
+

2((s ω l ) + 1) 
2 
ˆ 

ˆ
ˆ 
ˆ
ˆ
 Ec 
 − Eb − Ea 
 − Eb − E a 

(5-9)

In the above equations, Â is the equivalent inductance matrix, B̂

is the

equivalent resistance matrix and ( id , iq ) is the equivalent saturation level. Vdc is the
fixed DC voltage supplying the fully controlled inverter. The superscript ‘*’ denotes a
command variable. The hat ‘ˆ’ indicates the estimated variables. The vectors Êa0 and

Ê b 0 are defined as:

Eˆa0 = 1∀(iˆa − ia ) > h , −1∀(iˆa − ia ) < −h ,0 ∀ ia − iˆa < h
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Eb0 = 1∀(ib − ib ) > h , −1∀(ib − ib ) < −h ,0 ∀ ib − ib < h

(5-10)

where h > 0 is the hysteresis band, ωl is the cutoff frequency of the high pass filter.
The

ωl

must be sufficiently small to preserve the necessary component but large

enough to eliminate the low-frequency component. The proper choice of ωl , helps to
diminish the effect of the large hysteresis band and to diminish the unwanted effects
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due to the difference between reference and the actual voltage. By subtraction of
equation

(5-5)

(

from

A(θ , id , iq ) = Aˆ θˆ, id , iq

)

equation

(3-170)

, B (T ) = Bˆ (Tˆ ) and

and

*
*
assuming Vab = Vab , Vbc = Vbc ,

y ≈ 1 , the motion equation is

expressed as:


dA (θ , id , iq ) dθ
dA (θ , id , iq ) d (id , iq )
.
.M −
.
.M 
 B (T ). M −

 (5-11)
dt
dt
d (id , iq )
dt
M = A (θ , id , iq ) . 

ˆ
ˆ
 +  E a − E a − Eb + Eb 

  Eˆ b − Eb − Eˆ b + Eb 


where motion, M , is defined as:
ia  iˆa 
M =  − 
ib  iˆb 

If the hysteresis band,

(5-12)

h > 0 , is small enough and A (θ , id , iq ) in boundary of

 . M ≤ 0 and the physics-based model was
t − d τ < t < t + d τ is constant then M
synchronized with the actual machine and as a result:
 Eˆ a − E a − Eˆ b + E b   0 

= 
 Eˆ b − E b − Eˆ b + E b   0 

(5-13)

Because in (5-9) we chose, Eˆ c = − Eˆ b − Eˆ a and assuming Ec = −Eb − Ea , the
explicit solution was calculated as:
 Eˆ a 
 =
ˆ
 E b 

Ea 
E 
 b

(5-14)

By converting equation (5-14) to stationary frame of reference we have:
2π


cos(θ ) cos θ −
 Eˆ α  
3

 =
ˆ
 E β   − sin (θ ) − sin θ − 2π

3



4π    Eˆ 

cos θ −
a

3  ˆ 

 .  Eb 
4π   


 − sin θ −
 Eˆ
3   c 
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(5-15)

where θ is the constant reference rotor position which was calculated from equation
(5-22).
5.2.1 Adaptive angle compensator

An adaptive angle compensator was designed. This increases the robustness of the
proposed physics-based sensorless rotor position estimation and furthermore, helps to
remove the remaining high frequency noise during angle calculations. It was
mentioned that, the observer band width may miss by direct usage of linear low pass
filters. For design of this system, the assumption was that the estimated EMF phasors
in stationary frame of reference should always be perpendicular to each other. This is


equal to Eˆ α = −ω. Eˆ β and Eˆ β = ω. Eˆ α . The estimated EMF can be compensated to

always satisfy these criteria during angle calculations. From these two criteria, the
linear compensation equations are defined in stationary ( α

− β

) plane using

derivation definition as:

̂
ˆ
ˆ
Eα = −ω. Eˆ β − Og (ωref ). Eˆα − Eˆα 



(5-16)

̂
ˆ
ˆ
Eβ = ω. Eˆα − Og (ωref ).  Eˆ β − Eˆ β 



(5-17)

where Og is the positive variable observer gain as a function of reference speed, ωref .
Here,

ˆ
Eˆ α is the compensated Êα and Eˆˆ β is the compensated Ê β . In order to

consider the stability of the adaptive part the positive Lyapunov function which is
defined as:

(

) (
2

ˆ
ˆ
V = Eˆα − Eˆα + Eˆβ − Eˆβ

) + A (ω
2

l

ref

).(ωˆ − ω )

2

(5-18)

ˆ
ˆ
where Eˆα − Eˆα , Eˆ β − Eˆ β and ωˆ − ω are the dynamic errors and Al (ωref ) is the positive
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variable which is a function of reference speed. To satisfy the Lyapunov stability
criterion,

V

T

.V < 0

, we should have V

(

)
) (

< 0

that means:

2
 ˆ

V = − Og (ωref ).  Eˆα − Eˆα + Eˆ β2  + (ωˆ − ω )


ˆ
ˆ
×  − Eˆα − Eˆα . Eˆ β + Eˆ β − Eˆ β . Eˆα + Al (ωref ). ωˆ − ω 



(

)

(

)

(5-19)

If we assume that the speed varies slowly with respect to electrical constraints i.e.
ω = 0 , then in order to make V < 0 , we should have:

(

) (

)

(

)

 − Eˆˆ − Eˆ . Eˆ + Eˆˆ − Eˆ . Eˆ + A (ω ). ωˆ − ω  = 0


α
α
β
β
β
α
l
ref



(5-20)

By simplification of equation (5-20), the adaptive compensation law was
calculated as:
ˆ
ˆ
Eˆ − Eˆ ) . Eˆ − ( Eˆ − Eˆ ) . Eˆ
(
(ωˆ − ω ) = ωˆ =
α

α

β

β

β

α

Al (ωref )

(5-21)

For proper dynamic response of the adaptive angle compensator, the gains,
Al (ω ref ) and O g (ω ref ) should be chosen properly. By choosing smaller value for the
O g (ω ref ) , the higher order harmonics was eliminated when the Al (ω ref ) was small

enough. The value of Al (ω ref ) should be chosen properly in order to prevent the
premature saturation of the integrators or adding extra delay in the system. The
Simulink implementation of the adaptive angle compensator was illustrated in figure
5.2.
Following angle compensation, the rotor position angle can be estimated as:
 ˆˆ

dθ
2π dθ r
θ = a tan 2 =  Eα ˆ  , θ = 0 ∀ r > 0, θ =
∀
<0

3
dt
dt
Eˆ β 


(5-22)



In order to prevent the chattering problem in a digital control system with finite
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switching frequency, a linear mean using Pade approximation [170] was added to the
estimation approximation path, see figure 5.3. The Pade approximation is a rational
function that can be thought of as a generalization of a Taylor polynomial. A rational
function is the ratio of polynomials. Because these functions only use the elementary
arithmetic operations, they are very easy to evaluate numerically. The mathematical
description of this approximation is:
Output =

1 − e −Td .s
. Input
Tr .s

(23)

where Tr determines the running window width in frequency domain, Td is the deadtime and s is the Laplace operator.
5.2.2 Stability of the observer

With the positive definite function like V =

ST .S
, the necessary criteria for
2

Lyapunov stability of the observer was calculated as 0 > g > − 1 . In addition, the
adequate

criterion

( (1+ g ) h) > ( 2 E

b

are

calculated

as

( (1+ g ) h) > ( 2 E

a

− Eb ai .Vdc )

and

− Ec ai .Vdc ) . The adequate criteria imply that the hysteresis band

should be enough small to make the left side of the equation larger than the right side.

0 < ai ≤1 was a reference speed-dependent parameter that adjust the fixed V d c at
different speed bands. The properly chosen ai improve the dynamic response
especially at low speeds. For very low speeds, ai → 0 and for high speeds ai → 1
improves the response of the system. In the physics-based observer, the equivalent
resistance was adjusted at different winding temperature; though there may still a
difference between the real and estimated temperature. An adjustment factor,
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0 . 8 < y < 1 . 2 , can be multiplied to the equivalent resistance matrix to ensure us

that the observer was always a bit faster than the actual machine. The improper choice
of y produce unwanted oscillations in the dynamic response of the system.
5.2.3 Calculation of the parameters for physics-based observer

As was shown in the motion equation of the observer, the accuracy and the
convergence of the observer, depends of the following conditions and assumptions:
(5-24-a)

V ab = V ab* & V bc = V bc*

(

)

A (θ , id , iq ) = Aˆ θˆ, id , iq

(5-24-b)

B (T ) = Bˆ (Tˆ )

(5-24-c)

0 > g > −1

(5-24-d)

( (1+ g) h) > ( 2 E − E
b

c

ai .Vdc ) & ( (1 + g ) h) > ( 2 Eb − Ec ai .Vdc )

(5-24-e)

The respective necessary and adequate conditions (5-24-d) and (5-24-e) are
achievable given the assumptions (5-24-a), (5-24-b) and (5-24-c) are satisfied. The

Vab* and Vbc* are accessible from inside the drive current control loop in a CSIbased VSI. Therefore the assumption (5-24-a) was achievable simply. The voltage

Vab*

*

and Vbc must be retuned if the long length cable or line inductors are used

between the drive and the PMSM and the drive hardware.
In order to satisfy the condition (5-24-b), accurate knowledge of the inductance
and inductance variation with saturation is needed. Here, the voltage-based inductance
calculation method explained in chapter 3, was used to evaluate the instantaneous
inductances as a function of the rotor position and saturation. Fortunately, this
technique enables us to evaluate the inductance at different rotor positions and
saturation levels. This technique accounts for the effect of magnets on the saturation -
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Figure 5.1 Hysteresis EMF estimator subsystem

Figure 5.2 Adaptive angle compensator subsystem

Figure 5.3 Combination of Physics-based PM circuit model, adaptive angle
compensator, and hysteresis estimator subsystems
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of the machine. The respective inductance of each phase for different current
snapshots was then saved in multidimensional array, 3-D lookup tables. Simply, the
linear interpolation can be used to interpolate the value of inductance at different rotor
positions and snapshots of the current break points. In order to reduce the number of
field computations required by the inductance determination method, the inductances
can be chosen as a function of id and iq instead of iabc . This is useful especially in the
case of vector control which is used in drive control loops. Moreover, in order to have
an exact symmetrical inductance matrix, i.e. L ab = Lba , the average value,

Lavab = ( Lab + Lba 2) , is assumed for both. The inductance look up Tables are all
independently excited by the instantaneous value of each phase current and by the
rotor position which was calculated from sensorless algorithm, see figure 5.3. It was
mentioned that in the FE domain the initial rotor position used for inductance
calculation must be added to estimated rotor position and then it was applied on the
look-up Tables.
Open loop observers suffer from sensitivity to system noise, changes in the stator
resistance and changes in Magnet’s Residual induction ( Bmr ). The changes in Bmr
due to normal or over temperature strongly depend on magnet specific temperature
data and magnet geometry. In general, the rate of change of the stator resistance per
degree Celsius was much greater than the rate of change of the Bmr in rare earth
magnets and therefore the latter can be ignored. Although the thermal time constant of
the machine was much lower than the electrical and the mechanical parts, during a
long term operation the stator resistance can increase with up to 50% due to heat. The
problem with changing resistance becomes evident at low speed as the voltage drop
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over the stator resistance then is of the same magnitude as the EMF. As a result, the
need for a lumped-parameter transient thermal model for SMPMSM synchronous
machine was necessary. In order to satisfy the condition (5-24-c), the estimation of
the winding temperature was required. It was developed by using an embedded
thermal network of the machine. The evaluation of the thermal network was explained
earlier in chapter 3. Although, the methods used for calculation of the winding
temperature was accurate enough to satisfy the assumption made for convergence of
the observer, the tuning factor 0 .8 < y < 1 .2 , was used for final tuning of the
observer in real-time environment.
5.4 Case of study

A 250 [W], 10-pole, 42 [V] surface mount permanent magnet synchronous
machine (SMPMSM) is tested. The rated speed is 420 (rad/s), the resistance/phase at

20o (C) is 0.0625 (Ω), the stator core material is M19, The rotor is steel 1018, the
shaft was stainless steel and the magnets are uniform Sm2Co17, with remnant flux
o
density of magnet Bmr at 20 (C) equals to 1.07 Tesla. The magnet’s intrinsic

coercivity, Hci equals to 26 (kOe) or 2.1 (kA/m). The complete machine geometry as
well as the winding arrangement was illustrated in figure 5.4.
5.5 Simulation and experimental results

Three ranges of speed are tested i.e. medium low speed in that 10<|Reference
speed (rad/s)|<20, low speed in that 2<|Reference speed (rad/s)|<10 and very low
speed in that0.5<|reference speed (rad/s)|<2. For adjustment of the band width of the
speed PI controller for wide speed range, the proportional gain of the speed PI
controller varies with speed in such a way that in high/low speeds, lower/higher
proportional gains was multiplied with the speed error. The Simulink set up of the
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sensorless schema are shown in Figures 5.5. The depicted self and mutual inductances
in figures 5.6 and 5.7 at different saturation level were calculated from a transient FE
analysis with motion. The saturation level refers to Ii = [ia , ib , ic ] = [ Ki , −0.5Ki , −0.5Ki ] for

Ki = 1,2,4,8,16 . The flux linkage and the cogging torque of the machine are shown in
figure 5.8.
Figures 5.9 to 5.16 shows the simulation and experimental results for speed, rotor
position, phase currents, EMF, operational inductances and estimation error for the
constant load (20% of nominal) and step changes in reference speed inside the
boundary of 2<|Reference speed (rad/s)|<13. In these figures, the thickness of the
measurement solid line has 10% error, side to side. In percent, the studied boundary
of speed was 0.1(%)<|reference speed/rated speed|<3.11(%). It was seen that, the
lower the speed, the higher current THD and the estimation error will be. Moreover,
these results prove the controllability of the speed as well as the high accuracy of
estimated rotor position for medium low and low speeds.

Figure 5.4 Geometry (Cm) and winding arrangement of the studied machine
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Figure 5.5 Sensorless speed control in Simulink domain
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Figure 5.6 Calculated self-inductance at five saturation level
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Figure 5.7 Calculated mutual inductance at five saturation level
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Figure 5.8 Flux linkage and cogging torque of the studied machine
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Figure 5.9 Estimated versus measured speed changes due to Step change in
reference speed for 20% nominal load (simulation)
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Figure 5.10 Estimated versus measured speed changes due to Step change in
reference speed for 20% nominal load (experimental)
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Figure 5.11 Rotor position changes due to Step change in reference speed for
20% nominal load (Simulation)
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Figure 5.12 Rotor position changes due to Step change in reference speed at 20%
nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.13 Phase current changes due to Step change in reference speed under
20% nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.14 EMF changes due to Step change in reference speed under 20%
nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.15 Operational inductance due to Step change in reference speed under
20% nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.16 Presented error due to Step change in reference speed under 20%
nominal load (Experimental)
Figure 5.17 shows the experimental results of the estimated versus measured rotor
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positions for very low speed, 0.5 (rad/s) i.e. 0.1 percent of the rated speed. During this
experiment it was seen that with a fixed adaptive angle, the compensator constants, Al
and Og , the lowest possible speed by this method was 0.5 (rad/s) in which the loadability decreases to 10% of the nominal load. One of the main problems in the very
low speed applications is seen in figure 5.18. In this figure, the estimated EMF was
polluted by an incredible level of noise. Indeed by choosing the larger and smaller
values for Al (ω ref ) and O g (ω ref ) , the noise cancellation will be improved and the
load-ability will be increased to nominal value. The larger and smaller values for
Al (ω ref ) and O g (ω ref ) will slow down the rotor position estimation at medium and

higher speeds, therefore adjustment of these two parameters for different reference
speed changes was necessary. The lower/higher speeds, the larger/smaller and
smaller/larger values for Al (ω ref ) and O g (ω ref ) was needed. Figure 5.19 illustrate the
presented error with respect to figure 5.19. The maximum error was under six percent.
Figure 5.20 shows the validation of the introduced technique for the step load
changes from 20% to 100% of nominal load. Figure 5.21 and figure 5.22 show the
respective inductance and current for this operating condition. From figures 5.21 and
5.23, the respective change of the inductance profile and the current was visible. In
another study, the sudden voltage interruption to zero for a short period of time for the
medium speed was studied. This was created by blocking the command signal to the
inverter switches for 1(ms). The results of this test appear in figure 5.23 on top of the
same operating condition but without fault. It can be observed that firstly the rotor
position estimation never loses and secondly after eight electrical cycles the speed of
the faulted system matches with the normal system. In addition, the transient behavior
of the estimation system was shown in figure 5.24. The estimation system could
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follow the measured rotor position after 3.5 (ms). Here, the sample time of the
estimator was 0.02 (ms) and the hysteresis band was 0.001. In the speed controller,
the sample time 0.1(ms); PWM switching frequency=25 (kHz); the dead-time
between the upper and the lower switches in 3-phase AC drive was 1( μs) . Here, the
number of data in look-up tables for one electrical cycle was chosen as 25000. In
addition, the full healthy thermal model was used. However, the number of data in the
look-up tables as well as the thermal model using thevenin theorem could be reduced.
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In this way achieving to lower calculation time was possible.
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Figure 5.17 Rotor position for reference speed of 0.5 (rad/s) under nominal load
(Experimental)
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Figure 5.18 Estimated EMF for reference speed of 0.5 (rad/s) under nominal load
(Experimental)
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Figure 5.19 Presented error(%) for the reference speed of 0.5 (rad/s) under
nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.20 Rotor position changes due to Step change in load from 20% to 100%
of nominal load at 0.2 (s) for reference speed of 20 (rad/s)
(Experimental)
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Figure 5.21 Operational inductance profile for Step change in load from 20% to
100% of nominal load at 0.2 (s) for reference speed of 20 (rad/s)
(Experimental)
Figures 5.25 show the response of the sensorless control for the very slow
reference speed reversal from 3 (rad/s) to -3 (rad/s). Figure 5.26 show the respective
estimation error of figure 5.25. Figures 5.27 show the response of the sensorless
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control for the very fast (step) reference speed reversal from -3 (rad/s) to 3 (rad/s).
Figure 5.28 show the respective estimation error of figure 5.27. In figures 5.25 and
5.27, the thickness of the measurement line has 10 percent error side to side.
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Figure 5.22 Current changes due to Step change in load from 20% to 100% of
nominal load at 0.2 (s) for reference speed of 20 (rad/s)
(Experimental)
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Figure 5.23 Operation of the sensorless operation under 20% nominal load under
sudden voltage interruption to zero at 0.2<t< 0.21 for speed of 20
(rad/s)
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Figure 5.24 Initial transient during rotor position estimation
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Figure 5.25 Rotor position for very slow reference speed reversal from 3 to -3
(rad/s) under nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.26 presented error due to very slow reference speed reversal from 3 to -3
(rad/s) under nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.27 Rotor position for fast reference speed reversal from -3 to 3 (rad/s)
under nominal load (Experimental)
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Figure 5.28 Presented error due to fast reference speed reversal from -3 to 3
(rad/s) under nominal load (Experimental)
5.6 Summary

A position sensorless control using a physics-based observer was developed. The
will increase the applicability of the estimation based EMF observers for mediumlow, low and very low speeds. A novel thermoelectric physics-based modeling
approach was developed to evaluate more realistic information about the
instantaneous behavior of the machine during operation. For removing high frequency
noise during angle calculations without missing the observer band width an adaptive
angle compensator was designed. The simulation and experimental results under
different speed, loading and voltage variation show acceptable accuracy. The
proposed physics-based sensorless drive provides a rotor-position estimate, which was
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safe from system noise. It can also estimate the precise speed, because it can follow
the machine model variations. The temperature was estimated using an embedded
transient thermal model. The introduced sensorless control eliminates the need for
simultaneous observation of the stator resistance, stator inductance and the rotor flux
magnitude.
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Chapter 6

Inter-turn Fault Detection in PM Synchronous Machines by
Physics-based EMF Estimation

6.1 Overview

In this chapter, the inter-turn short circuit fault detection in permanent magnet
synchronous machines using an open loop physics-based back electromotive force
estimator was presented. The back electromotive force estimator was designed based
upon a current mode tracking scheme. The thermal and saturation aspects of the
machine were considered in the design of the estimator. The design procedure and
stability criteria of the estimator are presented here in detail. The fault detection was
carried out based on the difference between the estimated back electromotive force
and a reference back electromotive force. A 0.8 (kW) permanent magnet synchronous
machine was studied experimentally and numerically studied under different interturn fault and operational contingencies. The numerical modeling was accomplished
by a finite element-based model coupled with the thermal network and polluted with
inter-turn fault. The acceptable agreement between the simulated and experimental
result validates the modeling process. The back electromotive force estimator fault
detection system has led to discriminative inter-turn fault signatures in a fraction of
second for wide speed range even in the presence of harmonic loads and dynamic
eccentricities.
6.2 Inter-turn fault diagnosis in PMSM

The progressive behavior of inter-turn short circuit fault (ISCF) [171] and the
irreversible demagnetization of permanent magnet (PM) are the main reasons that
forces to shut down or immediately start the critical remedial actions in permanent
magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) if the fault was detected and diagnosed as
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inter-turn short circuit. The intensity of ISCF in a PMSM changes with the change in
the PMSM design parameters. For example, the comparison between two PMSM with
distributed and the concentrated windings show that the typical copper slot fill factor
in distributed windings was about 34% to 45% where in the concentrated windings it
was around 50% to 65%. The slot fill factor in concentrated windings was higher
particularly when the segmented stator structure was used. This means that the
distance between the neighbor conductors in a slot was lower in concentrated
windings and therefore one can conclude that inter-turn fault growth rate in the
concentrated windings may be higher than that of the distributed windings. However,
the non-overlapping and concentrated windings, particularly the single layer
windings, provide many advantages in terms of fault tolerance. Single layer windings
provide very low mutual coupling between the various phases. The winding’s coils
are physically separated and therefore the shorted turns contact was limited to faulty
coil[100]. Other design parameters of a PMSM such as turn resistance, flux linkage
per turn and saturation level of the machine also affect the intensity of the inter-turn
fault [172]. On the other hand, the intensity of ISCF was also related to the PMSM
speed, the ambient temperature and drive control loop. For example, because of high
ambient temperature a few ISCF may lead to catastrophic damage in a few seconds
while in another situation because of low ambient temperature and higher heat
transfer rate even several shorted turns might not lead to quick insulation
deterioration.
Vibration and thermal analysis has been proven as reliable methods in multi-fault
diagnosis of induction machines [173]. Such approaches can be extended for PMSM.
However, consideration of the cost of extra sensors and additional hardware interfaces
in the overall cost of fault detection systems was a serious objective. Hence, the usage
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of already available signals from the machine drive systems has been extensively
encouraged in many investigations [174].
Although the investigation in off-line periodic insulation inspection was well
satisfied, the natural limitation on these methods has encouraged many investigations
toward development of on-line turn fault detection methods [175]. Most of the
techniques deliberate inter-turn fault studies in utility-driven motor applications and
only a few turn fault detection methods for motor-drive applications [176]. Besides
the research on a turn fault detection method for close loop PMSM-drive applications
still remains unfulfilled.
The motor-drive systems necessitate compound analysis to address problems such
as high noise/signal ratio, non-stationary behavior of fault signatures, dependability of
fault signature frequencies to operating points and more importantly the closed-loop
control effects, etc.[177]. Typically, the closed-loop motor-drive systems contain a
slow outer low-bandwidth speed-regulating loop which generates the torque
command for the fast inner high-bandwidth current-regulating loop. Generally, the
speed oscillation caused by the incipient turn fault was very small in magnitude and in
almost all cases; the oscillating frequency was well above the bandwidth of the speed
loop. The bandwidth of the fast inner current loop, however, was usually much higher
than the frequency of the incidents that appears due to the inter-turn fault. Therefore,
the actual current of the machine was forced to be exactly the same with the current
command. This regulating effect of the current regulator can suppress any effect
induced by the stator turn fault. This idea was employed in stator turn-fault detector
and locator in multi-machine-drive systems[177]. However for the real-time
implementation, the aforementioned approach suffers from issues such as obtaining
the characteristics of the healthy motor-drive, compensation for dc voltage variation
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and accounting for various inverter non-ideal behaviors[177]. On the other hand, in
variable speed drives the stator current and voltage frequencies locally or globally
varies depending on the applied load and speed command. In fault conditions, the
fault signatures shift in the current spectrum and make the fault signature tracking
difficult. Even in steady state conditions the fault signatures in the current spectrum
oscillates in presence of harmonic loads and/or speed oscillations[178] . In addition to
this, the noise and various harmonic contents in the current spectrum due to harmonic
loads and machine nonlinearities diminish the accuracy of most frequency analysesbased methods [179]. The time-frequency analysis has been introduced as an
alternative solution to frequency-analysis methods because apparently the phase
currents and modulated operating-point-dependent fault signatures are non-stationary
signals. The time-frequency spectrum analysis was typically shown to be practical for
commercial implementations. However, the complex time–frequency characteristics
during the experimental stage, hardware limitations of low-cost real-time monitoring
systems and the need for the base analytical frequencies and/or the base spectrums
related to faults make these methods quite cumbersome in PMSM machines [180].
The model-based fault diagnosis systems have been emerged as a possible
solution to end up the limitations of spectrum-based fault diagnosis systems in
variable-speed drives. In model-based techniques, input to the machine was also fed
to the model as well. Signals from both the real machine and the model are learned
simultaneously and send to the fault decision making process [181].
In fault detection, the two important factors include the choice of proper signal
and the decision making technique [181]. In recent literature [181–190], the extraction
of fault features from different signals in both induction and PM machines was
typically satisfied. However, redundancy in fault detection systems by adding search
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coil,[188], the need for additional measurement system[186], underestimation of fault
and non-sinusoidal armature flux linkage harmonics as well as the adverse effect of
unbalance in the supply voltage [185], underestimation of non-stationary behavior of
fault on the reference voltage as well as the poor results during transients [183], poor
result during transients[190], computational complexity[184], the tuning of the lowpass filters, nonlinearities in the reference system and inherit asymmetric of drive
system[187] , the need for large volume of training data[182], unsuitability for online
application [189] are some of the limitations that exists in these methods.
In PMSM when an ISCF with zero resistance occurs, an unwanted current start
circulating through the shorted turns to create a flux linkage out of phase in PM flux
linkage. This causes a combination of minor local quadrature and major direct
magnetization to appear in the iron. Depending on the ratio between the quadrature
and direct demagnetization changes due to the fault and the inverter drive control
loop, the inter-turn fault signatures are distributed between the current, voltage and
electromagnetic torque. The degree of this distribution depends on the bandwidth of
the outer speed and inner current loop PI controller, the operating point of the
machine. Therefore the combined usage of current, voltage and speed in form of an
observer scheme were proposed in [191–193]. In[193] the EMF estimation was used
for a PMSM-drive system. However, the lack of accuracy on the estimator parameter
predictions, underestimation of the thermal effects and the load variations has limited
the method to just steady state operation of the machine and also the method fails to
detect the emerging faults [192].
In order to design a sensitive model-based EMF estimation system for a 3-phase
PMSM, a computationally light but accurate model that can handle the nonlinearities,
thermal aspects and unbalancing conditions of the PMSM was needed. Analytical
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modeling methods, although broadly used, are not precise. The FE-based models
alternatively can be classified into four major categories i.e. full finite element(FE)
models, data-based models like FE-based d-q models, the FE-based phase variable
model, the field reconstruction method (FRM),

and reluctance network based

models[181].
The finite element in a coupled field-circuit analysis domain offers the most
accurate modeling methods but it was extremely heavy for real-time applications. A
simple FE-based d-q model was computationally very light but it was not useful
enough for fault diagnosis purposes under a phase unbalancing condition. The FRM
was used to estimate the flux linkage in each stator slot. The reluctance network
models and the FRM methods are computationally less intensive compared to the full
FE model because only one stator slot was modeled. Also the numerical modeling of
the reluctance network model requires less computational burden than the FE models.
Nevertheless, these are still computationally heavier methods than data-based models.
The FE-based phase variable model show good computational time. This FE-based
phase variable model was a data-based model which has shown to be suitable for fault
diagnosis studies as well as modeling of machine-drive systems[181], [188].
After measurement or estimation of fault signal, the two major decision making
techniques include the hard threshold-based techniques and the knowledge-based
techniques. The measured fault signal can directly or indirectly after signal processing
or feature extraction can be employed in these methods. The knowledge based
systems are more accurate but the threshold-based systems are computationally more
desirable [181].
In this chapter, the employed signal for fault detection was the phase side back
electromotive force (EMF). The decision making technique was a threshold-based
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one. The fault index was average differences between the real time estimated and a
reference EMF. The reference EMF was initially calculated either by an FE analysis,
or by real measurement at a known speed from the healthy machine, or by estimation
of EMF from healthy machine. The latter was preferable because it bypass all the
uncertainties that are not included in the estimator design or calibration stage. The
reference EMF was collected in three 1-D look up Table. The look up Table was
controlled by speed and rotor position. The EMF estimation system covers all the
nonlinearities, thermal aspect of the machine and therefore as long as there was no
fault inside the machine the real machine EMF and the estimated EMF are very close.
This prevents wrong fault alarm. However, when the inter-turn fault was occurred
inside the real machine because of the difference between the machine model
employed in EMF estimator and the actual machine, the estimated EMF differ from
the reference EMF. The complete description of the reasons and the physical meaning
of these differences are presented in section (V).
In this chapter, the software simulation was assisted in prediction of what that
probably happens to the actual machine under an ISCF. This helps choosing the
proper test set up in order to prevent potential damage to the actual PMSM during
experimental ISCF studies. The simulation and experimental results are compared.
6.3 Inter-turn fault modeling for 3-phase PMSM without access to neutral point

The Inter-turn faults increase the slot leakage flux and cause iron saturation.
Under inter-turn fault, the inductances are no longer functions of the number of turns
and slot geometry only. However, they are also dependent on the material property
and the location of the faulted turns in the slot. Here, for initial fault studies a FEbased model was used. The creation of this model consists of two general steps. In the
first step, a non-linear transient FE analysis was performed to calculate the cogging
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torque, EMF, PM flux linkage and the inductance matrix of the machine. The
employed equations for calculation of these parameters presented in earlier in chapter
3 sections 3.4 to 3.10. In the next step, these calculated parameters are collected in
look up tables to be employed in the machine voltage equations (3-180) and the
motion equations (3-181). For further details, the reader should consult chapter 3
section 3.21.4. The utilized technique for inductance calculation is an FE-based
technique which was presented in chapter 3 section 3.10. The inductances were
calculated as a function of rotor position, θ and the saturation levels (id , iq ) . The
resultant flux from positive id and i f are set to be exactly in opposite with PM flux
linkage. The resultant flux from i q was set to be perpendicular with the PM flux
linkage.
6.4 Design of EMF estimation system for inter-turn fault detection

The EMF estimator was designed based on a stator current tracking scheme. Due
to the fact that, the stator currents are directly measurable in a PMSM drive, the
tracking path was selected on the real stator current trajectory. When the difference
between the actual the estimated currents become nonzero, a PI controller
compensates the EMF in a very short period of time. This is to force the current
estimation error to become zero. In a healthy PM machine without access to neutral
the line-line voltage formulation can be used for design of estimator as:
iˆa (t ) ˆ
−1
 ˆ  = A(θ (τ ), id (τ ), iq (τ ) ) ×
ib (t ) 

iˆa (τ ) Vab* (τ )  Eˆ b (θˆ(τ )) − Eˆ a (θˆ(τ ))  
ˆ
0  B(T (τ )). iˆb (τ ) + V * (τ )  +  Eˆ (θˆ(τ )) − Eˆ (θˆ(τ ))  .dτ
 bc   c
b


t

iˆa + iˆb + iˆc = 0

(6-1)

(6-2)
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where
 Lˆaa − Lˆac − Lˆba + Lˆbc
Aˆ θˆ, id , iq = 
 Lˆba − Lˆac − L/ˆbc + Lˆcc

(

)

Lˆab − Lˆac − Lˆbb + Lˆbc 

Lˆbb − Lˆbc + Lˆcc − Lˆbc 

(6-3)

 − r (Tˆ )

rb (Tˆ )
Bˆ (Tˆ ) =  a
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ 
 − rc (T ) − rb (T ) − rc (T )

In the above equations,

Â

(6-4)

is the equivalent inductance matrix which was initially

calculated offline from transient FE analysis with motion. Here,

B̂

is the equivalent

resistance matrix it is estimated resistance by the thermal network. Also, ( id , i q ) is the
equivalent saturation level. The L demonstrates the inductance symbol, and ‘ r ’ is
the resistance symbol, with the indices ‘ a , b and c ” belongs to the phase names. ‘

τ ’ is the integration index. ‘ V ’ is the voltage index, and E is the back EMF index.
The superscript ‘*’ denotes a command variable. The hat ‘ˆ’ indicates the estimated
variables.
In terms of the difference between the estimated and measured currents, the EMF
was estimated as:
 Eˆ a 
 
Ki

 Eˆ b  = K z .ω . K p +
s

ˆ 
 E c 

(

Here, the term 1 − e

 Eˆ a 
 sign (iˆa − ia ) 
− Td . s 



1− e

.  Eˆ b 
  sign (iˆb − ib )  +
Tr . s

0 
ˆ
ˆ 
 − E b − E a 
 

−Td . s

(6-5)

) (T . s) is a linear mean approximation that was added to
r

resolve the chattering problem in a digitalized control system with finite switching
frequency, Tr determines the running window width in the frequency domain, “ s ”
was the Laplace operator, Td was the dead-time, ω = P. ω m 2 was the electrical
angular velocity. The superscript ‘*’ denotes a command variable. The hat ‘ˆ’
indicates the estimated variables. ωm (rad/s) was the mechanical angular velocity. t
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was the time index. Kp and K i are the gains of the PI controller . Also, K z was the
input gain.

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram of equation (6-5)

Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of the whole EMF-based diagnosis system
6.4.1 Stability criteria of the estimator

By subtraction of equation (6-1) from the machine equation (3-170) and assuming

(

) (

)

Vab = Vab* , Vbc = Vbc* , A θ , id , iq = Aˆ θˆ, id , iq , B(T ) = Bˆ (Tˆ) , the faulty part does not exist
and ( dA dt ) = 0 , the motion equation was expressed as:
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− Eˆ a + Ea + Eˆ b − Eb  
M = A(θ , id , iq ). B(T ) . M + 

ˆ
ˆ

− Eb + Eb + Eb − Eb  

(6-6)

Where motion, M , is defined as:
 iˆ  i
M =  ˆa  −  a 
 ib   ib 

(6-7)

For a healthy PMSM one can assume that:

 4
 9L
A−1 (θ , id , iq ) = Aˆ −1 (θ , id , iq ) =  s
−2
 9Ls

B (T ) = Bˆ (Tˆ ) =  − R
 − R

2 
9Ls 

2 
9Ls 

(6-8)

R 
−2 R 

(6-9)

Using (6-6), by the definition of the Lyapunov function as V = ( M T .M ) 2 , the
necessary criteria for the stability of the estimator was calculated as:
K 

K z .ω. K p + i 
Eaa ' − Ebb ' max
s 

>
−Td . s
−1
e
3
1+
Tr . s

(6-10)

From equation (6-10), one can choose K p = 1and Ki ≥

guarantee the stability K z >

Eaa ' − Ebb ' max
3ω

e−Td . s − 1
then in order to
Tr . s

. Knowing that e − Td . s < 1 , the K i > 0

always satisfies the stability criterion. However, in practice for implementation of the
term e − Td . s the usage of n-order approximations was usual. Here, the Pade
approximation was used.
The n-order Pade approximation of the time delay, e − Td . s , was expressed by
equation (6-11). The step response of this approximation for the Td equal to 2(ms)
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was illustrated in figure 6.3.a. The enlarged view of figure 6.3.a in the vicinity of peak
was depicted in figure 6.3.b. It was seen that, the 1st order approximation satisfies the
assumed condition for the time delay i.e. e − Td . s < 1 . However it has has a relatively
large setting time. For this reason the higher approximation orders are preferred to
lower orders concerning the computational time step. Unfortunately, the higher
approximation orders create a small overshoot in the response of the approximated
delay. The higher order of approximation, the higher overshoot will be. The
maximum overshoot for a 5th-order approximation was around 2.5 percent, see figure
6.3.b. This overshoot pushes the system to unstable areas because the assumed
condition, e − Td . s < 1 , was not valid during the overshoot from the beginning. To
resolve this issue, the choice of Ki ≥

Os
was necessary to guarantee the stability of the
Tr

EMF observer.

Pn ,Td ( s) =

1−

Td s
+ p2 (Td s)2 + (−1)n +1 Pn (Td s)n
2
Ts
1 + d + p2 (Td s)2 + Pn (Td s)n
2

Finally, for K p = 1 if Ki ≥

(6-11)

Os
and only if the gain K z become larger than the
Tr

maximum phase EMF to neutral at the speed of one (rad/s) the stability of the
estimator was guaranteed. The assumed conditions are stable during the short-circuit
fault as well because the inter-turn fault will never lead to a phase EMF increase.
6.5 Fault index

The difference between the estimated and the reference EMF can be used in many
ways as the fault index. Linear average value of the EMF differences normalized with
mechanical angular velocity was introduced as the fault index as:
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Faultindex =

(

u(t ). 1 − e −T0 . s
(T0 × ωm ). s

)

(6-11)

where T0 was the averaging period, “ s ” is Laplace operator, the u( t ) is the
difference between the estimated and the reference EMF which is separately defined
for each phase as:

u(t) = Eˆ − E

(6-12)
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6.6 Experimental results

The studied case was a 0.8(kW), 10(Amps) PMSM connected to a CSI-based-VSI
drive. In PMSM, the resistance per phase is 1.75 (Ω) and the maximum speed 20
(rad/s). The machine’s PM is N45. The stator core was made of M19 and the rotor
was made of steel 1018. The geometry, dimension and the winding arrangement and
flux contour of the machine was presented in figure 6.4. The number of conductors
per slot was 38. The winding factor was around 0.6; the phase side flux linkage is
illustrated in figure 6.5.a. The cogging torque was illustrated in figure 6.5.b. The self
and mutual inductance of phase “a” and phases “a-b” at different saturation levels are
depicted in figures 6.5.c and 6.5.d, respectively. As seen in these figures, the
inductances are function of the rotor position, i d and i q . The other phase’s self and
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mutual inductances have 120o electrical degree phase shift. The inductances are
collected in 3-D look-up Tables. The rotor position was measured by a magnetic
*
encoder and id and iq* are measured from the current control loop located inside the

speed controller, respectively. The winding temperature was simultaneously updated
from the solution healthy transient thermal model of the machine. Using equation (3170), the windings resistances was calculated at the same time as well. For tuning the
estimator, in equation (6-10), K

z

> 20 , K p = 0.1 , K i = 100 , T r = 0 . 5 ( ms ) and

Td = 0.1(ms) . The PWM switching frequency was 10( kHz ) . The T0 in the equation
(6-11) was one second. The sampling frequency was 20( kHz ) . Here, Fs was defined
as the number of shorted turns in the faulty phase over the total number of turns per
phase. R fsc was the fault resistance. The maximum operating speed and the
experiment duration was carefully chosen using computer simulations to avoid
machine damage during experiment. The dSPACE1103 was used for estimator. The
dSPACE1104 was used for the speed controller. By connecting different ISCF leads
with different resistance, R fsc , it was possible to change the fault intensity.
In the first experiment, the Fs was fixed to 0.49 and the fault resistance Rfsc was
changed from infinity to low values. The Fs = 0 and/or R fsc = ∞ (Ω) was defined as
no fault (NF) situation, the Fs = 0.49 , Rfsc = 10(Ω ) was defined as low fault (LF)
intensity situation. Here, the Fs = 0.49 , R fsc = 5.6(Ω ) is defined as medium fault (MF)
intensity situation. Also, Fs = 0.49 , R fsc = 1.8(Ω ) is defined as high fault (HF)
intensity situation and the Fs = 0.49 , R fsc = 0.05(Ω ) is defined as very high fault
(VHF) intensity situation.
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Figures 6.6.a to 6.6.d, figures 6.7.a to 6.7.d, figures 6.8.a to 6.8.d and figures 6.9.a
to 6.9.d show the experimental results for the estimated versus the reference EMF in
the faulty phase for different fault intensities and for the respective mechanical speeds
of 0.75, 2,4 and 8 (rad/s). Physically, the fault intensity was associated with the flux
linkage per turn, the electrical resistance per turn, speed, fault resistance and the selfinductance of each turn.
The difference between the estimated and the reference EMF in the faulty phase
can be considered as the fault indicator. By comparison of figures 6.6 to 6.9, one can
state that the fault indicator was responsive for wide speed range.

Figure 6.2 The geometry of the machine in (cm) and the winding arrangement
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The fault detection system was sensitive to the intensity of the fault. The higher
fault intensity, the higher fault indicator will be.
At low speeds, the Ohmic voltage drops may be dominant to the EMF voltage
drops especially at high currents and high ambient temperature. Therefore, the
difference between the estimated and actual EMF is more influenced by the
differences between the actual machine resistance and the resistance estimated from
the thermal model.
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Figure 6.3 flux linkage(a), Cogging Torque (b), Laa at different saturation
levels(c) and Lab at different saturation levels (d)
The shorted turn’s EMF, shorted turns resistive and inductive voltage drops are by
passed by resistance, Rfsc , during the fault. Therefore, the fault indicator value may be
interpreted in three ways. The summation of the shorted turn’s voltage elements was a
positive voltage that circulates a negative i f inside the Rfsc . This causes an overall
voltage drop equal to R fsc × i f . The amount of the fault indicator value was a direct
consequence of R fsc × i f .
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Secondly, the reverse flux linkage produced by the shorted turns opposes the PM
flux linkage to reduce the flux linage variations in the shorted turns, i.e. ultimately it
tries to completely cancel out the shorted turn flux linkage variations. This reverse
flux was created by the inductive part of the shorted turns. It also reduces the PM flux
linkage in the healthy parts in the faulty phase which are out of phase with the shorted
turn’s reverse flux. This decrease was directly reflected on the fault indicator in all
phases. In addition, worse condition happens when the summation of inductive
voltage drop of the shorted turn tries to completely cancel out the shorted turn flux
linkage variations. In this case, a significant performance variation occurs through a
significant EMF reduction in the healthy parts as well.
The reasons for the changes in the estimated EMF in the healthy phases due to
inter-turn fault in faulty phase may be interpreted in three ways.
Related to the Ohmic voltage drops, after an overall machine temperature rise due
to the ISCF the actual machine resistance becomes higher than what was estimated
from healthy thermal model used in estimator and therefore the resistive voltage drop
in the healthy phases of the actual machine would be higher than that of the model
given the machine and the model voltage terminals and phase currents are the same.
As a result, the estimated EMF from the model in the healthy phases will be higher
than that of the actual machine EMF. This effect was more visible at low speeds
because the resistance voltage drops was generally dominant over the machine EMF.
Due to decreased saturation level that happens in vicinity of the shorted turns
inside the iron parts, the actual inductances of the phases become higher than the
estimated inductance. In this situation, the inductive voltage drop of the actual
machine would be higher than that of the model and as a result the estimated EMF in
the healthy phase from the model will be higher than that of the actual machine EMF
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required the machine and the model currents are the same. This effect was more
visible when the flux weakening control was weak. This increase was indirectly
reflected on the estimated EMF.
The reverse flux linkage produced by the shorted turns partially opposes the PM
flux linkage in healthy phases. This decrease was directly reflected on the estimated
EMF.
In conclusion, it can be said that in the healthy phases the inductive and resistive
voltage drops effects increase the estimated EMF in healthy phase while the reverse
flux and effect decrease the estimated EMF in healthy phase. The resultant influence
of these positive and the negative portions was related to the machine characteristics,
speed, fault intensity, ambient temperature and the time constant of temperature rise.
During experiments it was seen that the reverse flux effects are dominant to the
inductive and resistive voltage drops and as a result the EMF in faulty phases are
decreased as well. The experimental result of this statement was illustrated in figure
6.10. In this figure the phase “b” was faulty and the phases “a” and “c” are healthy.
In addition, it was observed that the method was robust with respect to the
harmonics presented in the speed and current. figure 6.11.a, 6.11.b and 6.11.c
respectively show the estimated versus reference EMF, machine speed and phase
currents for a non-linear and non-periodic harmonic load condition. In this figure the
reference speed was 2 rad/s but due to the non-linear harmonic load, the speed closes
to zero in some time intervals. Evidently, the presented non-stationary harmonics in
the phase current make the usage of phase current as the fault signature under serious
limitation.
The experimental result of the transient behavior of the estimated versus the
reference EMF for the speed of 4 rad/s was illustrated in figure 6.12. In this figure a
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transient high fault (HF) situation was intentionally added at 0.45 (s) and it was
removed at 0.9(s). It was seen that the estimator instantly react to fault.
The operational fault index calculated from equation (6-11) was depicted figure
6.12. In this Figure, two cases were studied for the speed of 3 rad/s. In the case1, the
LF with Fs = 0.49 and Rfsc = 10(Ω ) was appeared at 2(s), another fault with Fs = 0.1
and Rfsc = 0.15( Ω ) was added to it at 6(s). In the case 2, the LF with Fs = 0.49 and

Rfsc = 10(Ω ) was appeared at 2(s), another fault with Fs = 0.05and R fsc = 0.15(Ω )
was added to it at 6(s). It was seen that the fault index was sensitive to the low
number of the shorted turns. In addition, the number of the shorted turns was reflected
on the fault index.
In order to compare the usage of the EMF, current, or voltage as the fault
signature, the respective experimental result of the voltage terminal and the phase
current of the Figures 6.6.b and 6.9.b was illustrated in figure 6.14.a, 6.14.b, 6.14.c
and 6.14.d. The comparison of these Figures generally reveals that the EMF variation
was more sensitive to the fault than the voltage and current. The EMF and the current
are more responsive to fault at high speeds. Similar conclusion was valid for higher
fault intensity conditions. It was mentioned that in the studied case, some unwanted
harmonics was presented in current. It is due to the natural dynamic eccentricity in
PMSM, low resolution of encoder specially at low speeds and high cogging torque in
the studied PMSM.
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intensity, NF (a), LF (b), MF (c), HF (d), all for speed of 0.75 rad/s
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Figure 6.7 Reference versus estimated EMF in faulty phase with different fault
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The experimental and simulated result of the transient behavior of the EMF
estimation system during slow and fast speed transients was shown in figure 6.15.a to
6.15.d. It was seen that during the speed transients, the reference was perfectly
tracked by the estimation. The simulation result with respect to figure 6.9 was
illustrated in figure 6.16. The comparison of these two Figures proves the accuracy of
the modeling.
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The method is the sensitive to the DC bus variation. The reason is that the used
reference DC value in the evaluation of the duty cycles from the reference voltages
was fixed. This can be solved by measuring the DC bus voltage and then multiplying
the reference voltage to the ratio between the fixed and actual DC voltage.
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Figure 6.13 Reference versus estimated EMF during fast and slow speed
variations, (a) and (b) experimental results, (c) and (d) simulation
results
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Inter-turn fault is easier to detect leading to shorter time to breakdown. Figure
6.17 shows the experimental results of the estimated electrical resistances at steady
state conditions. The tolerance of the estimated resistance was between

2% to ±5% .

The operational winding temperature was obtained from the thermal network. Here
the ambient temperature was fixed. From figure 6.17 it was observed that the
estimated resistance was sensitive to inter-turn faults where in general the estimated
resistance was strictly ascending at higher fault intensities. However, speeds and/or
the loading condition also affect the estimated resistance. For example, from figure
6.17 it was seen that the estimated electrical resistance for a NF situation at 25% of
nominal load condition was almost equal to the estimated electrical resistance of an
MF situation at no load condition. Furthermore, any increase in the ambient
temperature decreases the heat transfer rate and consequently leads to an increase in
the electrical resistance. Therefore, the usage of the estimated electrical resistance for
fault detection relies on the proper usage of a knowledge-based system.
The simulated and experimental results of the steady state fault index as a function
of speed and the fault intensity is depicted in figure 6.18. The fault index was strictly
ascending for higher speeds and higher fault intensities where the probability of
machine damage increases. The variations in the magnetization due to ISCF affect the
resultant EMF the faulty phase.
6.7 Summary

The physics-based development of an open loop EMF estimator was presented.
The design of FE-based PMSM software models required for initialization of interturn fault studies in a PMSM was explained. The fault detection based EMF
estimation due to inter-turn fault was studied and discussed. It was observed that the
method was stable in detection against the blurring effects of the harmonic loads and
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dynamic eccentricity for wide speed range. It was also observed that the EMF can
determine the intensity and the location of the faulty phase in a fraction of second.
This method allows prompt and online stator-fault detection from the real-time
estimated EMF without additional heavy computations for signal processing methods.
The developed method shows acceptable results for low speeds where the inter-turn
fault reflection on the performance of the machine, phase current and voltage
terminals are not easily sensible. Finally, the results show acceptable performance in
fault detection for a wide speed range even in the presence of harmonic loads and
dynamic eccentricities.
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Chapter 7

Optimization of Machine Drive Systems

7.1 Design of electromagnetic devices

The design of electromagnetic devices [194] such as electrical machine is a
cooperative and successive process typically accomplished by a team of skilled
engineers. The objective of the design process is to produce a device which, in its
physical characteristics and performance, meets a predefined set of objectives.
Conventionally, this process is associated with the development of accurate physical
models to test the design ideas and explore the design space variable. Although
robust, this approach is a time consuming and costly approach to developing new
devices or systems and can consume a significant percentage of the total costs of a
product. In a conventional design process, many aspects of a device must be taken
into account from physical characteristic to operational performance and from
financial views to legal constraints. Most of these aspects require knowledge based
approaches to be implemented. Moreover, most devices physically are placed in
interdependences between different area of the science such as the electromagnetic,
fluid and solid mechanics. These aspects necessitate the assessment of the computing
processes and hardware structures to form the virtual design prototyping environment.
The virtual design prototyping environment enables the design team to reflect their
skill and expertise into an automatic process. Such an automatic system naturally
requires a distributed computational environment. Indeed, the aim of any refined
design system is to link the most applicable tools for solving the problem at hand. At
the hardware level, the existing data on the technical data-bases, the development of
Virtual Private Networks VPN) and the local clusters will provide the architecture on
which to write the software model. In the software level, the intelligent systems, the
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hardware in the loop facilities, numerical software and the modern theories of control
must be specified based on the need and design ideas. Finally, it is mentioned that the
skilled engineer cannot be removed from the design system because in most design
problems there are several possible “optimal” solutions. The best solution is better to
choose based on the knowledge of the designers. In addition, the artificial decision
making process can be used to guide the design process automatically to provide the
designer with feasible and easy solutions.
The feedback from the artificial decision making process, the design engineer and
the real prototype are needed to reduce the design errors and optimize the design.
Such an approach to the design of an electromagnetic device requires a suitable
starting point for an optimal solution using only the basic laws of physics and some
rough knowledge of material behavior.
The design of permanent magnet machines is an empirical, application sensitive,
iterative and systematic process. In the design process, the computer-aided design of
the PM machine either usually starts from the selection of the initial geometry and
material from an existing machine design that has generally a close input-output
performance to the desired machine. This is done normally using a case base
reasoning (CBR) systems[195], or it is started by calculation of the initial geometry or
material from classic design procedures. Obviously, these procedures might lead to
non-optimal designs that the designer expects to succeed and therefore an iterative
change of the initial design parameters supervised by a skilled engineering team is
needed to optimize the design. Alternatively, this process can also be done through an
artificial intelligence optimization-decision making an algorithm to improve the initial
design[104]. Clearly, the second approach is attractive because it is less time
consuming and less expensive approach to developing new devices or system. The
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optimization process can set concerning different technical and non-technical
objectives. Some of these objectives are in similar direction and some of them are in
opposite direction. These include the electrical and thermal, cost and reliability,
magnetic and mechanical and environmental and packaging in addition to other
objectives.

Figure 7.1 Computational design prototyping of electromagnetic devices[194]
7.2 Optimization based evolutionary algorithms
7.3.1 The hybrid GA-PSO

Particle swarm optimization (PSO)[196] is a population-based optimization
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algorithm that explore for the best solution by simulating the movement and flocking
of birds. The Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is launched by initializing of N set of
n-dimensional flock of birds randomly over the n-dimensional searching space. For a
n-dimensional search space, the ith particle, can be represented by an n-dimensional
vector, X i = [ xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xin ] and velocity Vi = [ vi1 ,vi 2 ,...,vin ] . Therefore the total size
T

T

of each population is an N by N matrix.
In PSO, the best position that the particle “ i ” visited so far, referred to as
Pi = [ pi1 , pi 2 ,..., pin ] and the best position of the best particle in the swarm is referred
T

to as G = [ g1 , g 2 ,..., g n ] . Each particle “ i ” can adjust its position in the next iteration
T

“ t + 1 ” with respect to equations (7-1) and (7-2) [196–198]:

Vi ( t + 1 ) = ω( t ).Vi ( t ) + C1 .r1 .[ P(
i t ) − X i ( t )] + C2 .r2 .[ G( t ) − X i ( t )]

(7-1)

X i ( t + 1 ) = X i ( t ) + χ .Vi ( t + 1 )

(7-2)

where ω( t ) is the inertia coefficient which is employed to control the effect of the
previous history of velocities on the current velocity. Here, χ is a constriction factor
which is used to limit velocity. The parameter χ is equals 0.71. Also, C1 and C2
denote the cognitive and social parameters and r1 and r2 are random real numbers
drawn from uniformly distributed interval [0, 1].
Here, ω( t ) is initialized to a large value (assumed 1), giving priority to global
exploration of the search space and gradually decreasing to a small value (here, 0) as
to obtain a refined solution. Here, C1 and C2 adjust dynamically. Experiments show
that we should initialize C1 to 2.5 and decrease it monotonically to 1.5 during the
optimization procedure. For enhancing the PSO’s ability in escaping from local
minima, a mutation operator is mixed to the PSO algorithm[198]. At the end of each
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of the iterations, a reselection is also done based upon selection probability of each
solution, equation 7-6.
7.3.2 Multi-objective optimization

A classical move toward a multi-objective optimization problem [199] is to
allocate a weight ω i to each normalized objective function Y ' ( X i ) so that the
optimization problem appear in terms of a single objective problem with a scalar
objective function as:

min(Y ) = ω1 .Y '1 ( Xi ) + ω2 .Y '2 ( Xi ) + ... + ωk .Y 'k ( Xi ) + Penalti
where Y 'k ( Xi ) is the normalized objective function of Yk ( X i ) and

(7-3)

ω

i

= 1 . This

method is called the priori method since the user is expected to offer the weights.
Solving a problem with the objective function (7-3), for a given weight vector

ω = {ω1 ,ω2 ,...,ωk } , yields a single solution and if multiple solutions are desired, the
problem must be solved multiple times with different weight combinations randomly.
The main difficulty with this method is selecting a weight vector for each run[199].
The random calculation of weights is provided in step 2.2. The steps for atomizing the
whole of the optimization process is summarize as below:
Step 1: Generate “ i ” sets of random variables as the inputs of optimization
process with respect to the initial geometry calculated from the classic design of the
machine and their boundaries such as:

X i = [xi1, xi 2 ,..., xin ] T

(7-4)

Step 2: Assign a fitness value to each solution by performing the following steps:
Step 2.1: Generate a random number ‘ uk ’ in [0, 1] for each objective indices ‘

k ’.
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Step 2.2: Calculate the random weight of each objective ‘ k ’ as:

ω k=

uk

(7-5)

k

u

i

i =1

Step 2.3: Calculate the fitness value from equation (7-3)
Step 3: Calculate the selection probability of each solution as:

p( x ) =

f ( X i ) − f min
k

 f (X ) − f

(7-6)

min

i

i =1

where f

min

is the minimum value of multi-objective function in each iteration.

Step 4: do the proposed Genetic-particle swarm optimization.
Step 5: If the stopping condition is not satisfied, go to Step 2. Otherwise, return to
populations and objective values.
7.3.3 The discrete search space

Because the FE-based calculations of the physical characteristics of the IPM
machine are a time consuming and the optimization is an iterative task, it is necessary
to limit search space. Here, the search space is limited by rounding the value of
T
random variable X i = [xi1 , xi 2 ,..., xin ] as:


m. X
X inew = round  max i min
 Xi − Xi

 X imax − X imin
 ×
m


(7-7)

max
min
where X i
and X i are the limitation of variables and 2 ≤ m < ∞ is the space

reducer factor. In fact using equation (7-7), the continuous search space is divided
into ‘ m ’ discrete search space. A proper choice of ‘ m ’ depends on the accuracy of
manufacturing, time restriction for simulation and physics of the problem.
7.3 Design improvement of PMSM-drive system using physics-based motor
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model and evolutionary approaches

In design solution categories of the PM machines, it is possible to change the back
EMF waveform of a PM machine by changing the geometrical design parameters of
the machine or changing the materials. On the other hand, it is recognized that the
established current waveform through the machine is mainly proportional to the back
EMF waveform. Therefore in the form of an inverse problem, it is possible to change
the back EMF waveform for having a more desirable current waveform[200]. The
current waveform of the PM machine plays an essential role in the performance of the
machine. Firstly, it affects the torque ripple of the machine; secondly, it affects the
total harmonic distortion of machine; thirdly, it affects the magnetic losses and, finally
it affects the copper losses of the machine and the consumed copper volume.
On the other hand, the torque ripple of a PM machine is originated from three
sources i.e. the cogging torque, the mismatching between current waveform and back
EMF waveforms and the mismatching between the phase inductances and the phase
currents. In general, there are three possible ways to reduce the torque ripple. The first
methode is to design the drive of the machine with respect to the maximum
compatibility of the phase current to the back EMF of machine. The second method
is to design the geometry and material of the machine for the minimum cogging
torque [200] . Finally, the third method is to design the geometrical design parameter
of the machine with respect to the minimum cogging torque and the most compatible
back EMF waveform to the phase current.
From machine design point of view, the back EMF waveform is mainly
influenced by the magnetic materials, magnets magnetization (radial, parallel, or etc),
magnets geometries and the magnets location in the rotor. On the other hand, in the
geometrical solution category where the cogging torque originates from the energy
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variation of the air gap field due to the mutual interaction of the rotor magnets and
stator openings (slot openings and teeth), there are various techniques to reduce the
cogging torque. Basically the main Principles for reduction of the cogging torque is to
reduce abruptness of pole-teeth attraction which can be performed by magnet
reshaping, teeth skewing, pole skewing, etc.[101]
The optimization explores the best trade-offs between geometrical design
parameters of an PM motor with the motor phase current, back EMF waveform and
cogging torque as shown in figure 7.2. This is to achieve minimum torque ripple,
minimum RMS value of phase current, minimum total harmonic distortion of phase
current and as a result maximum efficiency. An optimization algorithm was
developed to optimize a multi- objective function which covers the desirable goals.
The input variables of the multi-objective function are defined as the normalized
variance of torque ripple, RMS value of phase currents and total harmonic distortion
of phase currents. The output of the multi objective function is a fitness value that is
sent to optimization algorithm. An interface block is placed between the multi
objective function and the optimization block. The interface block consists of a
physics-based model of the PM motor presented in chapter 3. It is used to indirectly
link the geometrical design parameters of the machine to the drive circuit and output
performances. The inputs of the interface block are the geometrical dimension of rotor
and stator which mainly affect the magnet and copper volumes. The outputs of this
block are the total torque, flux density in a specified location of the machine, current
density and the phase currents. The physics-based model is linked to an existing
sinusoidal current drive to account for the effects of the drive topology on the
performance of the machine. In fact, the current drive is seen like a black box model
while its influences on the performance of the machine are taken into account.
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Figure 7.2 Schematic view of the multi-objective field-performance optimization
7.4.1 Case of study

A 36-slot, 2-hp IPM synchronous machine is designed based on the classic design
process presented in chapter 2. The rated speed of the PM machine is 1200 rpm. This
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machine has a three phase and six magnet poles. The preferred magnet material is
Samarium Cobalt, Sm2Co17, with remnant flux density of, B r , 1.08[T], with relative
permeability, μ R , equal to 1.07. Coercively of magnet, Hc, equals to 900 KA/m; the
saturated flux density of the rotor and stator irons, B yoke , equals to 1.25[T]. The motor
2

is designed for a current density equal to three A mm , conductor space factor equals
to 0.65 and average flux density of air gap equals to 0.56 [T]; the inter-pole angle
equals to zero. The detail of the initial stator and rotor geometries are listed in Tables
II, III and IV.
In this dissertation, it was assumed the as the pole width decrease, i.e. inter pole
angle is increased, the pole height is increased proportional to such a change.
Different relationship between pole height and pole width were tested and finally it
was seen that the best relationship between these two can be stated as:

hm1new = hm0 (1 + log(hm1 pre hm0 ))

(7-8)

where hm0 and hm1 pre are calculated as:

hm0 = Rro − Rro2 − (P. Amag π )

(7-9)


 π π .α  
hm1 pre = Rro − Rro2 −  Amag  −

 P 360  


(7-10)

In above equations and as shown infigure 7.2, Amag , is the initial designed area of
magnet, Rro is the outer diameter of rotor, P is the number of poles and α is the interpole angle in degree.
In the optimization process, the candidate design parameters of the PM machine
are the pole heights, hm , stack length, Lst and inter-pole angles, α , which basically
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change the magnet poles volume and lower slot width Ws 2 , upper slot width Ws 3 and
slot height ds which basically change the copper volume in each slot. The auxiliary
teeth, Aux. #1 and Aux. #2, are placed for having more flexibility in the design, see
table I. It should be mentioned that the variables can change the magnets and the
copper areas. Consequently, the Ohmic losses and cost of machine can be changed
although in this work these objectives were not considered directly.
The outer radius of the rotor and stator are not the needed design parameters. A
series of floating points, which adapt the design parameters of machine are used as the
input variables of the optimization problem. Moreover, the machine geometries are
allowed to change in two directions, i.e. in radial direction and in the axial direction.
Here, the relationships between the dimensions change in the stack length direction
and in the radius direction are expressed as:

Lnew
= C f . Lold
st
st

(7-11)

Rnew = Rold

(7-12)

Cf

Table 7.1 Boundaries of optimization input variables

Cf

Radial height
of Aux.#1
(mm)

Radial
height of
Aux.#2
(mm)

Inter-pole
angle
(degree)

Pole height
( hm )

[0, 0.5]

[0, 2.4]

[0, 10]

[2.8, 4.5]

Ws 2 (mm)

Ws 3 (mm)

d s (mm)

J (A/mm ))

Lst (mm)

[0.9,1.1]
Te (N.m)

[5.5-6.5]

[7-8.5]

[18-20]

[2, 5]

[65-85]

11

Byoke [T]

(mm)

2

[0,1.3]

In the optimization process, for the calculation of the fitness value, two random
numbers are generated between zero and one.

Based upon those two random

numbers, the three weights for torque ripple, THD and RMS value of phase currents
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are calculated as:

ω1 =

u1
1 − u1
u2
, ω2 =
, ω3 =
u1 + u2
1 + u2
1 + u2

(7-13)

Step 2.3: Calculate the fitness value as:
3

f ( X i ) =  ωk .Yk .( X i ) + penalti( J max ) + penalti( Bmax )

(7-14)

k =1

where the penalties are defined as:

penalti( J max ) = 3 × ( I RMS ( A ) / Conductor area( mm 2 )) − 5
penalti( Bmax ) = [ Bmax [ T ] − 1.3]

5

3

(7-15)
(7-16)

Here, the constraint of the Bmax was calculated when the stator is exited, however
the field in a PM machines is mostly dominated by the magnets rather than the
armature coils.
The parameters Y1 through Y3 are normalized variances of torque ripple, equation
(7-17). They are also normalized to total harmonic distortion of the phase current,
equation (7-18), the RMS value of the phase current, the denominator of equation (718), penalti( J max ) is the penalty factor of maximum allowable current density and
penalti( Bmax ) is the penalty factor of maximum allowable flux density, respectively.

In this work, the motor constant function, equation (7-19), as an indication of the cost
of producing the average torque is served as a criterion for comparison between the
initial and optimal design.
Variance (T ) =

2

m

 (T
i =1

ei

− Te ) , m = 1,2,...,

t stop
t step

I 32 + I 52 + ... + I 22n−1
IH
THD =
=
I RMS
I12 + I 32 + ... + I 22n−1

+1

(7-17)

(7-18)
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Km =

(Te 3)

(7-19)

2
Ra . I RMS

In equations (7-14) through (7-19), Tei is the instantaneous torque, Te , is the
average toque, I RMS , is the RMS value of current in phase A and THD is the total
harmonic distortion of current. Here ‘ m ’ in equation (7-7) is fixed to ten. The whole
optimization process is shown infigure 7.2. In this study, mutation probabilities for
the iteration intervals of [5-10] are five percent. Following several simulations, it was
observed that the algorithm converges for up to six iterations. Consequently, the
maximum number of iterations is set to 10. Various simulations show that the
algorithm is converged after 130000 seconds. The consumed CPU and memory were
1.17 GB and 3 GHz, respectively.
7.4.2 Simulation results

Figure 7.3 shows a comparison between initial and optimized back EMF
waveforms, it is seen that the optimized machine prefer to have a more smooth back
EMF waveform specially on the top of waveform. The back EMF of the original
motor is the summation of a trapezoidal waveform and a dominant sine wave. The
frequency that dominant the sine wave is five times of the fundamental frequency of
the back EMF waveform. The back EMF waveform of the optimized machine is a
semi-sinusoidal waveform with improved area and a dominant half cycle sine waves
with respective frequencies nine times the fundamental frequency of the semisinusoidal back EMF waveform.
Figure 7.4 shows a comparison between the cogging torques before and after
optimization. The optimized machine has a cogging torque at least four times lower
than the cogging torque of the initial design and the frequency of the cogging torque
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is increased twice.
Figure 7.5 shows the self and mutual inductances before and after optimization.
As can be seen from this picture, the absolute amplitude values, of both self and
mutual inductances, are increased. This is more desirable for the current dive.
Figure 7.6 shows the flux linkage of the machine before and after optimization. It
is seen that the maximum value of the flux linkage has increased. This will help the
machine to be supplied by a lower current.
Figure 7.7 shows the total torque of the machines before and after optimization.
As illustrated in this figure, the torques ripple of the optimized machine was
decreased at least four times in comparison with the torque ripple of the initial design.
A part of this ripple reduction is because of the reduced cogging torque and a part of
that is because of the minimization of the mismatching between the current and back
EMF waveforms. The comparison between the phase of self and mutual inductances
in one phase before and after optimization show that after optimization, a phase shift
has occurred in the inductances that mainly will cause a developed reluctance torque
in the machine. This is due to the change of the rotor shape and its material in the
vicinity of the air gap after the optimization.
Figure 7.8.a shows the simulated speed of the original and optimized machines.
From figure 7.8.b, it is observed that the optimized machine has a small overshoot at
start up. The enlarged view of the speed shows that that speed ripple of the optimized
machine has reduced, although this was not a direct objective.
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Figure 7.3 Back EMF of the phase A before and after optimization
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Figure 7.4 The cogging torque in initial and optimized design
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Figure 7.5 Self and mutual inductances before and after optimization
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Figure 7.6 Flux linkage of the phase A before and after optimization
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Figure 7.7 Total torque before and after optimization
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Figure 7.8 Speed before and after optimization
Tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show the initial and the optimal geometries of the machine.
As can be concluded from these Tables, there is no need for Aux#1. The reason is
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that, this tooth leads to iron saturation in the teeth opening, whereas Aux#2 which
manly influence the back EMF waveform as well as cogging torque is properly
shaped. Moreover, the volume of copper and magnets before and after optimization
are shown in table 7.5. It is seen that the copper and magnet volume of the optimized
machine are reduced. In fact the reduced root mean squared value of current leads to
reduction of the copper area.
Table 7.6 shows a comparison between the performance measures of the machine
before and after optimization. As can be seen, almost all of the desired goals were
achieved.
7.4.3 Discussion

By a comparison of the phase current and the back EMF waveforms of the initial
and the optimized designs, figures 7.9.a and 7.9.b, it can be observed that, the current
of the optimized machine is visually closer to its back EMF. Moreover, by a visual
comparison of the current waveform and the back EMF waveforms in the vicinity of
the peak of the back EMF, see figures 7.10.a and 7.10.b, it is observed that the current
is better matched to the back EMF in the optimized machine. In fact, the vicinities of
the peak of the back EMF are where the maximum energy conversions occur.
Figure 7.11.a and 7.11.b show the phase current waveform of the initial and the
optimized machines. As can be seen from this figure, the high order harmonic
contents of the initial machine is more than the high order harmonic contents of the
optimized machine. One can say that the low high order current harmonics will result
in lower magnetic loss in the iron cores, although the magnetic loss was not a direct
objective. Furthermore, as mentioned in the classic design procedure, the current
2

density is assumed (3) three ( A / mm ) , However, as illustrated in table 6, the current
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2

density of the initial machine is calculated as 4.84 ( A / mm ) . In fact, the classic design
procedure will not provide the designer with accurate information about the machine
unless the dynamical physics-based model of the machine is calculated and simulated.
Here, the current density was calculated from the division of the phase current
calculated from the physics-based model and the conductor area in each of the slots.
This work was conducted with some of the geometrical design parameters of the
machine were introduced as optimization variables and the current drive circuit was
seen as a black box. Indeed, this is helpful where the machine manufactures need to
make the design of their machines compatible to an existing drive in the market. This
process is feasible with a real-time hardware in loop (HIL) optimization process.
From another point of view, for a complete optimization of the motor-drive system
both of motor and drive can be optimized together. In this view, a low frequency
physics-based model of motor-drive systems will be needed.
Table 7.2

Stator dimension before and after optimization (mm)

Dst

Stator dimension
Initial
Optimized

ds

d

Ws 2 Ws 3

119.2 19.82 1.9

6.4

8.1

117.9

6.1

7.7

18.9

1.8

Table 7.3 Stator dimension before and after optimization (mm)
Stator dimension

Rri

Stack length ( Lst ) Aux#1 Aux#2 Conductor/slot/phase

Initial

66.54

74.5

0

0

17

Optimized

6.34

81

0

2

17

Table 7.4 Rotor dimension 6 pole, 2hp, SPM machine (mm)
Rotor Dimension

Rri

hm

Initial

63.5

3

Optimized

SR

g

Rro

14.8 3.2 66.5

63.4 3.1 14.8 3.2 66.5
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α (degree)
0
3.5

Table 7.5 Volumes and mass before and after optimization
Machine

Copper volume
in each slot ( cm 3 )

Each Magnet
pole ( cm 3 )

Mass(kg)

Original

16.16

15.42

7.43

Optimized

15.95

14.98

8.18

Saved

0.21

0.44

0.75

Table 7.6 Machine performance before and after optimization

I RMS Var( ω ) Ra (Ω)

THD (%)

km

Initial

5.1

0.889

4.61

3.5

0.807

4.84

Optimum

4.1

0.848

4.37

2.7

0.977

4.66
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Figure 7.9 The current-back EMF waveforms before (a) and after optimization
(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.10 The current-back EMF waveforms at the vicinity of the peak of the
back EMF before (a) and after optimization (b)
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Figure 7.11 The Current waveforms before (a) and after optimization (b)
7.4 Hardware in the loop based finite element design optimization process for
the computational prototyping of electric motor-drives

The design optimization of PM machines can be purely done in an FE-based
design optimization process neglecting the dynamic effect of the drive or at least
utilizing the effect of a typical drive inside a full software environment. Following the
design of the machine, the proper choice of the drive could be made concerning
different limitations and requirements imposed from the environment, application or
machine. Basically, the selection of the right drive consists of several steps including:
-

Selecting the right model based upon the motor’s horse power rating, motor
voltage, motor full load current and control modes.

-

Selecting the proper rating based upon the application. For example in a typical
application a K-hp motor can be controlled by K-hp drive, but there are some nontypical applications which dictate the size of the drive with respect to the size of
the machine. Temporary overload requirement of the drive is also one of the
factors that affect the choice of a drive.

-

The accessories of electric drives such as EMI filters, dynamic breaking resistors
and line reactors can also be viewed as part of drives that affect the performance
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and working conditions of electric machine-drive system.
The separate design of machine and selection of its drive is a conventional
process; however, incompatibility of the machine and the drive may affect the
performance of the machine. For example, the choice of a specific drive for a machine
from conventional way may satisfy the steady state or even transient conditions of a
machine-drive system for all operational contingencies however, it may not be lead to
an optimum operation. For instance, the different modulation techniques, filtering, or
speed controller bandwidth in the drive create different voltage or current harmonics
in the machine. The associated voltage and current harmonic with the machine will
not always be the source of unwanted effects such as loss, vibration, torque and speed
ripples. However, it will be torque producer if well matched with the machine’s
physical characteristics and EMF harmonics. From this prospective, the coupled
design compatibility optimization of an electrical machine with a pre-chosen drive
will offer more advantage than separate design of machine and drive. Coupled design
compatibility optimization of the electrical machine and the drive can be done via
either numerical or analytical modeling of the machine and drive and their
accessories. If the machine designer has less information about the the drive package,
inaccurate and unreliable results may be achieved. From this point of view, the
selection of the real drive based on the basic rating requirement of the desired
machine and then the design of the machine in the hardware in loop (HIL)
optimization process will be a possible solution. In this dissertation, HIL-FE based
technique for the design optimization of a PM motor with an existing currentregulated AC drive is proposed. The comparisons of the calculated results before and
after the optimization procedures show the performance improvements as well as
material savings. In order to create the HIL-FE optimization process using the
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following steps:
Step1-The equivalent physical hardware model of the machine that can vary with
the design change is needed. The equivalent physical hardware of the machine during
optimization is a current adjustable load (CAL). This includes a software part and a
hardware part. The software part is a physics-based model of the machine which was
explained earlier in chapter 3. The hardware part is experimentally created by a buck
and a fully controlled 3-phase converter.
Step2-A population based optimization process is needed. The design objectives
are set to explore the best trade-offs between the geometrical design parameters of the
PM machine for minimum torque ripple, minimum RMS value of phase current, a
minimum total harmonic distortion (THD) of phase current and the desired torque
versus speed profile [98]. These single objectives together with the maximum drive
current, magnetic saturation constraints and the thermal limitation, which is imposed
via current density, are set to be satisfied at the same time in a multi-objective
function. These objectives were simultaneously calculated from the actual phase
current of the CAL connected to the real drive during the design optimization process.
The drive is seen as black box hardware.
7.5.1 The hardware in loop compatible physics-based modeling of the PM
machine

In order to control the equivalent hardware of the machine, a fast model of the
machine compatible to hardware interface is required. The physics-based model of a
PM machines presented in chapter 3 is an accurate, fast and non-linear dynamic
model for the purpose of HIL integrated drive system simulations. In comparison with
the d-q and the full FE-based models, the physics-based model has the accuracy very
close to a full FE-based model and it has a simulation run time close to the simple d-q
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model. This model uses non-linear transient finite elements (FE) solutions to establish
a detailed block description of the implemented machines in a Simulink-MATLAB
environment. This modeling method can be equipped with flux weakening, dynamic
core losses and saturation as explained in chapter 3. This model is essentially a
database representation of the non-linear transient operation of the machine. The
physics-based model can be simply and quickly recreated when the machine geometry
and material is changing during an optimization process.
7.5.2 HIL-FE based optimization Process
7.5.2.1 Soft multi-objective optimization

As discussed, in the design of the PM machines, it is possible to adjust the back
EMF waveform by changing the geometrical design parameters of the machine or
changing the materials properties such as the magnetization of the magnets.
Alternatively, it is accepted that the established phase current waveform through a
controlled PMSM machine is generally proportional to the back EMF waveform.
Therefore in the form of an inverse problem it is possible to change the back EMF
waveform for having a more desirable current waveform. Similar to the back EMF
waveform, to some extent, cogging torque also affects the current waveforms. For
example, for having a ripple free machine, the developed torque as the interaction of
back EMF and phase current plus the reluctance torque should actively cancel the
cogging torque. If we assume that we have no control over the back EMF and the
inductance waveforms. This is since they depend on the physical features of the
machine. The only way to have a control over the developed torque is definitely
through phase current. Consequently, it can be mentioned that, the cogging torque
also affects the waveform of the phase current.
The phase current, firstly, affects the torque ripple of the machine; secondly, it
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affects the total harmonic distortion of machine and thirdly, it affects the active losses.
On the other hand, the torque ripple of a PM machine originate from several
sources i.e. the cogging torque, the mismatching between the current waveform and
the back EMF waveforms, iron saturation and the mismatching between the phase
inductances and the phase currents. In general, there are three possible methods to
reduce the torque ripple. The first method is to design the drive of the machine with
respect to the maximum compatibility of the phase current to the back EMF of the
machine. The second method is to design the geometry and material of the machine
for the minimum cogging torque. Finally, the third method is to determine the
geometrical design parameters of the machine with respect to the minimum cogging
torque and the most compatible back EMF waveform to the phase current. In addition,
it is evident that the drive switching frequencies, modulation technique, drive
topology and current and speed control loops are the basic elements that affect the
phase current and therefore the torque and speed profiles.
From machine design point of view, the machine’s back EMF waveform is mainly
influenced by magnetic materials characteristic such as magnets magnetization (radial
or axial), magnets geometries and magnets location in the rotor and magnets
temperature. On the other hand, in geometrical solution category where the cogging
torques originates from the energy variation of the air gap field due to the mutual
interaction of the rotor magnets and stator slot openings and the teeth. There are
various techniques to reduce the cogging torque. Basically the main principles
underlying reduction of the cogging torque is to reduce abruptness of pole-teeth
attraction which can be performed by magnet reshaping as well as teeth and pole
skewing. Moreover, one of the main objectives for improving the torque versus speed
profile is through reducing the characteristic current of the machine. This is feasible
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by increasing the reluctance torque either by a proper PM design and/or the creation
of an unbalanced air gap and reshaping of the slot opening. Therefore the goals of
optimization are summarized as:
Minimum distance between calculated and a predefined torque–speed profile ,
equation (7-28), Minimum torque ripples at five arbitrary different points of torque
speed profile, equation (7-24), Minimum THD of phase current at five arbitrary
different points of torque speed profile, equation (7-26).
Constraints of optimization are defined as:
-

Maximum available DC bus voltage, equation (7-23)

-

Maximum allowable current density equation (7-21)

-

Maximum allowable flux density in no load condition, equation (7-22)

-

Maximum current provided by the drive, equation (7-28)

-

Predefined speed setting time, equation (7-28)
All of the optimization goals and constraints must be satisfied in a single classic

multi-objective function. The optimization algorithms is a population based process
that employs both particle swarm and genetic algorithm operators. The details of this
algorithm are presented at sections 7.3. Here, the fitness value, f (x i ) , is chosen as:
M

f ( xi ) =  ω m .Ym .( X i ) + penalti( J max ) + penalti( Bmax ) + Limit( EMFmax ) (7-20)
m =1

penalti( J max ) = K J max × ( I RMS i ( A ) / Conductor Area( mm 2 )) − 2 
penalti( Bmax i ) =  Bmax i [T ] − 1.3

n1

n0

(7-21)
(7-22)

L(EMFmaxi ) = (EMFmaxi | EMFmaxi ≤ (Vdc / 2))

(7-23)

where Y 'm ( Xi ) is the normalized objective function of the Ym ( Xi ) , “ m ” is the index
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of objectives, “ M ” is the number of objectives and ωm is the weight and

M

ω

m

= 1.

m =1

It follows that Y 'm ( Xi ) are chosen as the variance of an average torque ripple,
equations (7-24), the total harmonic distortion of phase current, equation (7-26), the
RMS value of the phase current and average of motor power for a set of torque versus
speed. The value Y 'm ( Xi ) should be normalized before applying it to equation (7-20).
Here, the parameters n0 , n1 , KB max and KJ max control the penalty factors. “
penalti( J max i ) ” is the penalty factor of maximum allowable current density of stator

conductor in each phase for the machine design number “ i ” and penalti( Bmax i ) is
the penalty factor of the maximum allowable flux density in the back iron, stator teeth
and rotor inter-pole angle, I RMSi is the root mean square (RMS) value of the phase
current, “ ConductorAreai ” is the area of copper. The term “ Limit( EMFmax i ) ” is the
maximum allowable EMF for nominal speed in the machine design number “ i ”. For
a radial flux Y-connected surface mount PM motor without access to neutral, if the
weak flux weakening is neglected, the maximum allowable back EMF for maximum
speed, should be chosen not to exceed the maximum phase to neutral voltage of the
drive to ensure a proper speed control by a slow PI controller with relatively small
proportional gain, K P and large integrator gain, K I . In this work, the maximum
allowable back EMF, Limit( EMFmax i ) , for a nominal speed is chosen as the half of
the maximum value of the DC bus voltage, Vdc , of the drive. This is because of the
fact that the maximum amplitude of the fundamental component of the phase to
neutral voltage for the used three phase fully controlled AC drive is half of the DC
voltage. This is chosen based on the fact that the maximum fundamental component
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of the phase to neutral voltage of the fully controlled converter is directly related with
the modulations techniques. For example 180 controlled AC drives voltage source
operation, PWM, third harmonic injection, space vector and hysteresis can be

( 2Vdc π ) , (Vdc 2 ) , (Vdc
the

drive

) (

3 , Vdc

modulation

)

(

3 and Vdc

technique

is

)

3 respectively[83]. Evidently, if
unknown,

the

statement,

0 < Limit ( EMFmax i ) ≤ K . (Vdc / 2 ) , should be satisfied during optimization process. In
this statement, “ K ” can be chosen as the optimization variable with the boundaries of

1≤ K ≤

4

π

. Here, Vdc is the available DC bus voltage. In the final results, the motor

constant function, equation (7-27), was used as an indication of the cost of producing
the average torque and is served as a criterion for comparison between the initial and
optimal design at different points of the torque-speed profile.
2
5  K

Variance (Ti ) = 0.2 ×    (Tije − Tij ) 


j =1  e = K / 2


(7-

24)

Tij = mean (Tije ) eK= K / 2 , K =

THDij =

Kmij =

I Hij
I RMSij

=

tstop
+1
tstep

(7-25)

I 32ij + I 52ij + ... + I (22 n−1)ij
I12ij + I 32ij + ... + I (22 n−1)ij

(T 3)
ij

(7-26)

(7-27)

2
Ra . I RMS
ij

where “ i ”, “ j ” and “ e ” are the number of under optimization machine, number of
operating points in torque-speed profile and the number of sample data existing from
the torque profiles, respectively.
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In equations (7-24) to (7-27), Tij is the instantaneous electrical torque, Tij , is the
average of instantaneous torque, t stop is the stop time for one simulation, tstep is the stet
time for one simulation, index “ j ” denotes a point in torque-speed profile, index “ n
” denotes a harmonic order, Ra is the phase resistance and K m ij is the motor constant.
7.5.2.2 Calculation of torque vs. speed

The mentioned objectives in equations (7-24) to (7-26) were calculated with
respect to different points of torque vs. speed map. The torque vs. speed map was
calculated from HIL-FE based model based on the basis that each point in the torquespeed map should satisfy the stability of the system, the maximum allowable current
of the drive and the maximum current density of the machine with respect to
temperature limitations. The mathematical description for calculation of this map is
summarized as:

{(T ,ω ) | (I
0

0

(t ) < I max ) ∩ (I phase(t ) < J max × Aconductor)

phase

(

)

∩ T − Tref . < ε ∩ ωm − ωref . < ε1 ∀5ts < t < 10ts

}

(7-28)

In above statement, T0 and ω0 are the desirable reference torque and speed. Also,

I phase is the phase current, Imax is the drive full load currents, J max is the maximum
current density of the machine and Aconductor is the area of the conductor passing I phase .
The value of J max × Aconductor, is set based on thermal limitations of the machine. Here,

ε and ε 1 are the torque and speed tolerance. ωm is the measured angular velocity, T
is the torque, t is the time and t s is a desirable setting time for the speed.
7.5.2.3 Setting of the current adjustable load (CAL)

The hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) technique is very useful for machine control
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studies as a computational prototyping method. In normal practice, the actual machine
is used in HIL real time simulation systems to examine the controller realized by a
software module[201]. Furthermore, based on the discussion presented in
reference[197], the fully automated computational design environment needs to
iteratively change the design parameters in the optimization process to satisfy the
objective function. The developed optimization process can automatically connect to
the numerical FE domain, simulink domain and it is capable of being employed in a
HIL process. This is since the fast FE-base phase variable model [45]for the machine,
calculated in each iteration of the optimization, can be automatically built in a
hardware based interface, which includes the dSPACE1103, to run the machine with
actual drive system. The current adjustable load simulates the equivalent hardware of
the machine during the design procedure. It follows the reference phase current
created in the software domain by the FE based phase variable model. The current
adjustable load was created from a three phase resistive-inductive (R-L) line in series
with the three phase fully controlled converter. The output of the converter is
connected to a buck converter as shown in figure 7.12. Because the optimization is an
iterative process that searches for hundreds of possible solutions of the machine, the
current adjustable load should have enough flexibility to respond to design variations.
If the mutual inductances of each motor design are neglected and it is assumed that
the resistance and inductance of the R-L line is equal to the resistance and inductance
of the machine, then the input voltage to three phases fully controlled converter
should be equal to the back EMF voltage of the machine. In order to do this, the buck
converter should be designed and controlled to create a variable DC voltage, Vout ,
controlled by the back EMF of the machine. It is assumed that for a given current
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command for the hysteresis control of the three phase converter, the peak line to
neutral voltage on the AC side of the fully controlled converter is V pk . Because the
maximum line to neutral voltage that the bridge can supply is 2Vout 3, it is apparent
that V pk must be less than 2Vout 3if the commanded current is to be obtained. There is
also another constraint that the peak line to line voltage 3V pk must be less than the
peak line to line voltage the converter can achieve. This voltage is equal to Vout . This
requirement is more restrictive and defines the steady state range over which we can
expect the current to be tracked, in particular V pk < Vout

(

criterion, we will have Vout > 6 V pk

3 . By restating this

)

2 . If we assume that the RMS value of the line

to neutral back EMF voltage, VEMF equals to V pk

2 , then the minimum value of Vout

will ensure that a current control is calculated as Vout > 6VEMF . Because V EMF cannot
exceed the maximum of 2Vdc π , therefore Vout ≥ 2 3Vdc π . This means that the input
of the buck converter should also be chosen as Vdc1 ≥ 2 3Vdc π . On the other hand, a
sinusoidal fully rectified back EMF has a DC value of Vin ≥ 2 2VEMF π . Now, if duty
cycle of the buck converter is defined as D = KVin Vdc1 which is equal to

D = 2 KVEMF

3Vdc , in order to ensure that D can reach a maximum, one should

always have D = Vout Vin =

(

6KVEMF

) (2

)

2VEMF π . In order to ensure that “ D ” will

reach to one for the maximum possible back EMF, we should have K ≥ π 3 2 . Here,
it is chosen as 2 3 to also compensate the resistive and inductive voltage drops due to
the phase resistance and inductance variations during the design optimization process.
As discussed in the introduction, the role of optimization process is to modify the
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geometry or material for the better performance and not to form the design from
scratch; as a result, the boundaries of geometries in optimization process have
maximum ± 50 % difference from the initial design, if the difference was more then
there had been a serious mistake in the initial design procedure. In a HIL optimization
process, the hardware set up is fixed during the optimization and therefore
specification of a proper value for the RL line, Rabc and Labc , is necessary. Because
the boundary of geometry in optimization process is limited, determination of the
value of RL line from one of the random geometries using a static FE analysis is a
solution. If we are interested to see the very fast transient phenomena, or high order
harmonics of the machine, the value of inductance, Labc , play an essential role. An
equal or lower value of the inductances Labc from the machine’s inductance does not
omit the high order current harmonics while the higher Labc does. In theory, the best
value of Labc can be chosen as the difference of self and mutual inductances i.e.

Labc = Ls − M .
In a buck converter, the values of L1 and C1 were evaluated based upon an
averaging value analysis.

The calculated parameters of the CAL for the design

process are collected in table 7.7. Experience shows that, fast hardware interface with
high digital time step is required to ensure acceptable results. The sample time of the
PWM carrier should at least be ten times less than the inverse switching frequency.
Therefore, creation of the carrier PWM with higher time step independent from the
main Simulink-MATLAB file is necessary to reduce the computational cost.
Table 7.7 Current adjustable load parameters
L1 (μH )

C1 (μF )

Rabc (Ω )

Labc (mH )
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V dc (V )

Vdc1 (V )

K

1.2

4800

1

1

42

60

2 3

7.5.3 Case of study

In order to start the design process, an existing surface mounted PM machine
design which has relatively close performance to our desirable design was chosen.
This initial design needs to be optimized for desirable performances. The initial
design example is a 250-W, 42-V DC surface mounted PM synchronous machine, see
Appendix I. The stator winding is three phase Y-connected. The stator has 12 slots.
There are 4 coils per phase with 12 turns per coil. The rated speed and torque of the
PM machine are 4000 (RPM) and 0.56 (N.m), respectively. This machine has ten
magnet poles. The magnet material is a radial magnetized Samarium Cobalt,
Sm2Co17, with remnant of magnets, Br , equal to 1.08 Tesla, with relative
permeability, μR , equal to 1.07.
The normal coercivity of magnet Hc , is around 900 (kA/m); the saturated flux
density of the rotor and stator irons, B yoke , equals to 1.25 Tesla. The motor is designed
for a current density equal to1.5 ( A / mm 2 ), the average flux density of the air gap
equals to 0.56 Tesla, the conductor space factor equals to 0.8. The space factor was
defined as the total area of copper to the total area of slot. The effective area of slot is

0.5× d × (Ws2 +Ws3 ) . The inter-pole angle equals to zero. The windings are of the
concentrated type.
The main candidate design parameters of the machine are listed in Table 7.8. The
details of the initial stator and rotor geometries as well as the shape are listed in
Tables 7.9, 7.10, 7.11 and figure7.12. In the Table 7.9, At1and At2 are the height of
auxiliary teeth, AUX is the circumferential width of auxiliary teeth, which are all
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equal. Here, Rri is the inner rotor radius, Rro is the outer rotor radius, S R is the shaft
radius, g is the air gap length in radial direction, Lm is the magnet length in radial
direction and α is the inter-pole angle.
During the optimization process, the machine geometry can change in both radial
and axial directions. Here, the dimensions change in the axial and radial directions by
using an adjustment factor, Cadj , in the form of:

Lst _ new = Cadj × Lst _ old

Rnew = Rold

(7-29)

Cadj

(7-30)

7.5.4 Results

Figure 7.13 shows the comparison of the initial and optimized back EMF
waveforms. It is observed that the maximum amplitude and shape have changed. This
is mainly because of the changes occurred in the pole height and inter-pole angle after
optimization. Figure 7.14 shows a comparison between the cogging torques before
and after optimization. Although, the maximum amplitude of the cogging torque did
not change, its frequency and RMS value was decreased by 33% and 15%,
respectively. Figure 7.15 and figure 7.16 show the self and mutual inductances before
and after optimization, respectively. The DC amplitude of the self-inductance has
increased. The shape of the self-inductance is more similar to a sine wave comparing
to the self-inductances in the initial design. The DC amplitude of the mutual
inductances has not changed.
Figure 7.17 shows the flux linkage of the machine before and after optimization. It
is seen that the maximum amplitude and shape of the flux linkage are changed.
Figure 7.18 shows the torque of the machines before and after optimization. As it
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is illustrated in this figure, the torque ripple of the optimized machine has decreased.
Figure 7.19 shows the simulated speed of the original and optimized machines.
The enlarged view of speed shows that speed ripple of the optimized machine is
reduced, although it was not a direct objective.
In figure 7.20, the reference current which is inside the simulation domain and the
current adjustable load (CAL) current which is measured, for initial and optimized
machine are illustrated. As this figure shows, with the introduced control, an excellent
compatibility between these two currents can be observed. However, a shift in
measured current appears which is because of the computational delays.
Figures 7.21.a to 7.21.c show the torque versus speed profile of the initial and
optimized machines calculated at three different states. Figure 7.21.a is calculated
based on the assumption that the thermal and maximum drive current constraints exist
in equation (7-28).

Figure 7.12 Online HIL finite element based design optimization process
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Figure 7.21.b is calculated based on the assumption that the maximum drive
current constraint does not exist in equation (7-28). Figure 7.21.c is calculated based
on the assumption that both of the constraints of the phase current are ignored in
equation (7-28). Following the optimization, the minimum torque for the nominal
speed of 600 (rad/s) is satisfied, the optimized machine has wider speed range while
the initial design has wider torque range. From figure 7.21 it is visible that the drive
system suffers from flux weakening control as well as proper speed controller
bandwidth in high speed and low torque regions.
Tables 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show the initial and the optimal geometries of the PM
motor. As can be concluded from these Tables, there is no need for auxiliary teeth
number 1 ( AUX 1 ). The reason is that this leads to iron saturation in the machine's
teeth opening neighbor to slot opening. The auxiliary teeth number 2 ( AUX 2 ) which
is at the center of teeth opening is evolved to influence the back EMF as well as
cogging torque. The volume of copper and magnets before and after optimization are
shown in Table 12. It is observed that the copper volume, magnet volume and mass of
the optimized machine are all reduced. Table 7.13 shows the objectives of
optimization which are improved after optimization. Table 7.14 shows a comparison
between the RMS phase current and THD. The THD of current calculated for all of
the torque-speed ranges are decreased while the average RMS of phase current is
increased. The average of the RMS value of the phase current is increased by 50% for
all of the torque–speed points. By analysis and comparison of the normalized phase
current and the back EMF waveforms of the initial and the optimized designs
infigures 7.22.a and 7.22.b, it is concluded that the shape of the current waveform of
the optimized machine is more close to its back EMF shape.
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Figure 7.13 Back EMF of the phase A before and after optimization at speed of 1
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Figure 7.14 The cogging torque in initial and optimized design
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Figure 7.15 Self inductances before and after optimization
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Figure 7.16 Mutual inductances before and after optimization
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Figure 7.17 Flux linkage of the phase “a” before and after optimization
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Figure 7.18 Dynamic torque measured for 0.5 (N-m) and 150 (Rad/s)
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Figure 7.19 Speed dynamic measured for 0.5 (N-m) and 150 (Rad/s)
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Figure 7.20 Visual comparison of the reference and current adjustable load
current for optimized (b) machine at 0.5 (N-m) and 300 (rad/s)
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Figure 7.21 Torque Vs. speed profile, initial design (star), optimal design (square)
Table 7.8

Boundaries and constraints of optimization’s input variables

Radial height
of AUX 1 (mm)

[0, 0.5]

Pole height( h m )

(mm)

Inter-pole
angle
(degree)

[0, 2.4]

[0, 10]

[2.5, 4.5]

Radial height
of AUX 2

Cf

Dst (mm)

[0.9,1.1]

[35-42]

Byoke [T]

(mm)

[0,1.3]

I (A )

Lst (mm)

J (A / mm2 )

15

[65-85]

2
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Table 7.9

Stator dimension before and after optimization (mm)

Stator dimension

Dst

D

d3

d4

Ws1

Ws 2

Ws 3

Initial(mm)

37.5

8.4

0.65

0.65

2.5

7.3

12.4

Optimized(mm)

39.3

8.4

0.65

0.65

2.5

7.3

12.4

Table 7.10 Stator dimension before and after optimization (mm)
Stator
dimension

Stack length ( Lst )

At 1

At 2

AUX

turns / phase

Ns / phase

Initial(mm)

35

0

0

0

48

4

Optimized(mm)

30.1

0

0.4

1

48

4

Table 7.11 Rotor dimension 12 slot/10 poles, SPM machine (mm)
Rotor Dimension

Rri

SR

g

Rro

Lm

α (degree)

Initial(mm)

16.4

5.5

1

19.5

3

0

Optimized(mm)

17.6

5.7

1

20.4

2.8

6.3

Table 7.12 Volumes and mass before and after optimization
Machine

Vol. of copper/slot
( mm 3 )

Vol. of Magnet
pole ( mm 3 )

Mass
(gr)

Moment of inertia

Original

2667

1204.6

302

6.2715e-5

Optimized

2293.4

1061.2

282

6.3962e-5

Saved (%)

14.02

11.88

6.62

-------

( Kg.m2 )

Table 7.13 Average performance before and after optimization

Tripple

I RMS

%

(N. m)

(A)

Initial

7.484

0.196

2.03

0.343 0.8803

Optimum

5.17

0.123

2.95

0.168

Performances Mean THD

Km

Ra

J

(Ω )

(A / mm2 )

0.757

1.5485
2.23

In the initial design, the back EMF was the envelope of the current waveform
while in the optimized machine show that this order is changed. In fact this helps for
wider torque-speed profile as illustrated in figure 7.21. Moreover, by visual
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comparison of the current waveform and the back EMF waveform at the vicinity of
the peak of the back EMF, more matching occur after optimization. In fact, the
maximum of energy conversions are occurred at the vicinities of the peak of the back
EMF.
Table 7.1 Comparison of THD and RMS of phase current for different levels
of torque and speed
(speed, torque)

150,0.5

200,0.5

RMS(A)
THD%

1.03
13

1.35
9.84

RMS
THD%

1.5
9.05

2.07
5.75

250,0.5
300,0.5
Initial
1.71
2.07
6
4
Optimized
2.5
3.18
4.45
2.72

350,0.5

400,0.5

2.6886
6.56

3.31
5

3.85
5.53

4.5
3.56

The drive topology used in the experiments was a conventional laboratory-based
three phase 6-switch drive supplied with the fixed DC voltage as shown earlier in
figure 7.11 and 7.12. However, any three phase voltage-source inverter with
controllable DC voltage can be used in its place. From this point of view, all of the
limitations for adjusting the current fore the adjustable load should be set for the
maximum possible DC bus voltage.
In the optimization process, the thermal aspect is controlled by limiting the current
density. However, for a more realistic optimization, the equivalent thermal model of
the machine can be added to the FE-based phase variable model.
The 3-D view of the initial design and the optimized design are illustrated infigure
7.23. Although there is not a major difference between the initial and the final designs
in terms of the geometrical shape and the size, the optimization process could fit the
performance of the PMSM-drive system to the desired goals. The field picture of the
initial and the final designs are depicted infigures 7.24 and 7.25. It is seen that the
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concentration of flux in the rotor back iron is reduced in the optimized machine. In
addition, the flux leakage in inter-pole area is reduced.
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Figure 7.22 The normalized current and back EMF, initial (a) and optimized (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.23 3-D view of the initial (a) and the optimized machine(b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 7.24 Field picture and absolute flux density of the initial and the optimized
machine
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.25 Field picture and absolute flux density of the initial and the optimized
machine in the inter-pole angle areas
In the HIL-optimization process, some of the geometrical design parameters of the
machine were introduced as the optimization variables and the current drive circuit
was seen as a black box. This is helpful where the machine manufacture needs to
make the design of their machines to be most compatible to a commercial drive
existing in the market. Moreover, the introduced technique was developed for PMSMdrive systems. Similar approaches can be performed for other electromagnetic
systems with similar prospective where the compatibility of existing or being
developed parts needs to be experimentally verified before actual prototyping.
During optimization two hundred possible solutions is calculated. The
optimization algorithm converged after 130000 second. The used CPU and memory
are 1.17 GB and 3 GHz, respectively. The complexity of the geometry and number of
the freedom in FE domain are the main factors that influence the time elapsed in the
optimization process.
7.5 Summary

In this chapter, the performance enhancement of PMSM machine using a hybrid
multi-objective optimization was developed where the objectives were calculated
from the physics-based model of the machine. A dynamic physics-based phase
variable model of the machine, as a fast and accurate model, was used to indirectly
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link the machine design parameters to its drive circuit during optimization process, in
this way, the dynamic effect of PWM IGBT sinusoidal current drive on machine
performance during design process was taken into account. Following optimization,
the area of copper, the area of magnet, the torque ripple, the speed ripple, the total
harmonic distortion of the phase currents, the total mass were reduced while the motor
constant was increased. In addition, the development of an online HIL based finite
element intelligent optimization process was presented. The application of this
optimization process was implemented in a laboratory-based experimental setup. We
have also shown how a current adjustable load was used as an equivalent hardware
representation of a motor drive example and can it be employed in an online
population-based optimization process of the machine-drive system. It was also
shown that the dynamic physics-based phase variable model of the machine, as a fast
and accurate model can be used to indirectly link the machine design parameters to its
drive circuit during a HIL based optimization process. In this optimization process,
the dynamics effects of the drive on the machine performance during the design stage
were taken into account. The performance measures as well as the physical properties
of the example machine drive before and after optimization were compared. It was
observed that after the optimization, the area of copper, the area of magnet, the torque
ripple, the speed ripple, the total harmonic distortion of the phase currents and the
total mass were all improved in the final design. In addition, it was observed that the
separate design of PM magnet machine without mentioning the dynamic and the
constraints of drive may not satisfy the desirable performances.
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Chapter 8

Discussion of Results, Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Conclusions

In this dissertation, the application of physics-based model of electric machines
for the purpose of co-design, control and fault diagnosis were investigated. In
particular, permanent magnet machine-drive systems were comprehensively
investigated for maximum fault tolerance and optimal operation.
The classic design of a permanent magnet synchronous machine without saliency
was introduced. It was shown that the slot pitch, pole pitch, magnet demagnetization
and the dimension of the machine in addition to the number of the turns/coil were the
factors that affected the flux linkage. As a result, the back EMF of the machine was
also affected. The back EMF directly affects the power of the machine. Finding the
best back EMF shape and amplitude for a nominal speed and torque is a multiobjective optimization process which considers combining the cogging torque, radial
force and thermal limitations. Although, the optimization process can be launched
from the introduced classic design procedure for desired objectives such as minimum
cogging torque, minimum radial force and proper back EMF waveforms. The
difficulties in the accurate calculation of the back EMF harmonics, cogging torque
amplitude and radial force amplitude, encourage us to expand the design problem into
a numerical domain. In addition, the mutual integration of the drive and a machine
being developed is one of the topics that cannot be easily performed from analytical
expressions. Therefore, the classic design seems to be just a reasonable state for
initialization of the design. In other words, the classic design enables one to quickly
obtain a normal estimation of the final design. In such an initial design, the general
geometry of the machine, the initial dimension of the machine and the material for a
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nominal operating point, are calculated based on the knowledge presented earlier in
chapter 2 of this dissertation. The final design was produced from the advanced
optimization process, which covers higher dimension objectives, was presented in
chapter 7.
The fundamentals of finite elements, the creation of embedded thermal and
electrical models, required for the development of the physics-based optimization
tools, the open loop observers and the estimation process were presented in chapter 3.
Several novel contributions including the voltage based inductance calculation
method, the embedded thermo-electromagnetic model of the machine, the magnetic
monitoring of the machine and inclusion of the effect of skewing in 2D finite element
analysis were introduced.
The current technologies in the PMSM drive systems were reviewed in chapter 4.
In addition, the developed models of chapter 3 were employed for real-time
demagnetization control of three interior permanent magnet machine designs. The
permanent magnet (PM) demagnetization control for the optimal and reliable flux
weakening control in PMSM was presented. A physics-based modeling approach was
developed to estimate the magnetic operating point of the PM poles during the
operation of PMSM. The model was enabled to dynamically estimate the average and
the partial PM demagnetization due to reverse armature field as well as the PM over
temperature. The demagnetization assessment and control were verified on a V-type
PMSM using the modified FE-based coupled thermal-field-circuit phase variable
model and the time stepping FE analysis. Three PMSM designs were compared
concerning the demagnetization issue. It was observed that increasing the flux
concentration factor in the design of PMSM by enlarging the magnet contact area
would increase the risk of demagnetization. It was numerically proven that the real-
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time demagnetization control theory can lead to a large savings in permanent magnet
size as well as the iron core without compromising in the reliability of the electrical
machine.
Using the developed model in chapter 3, a sensorless rotor position estimation
and control were developed to increase the applicability of the EMF based observers
for medium-low, low and very low speeds. A novel thermoelectric physics-based
modeling approach was developed to evaluate more realistic information about the
instantaneous behavior of the machine during operation. For removing the high
frequency noise during angle calculations without missing the observer band-width,
an adaptive angle compensator was designed. The simulation and experimental results
under different speed, loading and voltage variation show acceptable accuracy. The
proposed physics-based sensorless drive provides a rotor-position estimate, which is
invulnerable to system noise. It can also estimate the precise speed, because it can
follow the machine model variations. The temperature was estimated using an
embedded transient thermal model. The introduced sensorless control eliminates the
need for simultaneous observation of the stator resistance, stator inductance and the
rotor flux magnitude.
Using the developed model in chapter 3, a physics-based development of an open
loop EMF estimator was presented in chapter 6. The fault detection based EMF
analysis due to inter-turn fault was studied and discussed. It was observed that the
method performed in a stable manner for the detection against the blurring effects of
the harmonic loads and dynamic eccentricity for wide speed ranges. It was also
observed that the EMF can determine the intensity and the location of a faulty phase
in a fraction of second. This method allows prompt and online stator-fault detection
from the real-time estimated EMF without additional computationally heavy signal
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processing methods. The developed method show acceptable results for low speeds
where the inter-turn fault reflection on the performance of the machine, phase current
and the voltage at the terminals are not easily sensible. The results show acceptable
performance in fault detection for wide speed ranges even in the presence of harmonic
loads and dynamic eccentricities.
Two noble design optimization schemes for the co-design of radial flux electrical
permanent magnet machine and drive system were developed in chapter 7. It was
shown that the software-based optimization scheme has a unique ability in invoking
the finite element based software inside MATLAB/SIMULINK analysis, where large
computational as well as hardware interfaces tools are available. This ability enabled
one to extend the optimization scheme into hardware in the loop finite element based
design optimization scheme, where there is a need to design an electrical machine for
an available drive system. In the hardware in the loop finite element based design
optimization scheme, the electrical machine was practically modeled by a current
adjustable load. The current adjustable load was practically built and it was connected
to an available drive. A typical permanent magnet machine was designed using the
procedure introduced in chapter 2. This procedure was successfully optimized using
the hardware in the loop finite element based design optimization scheme. It was
shown that the hardware in the loop finite element based optimization scheme has a
unique ability to particularly optimize a machine for an existing drive in the market
with respect to the desired dynamic responses and drive constraints. The developed
physics-based model of the machine, as a fast and accurate model, was used to
indirectly link the machine design parameters to its drive circuit during optimization
process. In this way, the dynamic effect of PWM IGBT sinusoidal current drive on
machine performance during design process was taken into account. Following the
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optimization, the area of copper, the area of magnet, the torque ripple, the speed
ripple, the total harmonic distortion of the phase currents and the total mass were
reduced while the motor constant was increased. In the hardware in the loop
optimization process, the dynamics effects of the drive on the machine performance
during the design stage were taken into account. The performance measures as well as
the physical properties of the example machine drive before and after optimization
were compared. It was observed that after the optimization, the area of copper, the
area of magnet, the torque ripple, the speed ripple, the total harmonic distortion of the
phase currents and the total mass were improved in the final design. In addition, it
was observed that the separate design of PM magnet machine without mentioning the
dynamics and the constraints of the drive may not satisfy the desirable performances.
8.2 Future work

The developed physics-based model of PMSM was enabled to thermally,
electrically and magnetically monitor the machine in real-time under different
operational contingencies with high accuracy. This ability was used to develop very
robust and accurate open loop observers. Similar ideas can be developed for modelbased control development of electrostatic and similar electromagnetic devices where
in case the driving of such systems affects the life time and the performance of the
device.
The developed ideas in the design of permanent magnet machine-drive systems
were applied in three phase radial flux permanent magnet machine. Similar procedure
can be applied to other machines with similar prospective. In this sense, the design
and optimization of the induction machine-drive systems and switched reluctance
machine drive systems will be the case for future research.
Because of the practical implementation and studying all the scenarios in real-time
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demagnetization control are estimated as a very costly process, it was merely applied
in a software domain. However, the author seeks to practically test it for PMSM
where the price of permanent magnet materials plays a vital role in the selection of
such that device in the traction drive systems.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SETUPS
The experimental set up of sensorless control of PM synchronous machine is
depicted in figure I.1. The system includes a 0.25 kW, 44 VDC surface mount
permanent magnet synchronous machine. This machine is connected to a PM DC
generator which acts as a load. The machine has incremental magnetic encoder. The
measured rotor position was used as the reference for comparison. The three phase
AC drive is supplied by a 44 DC power supply. The phase currents are measured by
two current transducers. The employed switches in the drive are MOSFET-based
which can carry up to 20 Amps. The nominal rating of the current was 10 Amps. The
measured currents and rotor position are passed to the dSPACE1103 where the
sensorless algorithm and speed control loops were applied. The software control-desk
and Matlab/SIMULINK were used for sensorless and speed control loop
implementations. The digital time step in sensorless calculations is 20(μ s) . The time
step in speed control loops is 100 ( μ s ) . The estimated rotor position is sampled down
by the factor of ten before employing in the speed control loop.

Figure I.1 Experimental set up for sensorless control of the machine
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The developed system for fault diagnosis system verifications is depicted in figure
I.2. The system includes a 0.8 KW, 48 VDC surface mounted permanent magnet
synchronous machine. The inter-turn short circuits were externally applied by
connecting the turn’s leads. The fault resistance is connected to the turn’s lead. This
machine is connected to a 0.25 KW PM DC generator which acts as load. The
machine has incremental magnetic encoder. The measured rotor position is used in
variable speed drive controller. A DC power supply is used to supply the three phase
AC drive. Two phase currents value are measured by two current transducers. The
employed switches in the drive are MOSFET-based which can carry up to 20 Amps.
The nominal rating of the current is 10 Amps. The measured currents and rotor
position are passed to the SPACE1103 and to the dSPACE1104 for control purposes.
The control circuit has an outer slow speed control loop and fast inner current control
loop. The speed control loop provides the command torque and the current loops
provide the reference direct and quadrature voltages. The DC bus voltage is typically
measured by a voltage transducer from inside the drive DC bus. The software controldesk and Matlab/SIMULINK were used for diagnosis and speed control loop
implementations. The digital time step in sensorless calculations is 20( μ s) . The time
step in speed control loops is 100 ( μ s ) .

Figure I.2 Experimental set up for verification of inter-turn fault diagnosis
system
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The developed system for hardware in the loop finite element based optimization
process is depicted in figure I.3. The main body of software is implemented in
MATLAB software in an M-file. The main optimization algorithm is implemented in
the main body. The machine model is implemented is Simulink-MATLAB. The base
software is enabled to invoke the Magnet-Infolytica finite element software. The
Magnet-Infolytica finite element calculates the physical properties of the machine and
it automatically sends it back to the main body. The main body software then renews
the machine model inside the Simulink. After that the renewed model is built the on
the dSPACE 1103. In order to increase the computational abilities, a dSPACE1104 is
connected to dSPACE1103. The dSPACE1104 controls the AC/DC drive and the
dSPACE 1103 handles the machine model. The digital time step in sensorless
calculations is 20(μ s) . The time step in speed control loops is 100 ( μ s ) .

Figure I.3 Experimental set up for verification of HIL-finite element based design
optimization
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APPENDIX II
Table II.1

Bbasic law of electromagnetism [202]

Ampere’s law

∇×H = J

(II.1)

Faraday’s law

∇ × E = − dB dt

(II.2)

Magnetic flux continuity

∇•B =0

(II.3)

Permeability Law

B = μ. H

(II.4)

Ohm’s Law

J = σ .E

(II.5)
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